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ABSTRACT

ThE INflRflAL ADMINISTRATION OF ~BE SECOND ‘J!EMPLB AT JsRUSA3~1~t
by

Daniel Trapper

This thesSe- is~ an attempt to present a composite

picture of the internal priestly administration of the Second

Temple in Jerusalem in its manifold aspects. After briefly

mxrveying the status and establishing the centrality of the

Temple in the Second Commonwealth society, the paper turna to

an ins-depth examination of the Temple’s officers, the direction

of its ritual and the involvement of the non—priestly Sanhed—

flu in its administrative complex. -

The foflowing is a list of the significant conclusions

and contibut~ons of the thesis:

1) High priest succession during the Persian—early

Greek and Hasmonean eras followed the biblical law of inherit—

ace, i.e. son, brother, imole.

2) In the Herodian—Roman period, though succession

by inheriténca was abrogated, the special position of the high

p~~iest’s brother was preserved e.s he often served as the back

up to the high priest.

3) Be~gitning by the late Greek era (ca. 175 B.C.E.) the

lnte;ost of the high priests abifted from the ritual to the

political arena ad contrøl over the daily worship was gta&

uafly transfcrré& to the. hands of subordinate officers and other

priestly institutions.. .,. •



4) To prevent the establishment of a politically dan~

germis dynastic high priesthood, Herod and his followers banned

the direct succession of a father by his son to the high priest’

hood.

5)~is. the rabbinic analogue

of archiercd~ and was a group composed solely of former high

priests (including~

6) The S h~~Oh2~irn was the private ritual assis—

tent of the high priest.

7) The str~gj~çQg of the Temple is not to be identified

with the seaan4 He had absolutely no relation to ritual but

was a security officer in the Temple.0

8) The kohen ha--mi~shfleh and na~id bet ha~Eioki.m of the

late first and early second Temple eras, may be rçcogi~.ized as

precursors of the ~ and str~9gQ.~ respectively.

9) There were a number of priestly institutions or corn—

mittees governing various aspects of’ the Temple and the priests.

Each was called a bet din ehel kohanim.

~o) Although a t di was charged with

ultimate responsibility for the proper performance of Temple

ritual, a number of officers, me~airn, acted as actual directors

of ritual. The ~ provided the strand of continuity in the

face of the constantly changing mishmarot, and originated during

the Hasnionean period.

11) The ~ listed in Mishnah SheYalim are standard

names for the officers occupying these positions in e~ery gen~



eration~ They had far more tasks and broader authority than

the limited duties indicated by the mishnah.

12) The hazan was a menial aide in Temple procedural

activities. The Ish Bar ha—Bay,it and ~gal ha—Pul were low—

ranking police Officials.

13) A delicate détente was reached between the priests

and Sanhedrin in their duel to win jurisdiction over the Temple.

Though the priests maintained actual control, the Sanhedrin

involved itself in Temple affairs in a variety of ways:

a0 Zikeinirn were dispatched by the Sanhedrin to oversee

rituals (usually involving Sadducee—Pharisee differences) such

as the Day of Atonement and red heifer ceremonials.

b. The Sanhedrin instituted a number of ceremonies in

volving their participation and deemed the practices prerequis—

ites for the performance of various Temple ceremonials.

c, The priests conducted certain judicial processes hut

the formal approval of the Sanhedrin was required to v~]idA~be

their decisions.

I
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Introduction

This thesià, a study of the administrative complex of

the Second Temple at Jerusalem, encompasses a period of close

to six centuries (ca. 516 B.C.E. — 70 G.E.). It commences at /2
the reconstructiàn of the Temple under the hegemony of the

Persians and terminates at its destruction by the legions of

Rome.

The fIrst Temple — the Temple of Solomon is not ex

amined in this paper. However, on various occasions reference

is made to it in an attempt to shed light on the Second Temple.

For the sources of the early period of the Second Temple are

extremely limited; ‘besides the latter prophets~ Ezra, Nehexniah,

a few papyri and possibly some isolated apocryphal works we

have nothing to draw from for information. However, we can

attempt to fill some of the gaps of its early administration

by focusing upon its predecessor and projecting from it. .Therc._~

can be no doubt that the intensely nationalistic returnIng ex

iles, wi.th fond memories of the Temple of King Solomon, son of

King David, modeled their Temple after Solomon’s in whatever

ways they could, both architecturally and administratively.

The role played by tradition and nationalism in such a situ-’

ation dare not be underestimated.

The later period of the Temple, particularly the post—

Maccabesxj~ is far better documented, There is abundance of

references to the Temple and its bureaucratic structure inI
I
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z~abhinic, apocryphal, Christian, papyri, and. Greek and Roman

sources. Together they provide a vast ~ovnt of information, -

though the validity and accuracy of each source vary consider—

ably.

Rabbinic literature, particularly the T4ishnah, Tosefta~

Tärgumim, and 6ifl~a, forms the bulk of the source material for

our study. While stress will be concentrated on the older and

contemporary sources, the later Tannaitic and Amoraic material

will not be ignored. However, when they are cited their con—

tents will be proved to ascertain the sources twwledgeability

and thus historical viability.

Utilizing the non—rabbinic Jewish sources (Apocrypha

and Pseudepigrapha) in our study presents two difficulties..

Firstly, the dating of most of these worké is still a much

debated topic among scholars and without a definite dating their

use is greatly limited. But even more important is the fact

that the~av~t~Q~pI1jp .QCt~QZ~PflQ3s quo ion~ and with

out imowing the author’s orientation and reli~ous inclination,

we might miss an entire slant in the work) What makes this

1. For a sunmary and analysis of the various opinions on the
dating and authorship of the apocryphal works see, R. H.
Pfeiffer, Histq~New York — Lon
don; 1941, which is, to a large extent, an introduction to
the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha; J. Klausner, ~i~s~j4~skc1
ha—Bayitha—Sheiij,, Jerusalem, 1952, vol. 3, 194—215; S. Zeit—
Un, The R ‘s-c and Fa of he Judean_State, voJ • 1, PInla—
deiphia.: mri,SA~ 1964, 292—501, vol. 2, l967,-346~353.

viii
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difficulty particularly pronour~ is the combination which we

are dealing with: the Temple and the possibility that many of

the works are the products of sectarians. Second Commonwealth

sects, having such varying attitudes vis a vis the Temple, its

priests and ritual,2 allow a source to be easily misinterpreted

uhless the attItudes of the author are known in advance,

Philo and Josephus were contemporaries of the Temple

and as such merit careful analysis. Josephus in particular

deserves special consideration in view of the fact that he was

a priest who, according to his own testimony, served-in and

was an expert on Temple ritual.. However, Philo was a commoner,

a resident of distant Alexandria and but an infrèquerrb visi-.

tor to Jerusalem. Consequently, the thoroughness of his know—

ledge of internal Temple conduct is questionable,

In the gospels and church fathers we have the advan—

tage of knowIng the negative slant quite well. Even the post—

Tempie sources are valuable for many- ofthe early- church ta—

thers, having studied vnder Jewish scholars or themselves of

Jewish extraction, often preserve ancient traditions absent in -- -

our rabbinlo wrItings.

2. E.g. Josephus informs us that the Essenes, in view of their
different form of ritual purifications not recognized by the
priests; were- barred from the Temple precincts. (Ant. lS.i,
5,19). - We would. not e~p&ct a work of theirs to relate favor—
ab].y toward the Temple. -

-- _ix



In the view of the multiplicity and variety of these

sources — a factor which is lacking in the cearly period — the

major part of our study will, of necessity, concentrate on the

later period. By “later period” we mean the post-4laccabean

era, from about 142 B.C.E. till 70 C.E. It is this factor

which acts as the fundamental distinguishing mark differenti

ating our study from that of the eminent scholar Adolf B~ichler.

The classic scholarly study of the Temple administra

tion is Buehler’s work Die Pxiester und der Cultus im letzten

Jahrzehnt des JeruzalemuscherTempels.3 As the name implies.,

Bachier’s work is an analysis of the Temple administratIon in

the final~~ye~rs of its existence only. In his~work, Buehler

traces an unusual amount of the Temple institutions discussed

inrabbinie sources to the last decade of the Temple. Thus~

he sees, for example, the initiation of the offices of p,p~

(p.83), and zekainirn ( ~), the celebration of~shat~j~—

~the i~~siti-owoiseverepenalties~for steal

ing Temple vessels ( 57)~ as products of the last decade only.

According to Buehler virtually all rabbinic sources relating . -

to the Temple refer only to this tiny period of its long six

hundrEdyear history. .

3. Vienna, 1902. The Hebrew translation is used in all cita~
tions. htEohaJtnzL~yQ~j~?a, translated from the German
by NaftaliéGinton, Jerusalem: Mosad Harav K9ok, 1966.

• 4. P1. San. 9.6.

x
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Dr. Buehler’s approach can be unde’stood only when

viewed from an historical perspective — the times and condi—

tions under which he wrote. Die Priester md der Cultus is

fundamentally a reaction against the Christian scholarship of

his day, which brutally and uncompromisingly dismissed the

value of all r.abbinic sources. The crucial difficulty at the

time revolved about coping with the blatant contradiction be—

tween the gospels and the misbnah over the function, orienta.

tion and, most important, leadership of the Sanhedrin. The

gospels report that the high priest presided over this highest

Jewish tribunal; the mishnah identifies its leader as the rias’L.

Christian scholars naturally accepted their tradition and, in

an attempt to discredit the rabbinic tradition, ridiculed and

denigrated all of rabbinic writings challenging their general

authority. -

L . Büchler, one of the leading Jewish scholars of his
-- day and ~éáfTáI~diät e~barked on-acampai~-to- defend----————..

his tradition and compel his Christian colleagues to adopt a

more evenhanded approach to the sources. His sensitivity to - --

the problem is sufficiently demonstrated by his book, fl~—
nedrion in Jerusalem md das Grosse Beth—Din in der Quader—

hammer des jerusLie[4~9j4en_Temp~l~, which is a bold attempt to

reconcile the conflicting tradit~cns by positing the existence - -

of two Sanhedrins, one headed by the high priest and the other

by the nasi.~must -similarly be

viewed fro~n this .terzoectivé. In Die Priester mid der Cultus

xi
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Büchler subjects his nabbinic sources to a meticulous and cx—

~~-~~acting analysis — we might say a supercritical analysis — in

an appeal to his Christian colleagues, to lend greater credence.

to them. In fact, the very first chapter (over one—fifth of

the book) entitied “Rabbinic Sourceä for the History of the

Priesthood” is an open challenge to the Christian position and

a defense of Jewish sources. In this chapter Biichler writes:

It would seem to us that the lack of trust, even
ridicule, of that which is related in the raislmah
and Talmud concerning the incidents and relations
in Jerusalem and the Temple is unjustified,..
Especially the fact that reputable scholars have
chosen to completely and absolutely negate one
tradition while totally accepting another...
imposes upon us the responsibility to establish
legitimate criteria based upon scholarly found—
atioñs. 5

B{ichler then proceeded to establish criteria for

source analysis acceptable to all. These supercrItical ori~

teria, however, rigidly chained his analysis,, denying him the

fnedQmjbo use iorcalsensitLvfloattributeeertain

sources to very early times when necessary. Actually, a great

deal of scholarly research published since BUehler’s days, much

based on the foundation which he laid, has demonstrated the

great antiquity of many rabbinlc statements0, The great number

of sources which BUehler condensed into a ten year period may

in many cases, according to modern standards, be extended over

5, BUehler, ~ 9—lOs
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afar greater period,6

Our analysis of the Temple administration will differ

from Buehler’s for we will allow ourselves the freedom which

Buehler lacked. We must remember that most sources are quite

difficult to date, and even those which can. be dated to a

late oeriod often ref3.ect ancient fraditions. There is another

• very important factor to consider. The Temple administrative

• complex was an established bureaucracy and, like all bureauc~

racies, it tended to be ultra-~conservatjve, allowing few

changes. There were critical points — such as the Hasmonean

revolt — when major changes did indeed occur. But outside

these points we must reco~iize the fundamentally conservative

nature of the Temple. Thus, even a late source describing a

particular institution need not imply that the institution it

self is late. On the contrary, it may very well be indicative

of an ancient institution which existed even at the late date

~a-a~e was writtñ~

To cite just one illustration of a late source re—

fleeting an ancient tradition we may point to the mlshnah in

Yoma7 which reports that on festivals the gates of the Temple

6, For example, Gedalia Alon traces the mishnaic report of
severe penalties for stealing Temple vessels, not to the last.
ten years of the Temple, but to at least 240 years before
its 8 estructtont H rmb’Tojedotflsroei, Jerusalem,
l957,.vol. 1, 98—106,

7, H. Yoma l~8.

xiii
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were opened earlier so that by the time the cock crowed the

precincts were thronged with iorshippers. Mishnah Yoma, though

a relatively early. mlsimah, nevertheless, dates from slightly

after the destruction of the Temple.8 Yet this practice ante—

dates the mishnaic report by at least seventy years. For

Josephus reports that during the reign of the first procurator

Ooponius (6—9 O.E.), “when the Festival of Unleavened Bread,

which we call Passover, was going on, the priests were accüs-

tomed to throw open the gates of the Temple after midnight.”9

Thus Josephus reports that the practice of opening the Temple

gates earlier on festivals was an ancient one.

We must also be aware of name and functions metarnor-~

phosos. Often the title of a functionary may be old, perhaps

stretching throughout the entire six hundred year history of

the Temple, but its implication different in the various per

iods. On the other hand, some officers may have functioned

tpughou the~eriod under different titles. As an example

of the former phenomenon we might point to the high priest who

8. T. B. Yoma 14b:”Rabbi Yochanan said: Which Tanna arranged
Yoma? Rabbi Shimon Ish ha—Mizpa,” Rabbi Shimon was a
scholar who served in the final years of the Temple. (M.
Peah 2.6) of. oh. Albeck, Mabo Lamishnah, Jerusalem, 1959,
85f.

xiv

9. ~jj. 18,2.2,29.
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began as a semi—independent leader with broad extra—Temple

powers and ended as a subservient quisling of the rebel govern—

ment.~~ The n~&~ — ~~~rates — ~~te~os is an illustration

of the latter phenomeaon0~

An awareness of the bureaucratic nature of the administ

rative complex should alert us to one other phenomenon. There

might be some late high—titled officers whose duties and

obligations were virtually nil. The long and oscillating

history of the Second Temple certainly allowed for the possi

bility of officers being stripped of power while retaining their

titles. Vestigious titles must be looked for.

Besides Buehler the only other major effort to recon~—

struct the Temple administration was made by his o~er eon~

H temporary, Emil Schürer, in his monumental GessL1~ht?&&~JTh

~Schurer’s effort,

through a great stride forward in the study, suffers from two

great- deficiencies. Unlike Buchier, Schurer wasnot at all.~.

well versed inir.abbinic literature. But an even greater draw—

back to his analysis is that,. to some extent, Schurer suffered

from the general Christian attitude of his day of belittling

this Material. Thus, he omits many crucial sources without

which a full and accurate pIcture of the dynamics of Temple ad

ministration cannot be reconstructed.

10. ~ chapter 2.

11. ~&i2~ chapter 7.

xv
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Part One: Introduction

The Temple in Jerusalem was the spiritual center of

the people in Judea as well as of the Jews in thè’~Diaspora.

It was to this~ shrine alone that Jews the world over looked

for religious guidance and leadership. As such, this edifice

also became the target of all political hostilities directed

against Judea, the center of the Pharisee-~’Saddueee controversy

arid the arena about whi-ch the preaching, arrest and crucifixion

of Jesus revolved. The Temple was Judea’s first national shrine

to which there was no real second, and nearly all the oruc±al

political intrigues, social reformations and religiàus develop

ments of the Second Commonwealth happened in and about this

area.

It follows that a knowledge of the Temple adnilnlstra—

tion is a desideratum for the clear understanding of the his-~

i~±~-óttheSéoond Commonwealth. lnternajj ministrialdifficul—

ties and administrative debates are often reflections of broader

social tensions beyond the walls of the Temple. Going one step

further, the very structure of the administration, the metamor—

phosis of institutions and officials, and the nature of the

appointees tells us a great deal about the genera]. social and

religious climate. Thus, besides the inherent importance of

knowing tho structure of the Temp].e administration there is the

further value of using these conclusions to reconstruct much

of th~ geheral social, religiouó and political history of the
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Second Commonwealth.

It is impossible to commence a study of the Temple

administration without first examining the Temple itself: its

history, site, position and importance. Naturally, a complete

and thorough analysis of all these aspects is beyond the scope

of this paper. However, a review of some of the more salient

points of the Temple must be made before entering into a study

of its administration.

The Temple at Jerusalem was initially built by King

Solomon 480 years after the exodus from Egypt.1 This magni

ficent edifice which took seven years to build, with the aid

of skilled Tyrian. craftsmen,2 served the Kingdom of Judah for

over 400 years. At various times, such as during the reigns

of Jehoash3 and Josiah,4 the building fell into disrepair and

had to be mended through the efforts of the high priests. How

ever, no major architectural changes were made throughout this

~ëribd, 4;hiôh a tdatonclusiOn with the~destnction~ of-the—---

Temple in 586 B.C.E. by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.5

The construction of the Second Temple, the subject of

1. Kings 6:1.

2. Ibid. chapter 6.

3. II Kings 12:7—18.

4. Ibid. 22:3—8.

5. ~ 25. cf. Jeremiah .52.~
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our study, was begun under the leadership of Zerubbabel ben

Shaltiel and Jehoshua ben Jehozadak6 on the authority of the

famous. edict. of Cyrus.7 The harsh social and economic condi

tions of the returning exiles were reflected in their new edi-~

floe, which, while maintaining the dimensions of its predeoes

sor, lacked its architectural grandeur.8 Though mean in ap

pearance the building served the people well for most of the

Second Commonwealth. It was only near the end of the period

that King Herod tore down the ancient edifice and replaced it

with what was reputed to he one of the most magnificent struc

tures of his age. Of Herod’s Temple it was said: “He who did

not see the Temple of Herod, has not seen a magnificent edifice

• in his life.tt9 .

Herod was anything but religious. However, he suffered

from an ailment common to many tyrants: a severe and uncontrol—

lable passion, almost a mania, for building. During his long

j

4

6. Ezra 2:68. of. Haggai 1. .

7. Ibid. 1:1—4; II Chron. 36:22—23,

8~, Ezra 3:12. ~Jo5, Ant. 11.4,2,81. In his speech to the people
aimounCing reconstruction of the Temple ~ Herod claims
that Zerubbabel’s Temple was identical to Solomon’s in
breadth and width only, not in height. Thus he suggests
raising it to the original height (Ant. 15,11.1,385—386),
What may have actually happened was that Herod wished to
raise the Temple’s height and sought to legitimize this
~wtion by claiming that he was restoring it to its pris
tine dimension.

9. Babe. Batra 4a. ~cf. Sukka 51b.
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and brutal career he constructed scores of cities, fortresses,

theatres, baths and palaces. And realizing that the old and

war—searre4 Temple of Zerubbabel did not do him nor the people

he ruled honor, he ordered it razed and grandly reconstructed?0

There is wa interesting sidelight to this reconstruction.

Though not the person to be respectful of religious tradition

and practice, with regard to the Temple, Herod scrupulously

followed Pharisaic law, even to the extent of curtailing his

building passion. Only priests participated in its construct

ion.11. The complex sandfill enlargements of the Temple pre~

cincte affected only the outer court, while the dimensIons of

the Temple proper remained exactly as they had been since the

days of Solomon. This provides an excellent indication of the

cen6rality.of the Temple in the eyes of the peop1e. I~rod was

neither afraid to murder leaders, nor wipe out the most ~‘espected

families, nor juggle high priests, but, he would not dare to

tamper with-the Sanctuary. Obviously, he judged that-this.par—.~_

ticular aàt was one which the people would vnder no circvnstan~

ces tolerate.1? -- -

JIerod~s judgement was quite correct. To the peovle

of Judea the land of Judea was holy, the city of Jerusalem ho•

her still, and the Temple of Jerusalem the mdst sacred of a1l.1~

10. Ant. 15.11,1,380

11, Ibid. 15ol1.6;421.

12. The Judean supersensitivity to tampering with Temple

I
5

.fl
I

-I
--
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• Its site, they believed, had been selected from the time of

Abraham,14 indeed consecrated at the moment of Creaticn,~

It was neither the fail of Judea nor Jerusalem which was mouz~

ed and. memorialized by the Jews afterward, but the destruction

of the Temple. The Temple was their dearest love during its

existence, and most profound hope after its destruction, In

the terms of the midrash written after the fail of Jerusalem,

“The prayers of the Jews concern only the Temple: When shall

the Temple be rebuiltV’16

The people’s tremendous reverence for the Temple as

well as their abhorrence for tampering with ib may also be

gauged by their reaction to the unauthorized entry of aliens.

dimensions is, perhaps, best illustrated by a post’~-Tempie
incident. The midrash tells that a Roman emperor (Hadrian)
once permitted reconstruction of the Temple providing thab

- - its measurements be increased or decreased by but five~ Thi& aàtion provoked a ~ha~ aotiozia:ncru Wàs~~—

• • only through conciliatory efforts of R. Yehoshua ben Cha.-
• nanya that am open revolt was prevented (BR9 64-), On the

• historictity of this event see Gedalia flon, To]sdcyb}~~e—
hudirn, vol. 1, 270—280. ••

13. M. Kelim 1.6—9.

,,q n ‘~•J_ ~. -U. tt~ -) ~)

15. Jub, 4:26; 8:19.

16. B. R. 13.2
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The Judeans exacted from their Roman overlords the unusual

right to condemn any alien who violated the sanctity of their

House of God by merely treading on its. soil)7 As a further

illustration we might cite the calamity which befell Jerusalem

at the conquest of Pompey. When Pompey subdued Jerusalem in

the year 63 B.C.E.. he accomplished his task by ruthless and

brutal bloodshed. Priests were hewn down at the altar, women

were defiled, and 12,000 Jews were massacred in the city.

And yet Josephus in describing the evez~b remarks, “of all the

calamities of that time none so deeply affected the nation as

the exposure to alien eyes (Pompey) of the Holy Place.”18

Apparently the defiling of the Temple was a greater crime to

the people than mass murder and death. We must also remember

the pathetic description given by H Naccabees of the helpless

citizens of Jerusalem trying to prevent Heliodorus from enter

ing the Temple and defiling it, a description which aptly re—

~~iects~Téà~ii’s áttitüde o4raMtheir House of~ God. ~The

author writes:

“People came teeming out of the houses in crowds ...

to join in communal supplication because the Pi?Lce
was in danger of being defiled. Women, girded un
der their breasts with sackcloth, crowded the streets;
while maidens, usually kept within doors, ran together

17. Two tablets have been found in the Temple area with Greek
inscriptions prohibiting the entry of aliens. One reads:
“No alien may enter within the balustrade and the enclosure
around the sactuary; Whoever is caught, on himself shall
be put blame for the death which shall ensue.” Reifenberg,

80. Cf. S. Zeitlin~ “The Warning In
scription of the Temple”, ~ XflVIII (1947—1948) ,lll—116.
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to the gates, others to the walls, and some peeped
forth from the windows; all stretched forth their
hands toward heaven in supplication. One could but
look, with pity upon the crowd prostrating themselves,
to the last one, and upon the high priest, anxious
as he was in his fearful. foreboding.19

Why is it that the Temple achieved so exclusive a

position in Judean life? What was it that embedded that in

stitution so deeply in all phases of Judean thought and activ

ity? There is no one factor to explain this phenomenon.

There was rather a series of factors which cumulatively and

- over a period of generations served to enshrine this institu

tion.

Unlike its Greek and Roman counterparts, the Temple

at Jerusalem was the one and only religious center for the

Jews. There were no real ri~ai Temples competing for and thus

dividing the loyalties of the people. Even outside Judea corn—

petition was almost nil. It is true that there was a temple

~1ii Jeb ea~ly in the Second Coaôh~Cal aM thatin th~middle

of the second century B.C.E., a member of the high priestly

fa~i1y, Onias, fled to Egypt and constructed a rival Jedsh

temple in Heliopolis. However, though these temples performed

biblical rites and offered sacrifices, they never met popular

acceptance. The temple at Jeb -

18, Wars 1,7.6,152

19. II Mac. 3:18—21,
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was shortlived and virtually sectarian.20 And the larger and

more prominent temple of Onia,s could not even wean away from

Jerusalem the great Alexandrian Jewish community, which re

mained steadfastly loyal to its mother couhtry.21 The Temple

of Jerusalem was effectually the only place to bring sacrifi

ces, to seek the divine presence, to achieve atonement,22 The

people’s loyalty, respect and reverence was directed unreserved

ly and unswervingly toward Jerusalem.

This uniqueness concentrated all reiigious function

in and about the Temple. Three times a year the population

.20. The date of the construction of the Temple at Job is un~
known, though it was already in existence during the con
quest of Egypt by Casnbyses. It was destroyed in the year
411 B.C.E. (Cowley, Ar.aw~c Pa ri of the Fifth Centuiy
~Q., 1923, ~ap.30). The Jews in this colony were see—
tarians having deviated significantly from the mainstream
of Judean theology. To cite an example of their deviant

_.theology, when, the ,Jeb temple was destroyed the colonists
were so unaware of their deviation that théfi~r±~öte”to ‘the -“~

high priest in Jerusalem seeking hi~g~4 in the reconstruct
ion of their temple! Furthermore, foreign deities (Anat
and Bethel) were assimilated into their religion.

21.’This ‘factor is well attested throughout the vast philonic
literature, e.g. In~ 1.67 Philo writes:
“But he provided that there should not be temples built
either in many places or many in the same place, for he
judged that since God is one, there should be also only
one temple.” -

22. Indeed the people regarded the temple structure itself
as effecting atonement, “Why is it called Lebanon (the
Temple)? For it cleanses: C i’~~ )‘ the’ transgressions of
Israel.” Vayikra Rabba 1~ if. P. B. Git. 39-b.

11~-
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of Jerusalem swelled as Jews from throughout Judea and the

world flocked to the Temple for festival observance.23 The

central religious governing body of Judea — the Great Saithed—

r1n — conducted daily sessions within its precincts.24 Mira

cles in the Temple were regarded by the folk as common, almost

everyday occurrences.25 Hundreds of thousands of shekaJ4~

poured into Jerusalem during the mont~s following Adar as

every Jew was required by religious~ law to send this yearly

contribution for maintenance of sacrifices.26 Over the course

of generations this, together.with general gifts and bequests,

greatly enriched the Temple treasury with huge amounts of gold

and silver.21 Moreover, the Temple at Jerusalem, as all

cient temples, àerved as a bank for personal savings.28 The

23. Lev. 16:16; Philo~ To be absent from Jerusalem on
the festivals was regarded as a grave misfortune. It is
thus interesting to note that when Herod married Miriam,

~~h& ba~edDori& son Antipater- from~
festivals. ~ 1.22.1,433.

24.14. Midot 5.4.

25. 14. Abot 5.50

26. 14. Shek 1.1.

27, Josephus writes: ttBut no one need wonder that there was
so much wealth in our temple, for all the Jews throughout
the habitable world, and those who worthipped God, even
those from Asia and Europe, had been contributing to it
for a very long time. And there i~ no lack of witnesses to
the great amount of the ~ mentioned nor have they been
raised to so great a figure through boastfulness or exag
geratiOn on out part, but there are many historians’ who
bear us out (Ante l4,7.2,llOf)0 To gain some insight into
the magtait~ude of the bequeaths, it would be helpful to ±~e—
member the Tosefta (Ark. 3.1,545) where a woman is reported
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Temple over a period of centuries developed into the richest,

most revered, and consequently one of t~e most powerful, insti—

tutions in Judea.

As the unchallenged and incontrovertible religious center,

the Sanctuary became a natural magnet for all religious move-S

ments, sects and folk superstitions. Every false messiah, every

charlatan, every quack, made his pilgrimage to Jerusalem to

seek the divine presence and the legitimacy and respectability

which only the Temple could extend. The Egyptian deceiver during

the procuratorship of Felix selected the Mount of Olives, over-~

looking the Temple, as the place to perform his miracles,29

Jesus, though spending his days of ministry in Perea and Galilee~

felt compelled to make a trip to the Temple and preach there?°

And the common people reacted in much the same manner, perform—

ing their superstitious rites and incantations in the Temple,

Thus Josephus tells that during Herod’s seige of Jerusalem,

-“The--feebler- folk,- -congregating round. the Temple gq in

to have pledged and given her daughter’s weight in gold
upon the child’s recovery from her illness, The Temple
also received large quantities of gifts from.. gentiles.
On this latter aspect see B. Schflrer, A~st~jsf~jM
Jewish Peonie, English translation, Second Edition, Second
Division, Part I, Edinburgh, 1901, 304±’.

28. See V. Tcherikover,~
Philadelphia: JPSA, 1966, 155ff. cf. T. Mendelssohn, ~
jntheAne~atNe~EaSL, 1933, 190ff. .

29. Ant. 26,8.6,169—172.

30. Mark 11:11; Mat. 21:10—12; Duke 19:45.



transports of frenzy and fabricated numerous oracular utter-fl

ances to fit the crisis.”3’

Being so integrally woven into the daily life of Judea,

the Temple could not escape political involvement. With re—

gard to the overlord powers this involvement was formally

translated into daily offerings for the peace and security of

the State and its ruler.32 As far as internal Judean politics

were concerned the involvement was far greater. The Temple

was often used by the leaders to further their personal ends

in a variety of ways. When, for example, 1-lyrcanus and Aris-.

tobulus concluded their temporary reconciliation,, to win pop~

ular acceptance they did so “in the Temple, in the presence of

the surrounding crowds.”33 And the first act of Archaleaus,

after his shaky assumption of office at the death of Herod, was

the offering of a sacrifice in the Temple.34 The more complex

political aspects will be studied later in this paper0

r ---—-.----__-_--_--.-_--____.-_~--~_-_____..~___._-~__ -

I
31. Wars 1.18.1,347

32, ‘The daily emperor sacrifices are mentioned in the Talmud
(~. B. Git. 56a)~ Josephus (Wars 2.15.3,320; ~pion 2.77)
and Philo. ~ 4Caiua 1577E The Talmud and Josephus
are siiexrb regarding the nature of the sacrifice but
Flub wtites that it consisted of two lambs and a bull.
Philo and Josephus are in disagreement over whether the
Jews (Josephus) or the emperor (Philo) paid for the offer~
ing

33.

34.

1!~~ 1.6.1,122.

Thin. 11.1.2,5.
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One final factor which should be noted is the strategic

importance of the Temple. If Jerusalem was an impregnable

city, then the Temple was an impregnable fortress within an

impregnable city. Situated On the eastern and lower mount 0±

the city, the Temple was wrapped on three sides by the Kidron

and Tyropaeon Valleys with only the northern side exposed, But

a massive wall protected this side, aswel]. as lendin.g further

support to the other three flaraks. Thus special precautions

were taken by various political powers to build control into

the Temple. Antiochus Epiphanes had the notorious citadel

erected “for it served as an ambuscade against the sanctuary.T1)5

Later in the Second Commonwealth Herod and the procurators kept

control in the Temple from the specially constructed Power of

Bans or Antonja,36

But without these citadels the Temple was indeed an almost

impenetrable fortress apart from Jerusalem. In fact, in quite

a few instances we find ~iàrring factions reaching a staleniate -

as one occupies Jerusalem and the other the Temple. Hyrcanus

and his Arahiaj, allies succeeded in defeating Aristobulus for

control of Jerusalem only to find that they could n~t dislodge

35. I Mac,. 1:36.

36. Ant. l5.ll.7,442-~445
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him from the Temple.37 Similarly, during the great revolt

against Rome, John of Gush—Haläv and the zealots under Eleazar

held the Temple and could not be ejected by Simon ben Giora and

the Jerusalem party.’8 This great strategic position played

a very significant role in the general history of the Temple.

Tba..rmrvey. which-we have., made- of.~-.the Temple and its

national, religious and political importance will help us

greatly in the analysis of its administration. For only after

realizing its unusual prominence will we be able to comprehend

the many and intricate internal power struggles, the complex

development of its bureaucracy and the delicate relationship

between it and the Sanhedrin and foreign governments. This

realization also makes clear why every overlord foreign country—

Persia, E~rpt, Seleucidia, Rome — and every internal govern

ment — the Hasmoneans, Herod, the procurators — had to exercise

some sort of control over its adminstration or impose limitations

on its acti~vities. The Temple was too vital a phase of Judea

to be ignored. It had to be carefully observed, regulated and

checked lest it step beyond the purely religious sphere and

pose an ominous threat to the existing political structure.

~ 14.2.1,19—21. .

38. Wars 4.9.12,577—9. Later in the revolt three factions were
formed and warred among each other with the Temple walls pro
viding the line of demarcation betucen them. Simon held
Jerusalem, John the outer court df the ü~empie, and Eleazar

[ . -and the zealots the inner court. I~. 5,1.2,5—il,
I.

. - ---- . ..-~-
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The ~i’h Priesjfl_Succession

The high priest was the highest officer in the Temple.

However, despite this lofty position he seldom exercised.his

power in complete independence. More often than not, he was

subservient in some degree to, the Sanhedrin, an overlord power,

the internal political government of Judea or existing priestly

institutions. The internal affairs of the Temple could not be

isointed’ from the rest of Judea’s political life. The two

areas were interrelated and the chief officer of, the Temple

had to be subjected to some degree of control.

The relationship and check and balance system ~thich

existed between the priests in general and high priest in

particular and the Sanhedrin involved an especially delicate

d6tente to which the final chapters of this study are devoted.

But exclusive of the’religious Sanhedrii~, the extent of outside

control varied considerably in different periods depending

upon the securi.ty of the political regime, the force commiss—

ioning the appointment of high priests and the system of high

priest succession. In faOt,

d~endenOeof the ~ iests~a~L aouq_fl!fj24~. The

reason is simple. Whéñ the high priest was elevated to the

position by an automatic, self—perpetuating system such as
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heredity, he was answerable to none but himself. Similarly,

so long as the high priesthood remained a lifetime office,

its holder felt secure in his position and acted with relative

independence. Then, however, the high priest depended upon

others for his elevation and when his deposition and replace-

ment was a daily threat, the insecurity of his office made

him answerable, dependent upon, and, to a degree, subservient

to the powers appointing and sustaining him.

To understand the power. of the high priest and con

sequently the independence of high priestly control over the

Temple, we must first turn to an examination of high priest

succession and study how high priests were selectea and depoeeä.

in the Second Temple0

The Problem of Succession

An examination of Josephus and rabbinic sources re

veals a large number of traditions regarding the identity of

the successor to a high priest and the method of his selection.

In different instances the succes~or appears as the high

priest’s son,1 his brother,2 the or simply as “another

1. Sifra on 1ev. 16:32; “To serve in hi.s father’s place: This
teaches that the son preceeds all others.” cf. T,B. Yoma
72b—73a; T.J. HCr. 47d; Sifri 165. Also when the Jews
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priest”.4 We also find succession by heredity,5 lottery,6

appointment by the king,7 appointment by forei~a authorities,8 .•~-.-z

appointment by the Sanhedrin9 and automatic yearly changes of

high priests?0 These varying traditions have created a great

deal of confusion on the subject. -

battled the Smnaritafls in Alezandria over their respect
ive temples (ca. 150 B.C03.), Josephus reports that Andro—
cinus the Jew “began with proofs from the law and the suc
cession of high priests, showing that each had become head

________ of the Temple by receiving that office from his father”.
(hat. 13.3.4,78)

2. An. 12.2.5,44. Also the Haccabean brothers Judah, Jona-~
than and Simon seem to have succeeded one another to the
high priesthood. See Chapter 2, note 10,

3. “For this was the ~ appointed that if a high priest
should become defiled, the ~~gaj~ enters and serves in his
stead.” Tos. Yoma 1.4,180 and parallel sources.

4. N Yoma 1.1: “...and they prepared another priest in his
stead, lest he become defiled.” .

5• ~ note .1. -

6. Tog. Yoma 1.6,180: “...his lot decreed that he be high
priest”; Wars 4.3.8, - ---

• 7. T.B. Jeb. 6la: “...ard the king selected his as high
priest...”; of. T.J. Yoma 38cr; T. B. loma l2b.

8. Three times the governors of Syria came to Jerusalem and
appointed high priests: Cyrenius (Ant. 18.2.1,26). Vitel—
lius (Ant. 18.4.3,95) and again Vitellius (Ant. 18.5.3,
125).

9. Tos. San. 3,418 “and we appoint neither a king nor high
priest exCept before a court of seventy on&’. We admit
the possibility that confirmation is meant here, rather
than appointment.

1Q. T.B. Yoma 8b—9a and parallel sourceE. “...for they paid
money fo±’thè ~riesthood and switched it every twelve months.!!
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In order •to resolve the various traditions, we must oper

ate bearing in mind at all times the following three variables:

i) the different historical periods of the Second Temple,

2) two different types of succession, and 3) whether a par

ticular source in question is presenting the real or ideal

situation.

An accurate list of the high priests who officiated in

the Second Temple is a disederatum for the analysis. The list

that follows is divided into four periods~~ The periods

have been selected not on the basis of general political sta

tus, but rather on the basis of the status of the priesthood.

Each of these periods represents a radical break in tradition

C re the high priesthood) from its predecessor and stamps its

unique image upon the high priestly institution.

~hPrie~sts_of the epflffl21L~in_J~Lth’2~~

I. Persian Early areek Era (516 B.C.E. 174 B.C~E0):

• 1. Yehoshua b, Yehotzadak

2. Elyakim b. Yehoshua

li~ The four periods will b~ cited by their designate& Roman
numeral thräughout Our discussion (I,ii,II1,IV). In
addition, high priests will be identified b~’ their period
aM number, e.g. Yadua b. Johanan (1,6), Alcimus (11,3).

12, The exact dates of most high priests are unknown. Conse-
qüentiy only the periods are dated.
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3. Elyashuv b. Yehoyakim

4. Yoyada b. Elyashuv

5. Johanan b. Yoyada

6. Yadua b. Johanan

7. Onias I b. Yadua

8. Simon (the Just)13 b. Onias I

9. Blazar b. Onias I

100 Manassah

fl. Onias II b. Simon (the Just)

12. Simon II b. Onias II

13. Onias III b. Simon II

II. Late Greek Bra (174 B.C.E..— 153 B.C.E.)

1. Jason b. Simon II

2. Menelaus

3, KLcimus

4.

III.Hàsmon eän Era ≤I53~B.C.E.— 37 B.C.E.)

1. Jonathan b. I~Iattathias

2. Simon b. Mattathias

3. Johanan Hyrcanus b. Simon

13. Josephus identifies this Simon as Simon the Just, How—
ever, the identification of Simon the Just in rabbinic lit
erature is a great. debate among scholars and a vast lit—
erature has been compiled on the subject. See S. B. Roertig,
Sanhedrin~2~o1~, translated from the English by Israel
Eldad, Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1961, 44—49.

14. See chapter 2, note 10~
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4. Judah Aristobulus b. Johana.n Hyrcanus

5. Alexander Jannai b. Johanan Hyrcanus

6. Hyrcanus b. Alexander Jannai

7. Aristobulus b. Alexander Jannai

8. Antigonus b. Aristobulus

IV. Herodian & Roman Era (37 B.C.E. — 70 C.E.)15

(a) appointed by Herod (37 -~ 4 B.C.E.)

1. Ananel

2. Aristobulus

Annel

3. Jesus b. Phabes -

4. Simon b. Boethos

5. Matthias b. Theolphilos

6. Joseph b. Ellemh6

7, Joasa.r b. Boethos

(b) appointed by Archalaus (4 B.C.E. — S C.E.)

~~8; Eliáso~b~Böéthb~~ ~.. -

9.Jesusb. See

15.. Josephus (Ant. 20.10.5,250) numbers as twenty—eight the
total of high priests in period IV but does not list
them. The list presented is the one drawn up by F. Schürer,
KHis~~rof,theJefl.~hPeol!, translated from the German,
Second Ed., Second Division, Edinburgh, 1S91, Part I, 197—
202. cf. list of S. Zeitlin, The Rise and Fall of the
Judean State, Philadelphia, i!~i, vol. 11, A~endTE3, 379.

16. See chapter 3, “The ‘High Prieststtt, esp. ntte 3~
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Joasar b. Boethos

(a) appointed by Quirinus (6 G.E.)

100 Ananos b. Seth

(a) appointed by Gratus (is — 26 G.E.)

11. lshmael b. Phabi

12. Eleasar b. Ananos

• 13. Simon b. Kamithos

14. Joseph (Caiaphas)

Ce) appointed by Vitellius (35 — 39)

15. Jonathan b. .Ananos

16. Theophilos b. Ananos

(f) appointed by Agrippa (41 — 44) . . -.

17. Simon Kantheras b. Boethos

18. Matthias b. Ananos

19. Elionaios b. Kantheros

(g) appointed by Herod of Chalkis (44 — 48)

20~ Joseph b. Kamithos

21. Ananias b. Nedebaios

• (h) appointed by Agrippa II (50 — 67)

22. Ishmael b. Phabi

• . 23. Joseph Kabi b. Simon

24. .Ananos b. Ananos

25. Jesus b. Damnaios

• . 26. Jesus b. Ganiliel

27. Matthias b. Theophilos

(i) appointed by people during the war (67—68)
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28~ Phannias b. Samuel

The principles’ of high priest succession in each in-

dividual period must now be examined. These analyses can best

be done topically rather than chronologically. The Persian—

early Greek and the Hasmonean eras~ (Periods I and III) wit—

nessed the practice of similar systems of succession, as did

the late Greek and Herodian—Romall eras (Periods II and iv).

Periods I and III will, therefore, be analyzed as a unit fol

lowed by a joint study of Periods II and IV.

Succession_in Periods I and III

A cursory glance at these two periods quickly reveals

that the high priesthood of the Second Temple was fundamentally

an hereditary dynasty, Passc~ddowu1 from father to~on. It is

only natural to expeot this. For the Tabernacle of the wilder—

ness and the first Temple at Jerusalem, the Temple of qolomon,

also maintained such dynastic successionb. This principle can

be traced to the “Covenant of Peace” drawn between God and

• Phineas in which the high priesthood was conferred upon Phin—

eas as an hereditary gift?7 The Phineas lineage persisted-

17. Num. 25:l2f; of. Ben Sira 45:24
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until the last days of the Judges when Eli (from the Ittamar

branch of the Aaronic pedigree) assumed the office of high

priest. After Eli the high priesthood changed hands a few

times until it returned to the family of Phineas as David’s

trusted friend Zadok was elevated to the office.

Zadok established an hereditary priestly dynasty which

continued throughout the long and vacillating history of the

first Temple. Indeed, the family became such an incumbent in

the high priesthood that after the destruction of the first

Temple, the prophet Ezekiel would hear nothing of any of the

other priests leading and guiding the people.

~nd the priests~ yea officiants, the Sons of Zadok
• who clung to the ordinances of my Temple when the

people of Israel strayed from me, they shall come
near to serve me, and they shall offer me the fats

• and blood, says the Lord God. They shall come into
my Temple, and they shall come near my table to serve
me and shall keep my ordinanceS.~-8 -~ - -~ -

- As a result of Ezekiel’s admonition, the Zadok lineage

was ~iJiètãbIióhed at the: da~m of the Second Temple andZadok—

ian dynastic succession continued uninterrupted until the

cataclysmic events of the pre—Hasmonean age brought ~ I

to an abrupt conclusion.

18, Ezek. 44:15—17
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The Hasmonean period (III) may be viewed as an attempt

to restore the high priesthood to the very same independent

status that it enjoyed durihg the early Second Temple era.

Jonathan, the first Maccabean to hold t~e office of high priest,19

though appointed by the Syrian monarch Alexander Ealas, was

nevertheless able to gradually assert his independence because

of his great military strength. This quest for independence,

begun by Jonathan, was culminated by his brother aM successor

Simon, who was appointed high priest not by a foreign power,

but by the people themselves. “The Jews and the priests had

agreed that Simon should be their leadqr and high priest for

ever, until a true prophet should arise.”20 Thus the dynastic

principle of priestly succession was re—established, though

not in the family of Zadok. The Hasmoneans assumed the high

• priesthood for themselvespassing it down from father to son.

• - Princip~esof Dynastic Succession

The dynastic ‘succession of the high priesthood when

it functioned was: often a quite complicated process. Unlike

- a kingdom where the monarchy is transferred automatically to

L 19~ Josephus contradicts himself on this point. See chapter 2,
[ • notelO,

r 20. I Mac. 14:41. - •r —--fl—-- -
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the eldest son, come what may, the high priesthood was some

what ~ore flexible. Succession was not an automatic process

but involved some elements of selection,

The selection of a successor to a high priest seems

to have been made by the high priest himself. Thus, the Talmud

tells that on his deathbed, Simon the Just selected his younger

son Onias to succeed him, rather than his elder son Simon.2’

This practice, however, does not seem to be limited only to the

earlier Zadok dynasty, but includes the Hasmonean dynasty as

well. It may be argued that it was not the high priest, but

the king (usually identical with the high priest in this per

iod) who made the selection. To substantiate this argument

we may cite the selection of Hyrcanus III as high priest by

his mother, the ruling Queen Salome Alexandra.22 However,.

A1on23 has pointed out that Salome chose Hyrcanus not of her

o~n initiative, but on orders from her husband, Alexander Jannai.
On his deathbed, Jannai asked her to select one son-as high...~

priest ana Salome’s selection of Hyrcanus was a fulfillment of

the wishes of her late husband, the high priest.

A common difficulty impeding the automatic transfer of

the high priesthood to the son, was the age limitation on the

21. LB. Men. lO9b; TJ. Yoma 6.3,43cd ~ ~

22. ~n~• 13.16.2,408. 3j~ l.-5.l,]-08f.

_____ 23. Lion, Gedalia, Nebkarirnb!jLO2~cd0t Yisroel, Tel A~-iv, 1957,-vol. 1, 74. .~
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priestly service. Though the precise minimum age is not known,

-a child priest was denied the right to officiate in the Tem~i~J~

• Rabbinic sources establish the minimum age at puberty, though

they add that in actual practice any priest below the age of

twenty was enjoined from serving.24 Josephus’ account of

• Aristobulus’ serving as high priest at the age of seventeen25

casts grave doubts on the rabbinic report. At any rate, a mi

nimum age did exist and a high priest who died leaving only

small children was succeeded by another relative, possibly a

brother or an uncle.26 However, the displaced child remained

• the legitimate claimant and at the death of his uncle or other

relative, he and not his brother’s children, was raised to the

high priesthood.27

gynastic Succession and the Laws of Inheritance

Even in these comparatively normal times, when the son

of the high priest was regarded as the uncontested heir apparent,

T.B. Hul. 24b.

&it. 15.3.3,51.

Infra.

~ij. 12.4.1,157.

24..

or

26.

27.
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it is important to note the very special position occupied by

the high priest’s brother. For whenever the son could not, for

one reason or another, assume the senior priestly position,

his father’s brother usually supplanted him in his office.

Thus, when Simon the Just (1.8) died and his son, Onias II,

was too young to succeed him, Josephus reports that Eleazar

(1.9), Simon’s brother, was elevated to the high priesthood.28

Similarly, Josephus traces the rise of Jason (ii.i) to the

high priesthood to the fact that his brother’s son, Onias IV,

was too young:to succeed his father.29 The Hasrnonean brothers

likewise succeeded one another in accordance with this princi-’

ple.3° This practice, incidentally, explains Josephus’ strange

description of Menasseh as “sharing the high priesthood” with

his brother, the high priest Jaddua (I.6).31

Then both son and brother were unavailable for suc—

cession, the high priesthood was transferred to the high priest’s

uncle (father’s brother). Thus in the above case, at the death

of the high priest Eleazar (Simon’s brother), Onias II was

28. Ant. 12.l.5,43f. - -.

29. Ant. l2.5.l,237f. Contrary to Josephus, the Second Book
of Maccabees reports that Jason did not rise to the high’ - - -

priesthood by dynastic succession, but that he bought the
office from Antiochus (II Mac. 4:7—10).

30. If we accept Judah as a high priest (chaptç.r 2, note 10)
three Maccabean brothers succeeded one another to the, high

. ‘‘ priesthood — Judah, Jonathan, and Simon. See Buehler, ~
Kohan1~x~z~2dat~, Translated from the German by Naph—

- - -‘ ~- tali Ginton, Jerusalem Mosad Harav KOok, 1966, 81, note 28. - -
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still too young to assume the position and Simon’s uncle Menas—

seh (I.io) was elevated to the high priesthood.32

The order of high priest succession was thus as fol

lows: i) son (Onias II, too young to assume the office),

2) brother (Eleazar), 3) uncle (Nenasseh). This system cor

responds exactly to the biblical laws of inheritance. The

• Bible says:

And thou (Moses) shall speak unto the people of
Israel saying: If a man die, and have no son, then

• you shall cause his inheritance to pass unto his
daughter. And if he has no daughter, then you shall
give his inheritance unto his brethren. And if he
has no brethren, then you shall give his inheritance
unto his father’s brethren (uncles). And if his fa
ther has no brethren, then you shall give his inher
itance unto his kinsmen that is next to him of~his
family...33 -

31. Ant. 11.8.2,306.

32. Ant. 12.4.1,157.

33. Num. 27:8—11. The Mashnah CM. Bab. Bat. 8.2) and its
Talmudic expansion presents the following longer list of
heirs: 1. son 2. descendant of son 3. daughter 4. descendant
of daughter 5. father 6. brother 7. descendant of brother
8. sister 9. descendant of sister 10. grandfather 11. uncle.
Eliminating females (3,8) ex—high priests (5,10) and those
probably too young to serve (2,4), the following order re
mains for succession: 1. son 2. brother 3. descendant of

[ brother 4. descendant of sister 5. uncle. Quite possibly
F this was the order followed for succession, except that in
F the above case of Onias II, descendants of the brother andr sister (cousinsof Onias) were either non—existent or un—

[ - available. cf. Philo,. ~ 11.243; ~ 11,124ff.

1••
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Eliminating the daughter who is unfit for the high priesthood,

the biblical order is son~brotheruflClê. High Priest succes

sion in Period I was based on the biblical laws of inheritance.34

Succ~,$Qn ix Peri~gJ~and IV

The more trying periods (II and iv) witnessed a total

breakdown in the dynastic tradition. In the late ~reek Period

(ii) the selection of the high priest was made neither on the

basis of kin nor status. Under .Antiochus Epiphanes and his

immediate successors, the bearers of the Seleucid diadem sold

the high priesthood to the highest bidder~ violated the age—

old tradition of dynastic high pxiest succession and, for a

while, even completely canceled the Judean ritual in the Sanct

uary, converting it into a heathen temple. There were now

basically - three criteria determining the 5~j~ctionofahigh

priest: 1) sympathy of the candidate toward the Seleucid govern

ment, 2) willingness to Helleflize, and 3) the mount of money

promised to the king. Indeed some scholars go so far as to say

34. Regarding the above case of post—SimonI succession, Ralph
Marcus remarks as follows: “There ~re two things about
this scheme that strike one.as peculiar. The first is that
the young soh of Sithon I Ahould have been preceded not only
by his uncle Eleazar (which in itself is ifot remarkable)
but also by his uncle’s uncle M~•~asses.” (Josevhus, L.C.I’.,
vol. VII, Cambridge: Harvard U. Press, 1943, Appendix B,

t -~ ~-~----~-- ——
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that one high priest during this era, Mene]~aus, was not even

of Aaronic pedigree!35

The longer Herodian and Roman period (Iv) again cdzitained

open abuses of the high priesthood in which the dynastic tra

dition was abandoned. High priests were generally selected

by Herod and his descendants Archaleaus, Agrippa I, Herod

of Chalkis, and Agrippa II. On occasion, the procurator and

Syrian governor appointed the officials.~6 The high priest—

hood now reached the lowest rung on the ladder. Graft was

common,37 changes of high priests frequent38 and qualifications

for the office virtually, non—existent. Indeed, the last high

priest Phannias b. Samuel, was chosen by the rebpl government

733). We submit that there is nothing at all peculiar
• about the succes~ion since it conforms perfectly with the
Biblical laws of inheritance.

-------35. -1. Finkeistein, !~~hariseeS, Philadelphia JPSA, 1967,
586f. This theory is refuted in Appendix II. ‘ ~

36. ~iai~~ note 8.

37. B. Yeb. Gla. ion suggests that each incumbent high priest
• paid a commission to his predecessor for the office. opt.
cit., 48—76, esp. 60—62.

38. Ibid. ion cites many sources, both rabbinic and Christ—
ian, affirming a tradition that high priests were changed
yearly, a tradition contradicted by Josephus. He there
fore suggests two explanations for this tradition: 1. an
emulation of Hellenistic practice to replace the high
priest each year, and, 2. during Agrippa’s II reign over
the Temple this was indeed the practice (59—65 C.E.). A
new explanation is suggested in cha~ter 3, note 29.
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in a lottery.39

It is especially interesting to note that in this century—

long period in which close to thirty priests officiated,4°

never did a son directly succeed his father in office in ac

cordance with ancient tradition, In fact, there is only one

instance of a father and his children serving at all as high

priests.41 This anomaly cannot be dismissed as coincidental.

Magnifying the difficulty is the procedure of the time that

the high priests were limited to a select group of families,42

The chance of a son succeeding his father should have, there

fore, been very favorable.

It would, thus, seem likely, that during this period not

[ only was the dynastic tradition of the high priesthood abro
gated, but that it was banned; a son was excluded from suc

ceeding his father. The originator of this practice was no

doubt King Herod. In his deranged mind, the Hasmonean dynasty
-- - ~bS~d a daily and ever—present threat to his political security.-’’-—

The majestic Suickot performance in the Temple of the Hasmonean

priest Aristobulus, instilled such fear in Herod’s’ heart that

39. Wars 4.3.8,155.

40. Ant. 20.10.5,250. See chapter 3.

4l~ Ananos b. Seth (Iv, io) and his five sons Eleasor (Iv,
12), Jonathan (Iv, 15), Theophilos (Iv, 16), Matthias
(IV, 18) and Ananos (IV, 24). —

42. Wars 4.3~6,l47ff. ‘
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he ordered the young high priest murdered at the earliest

possible moment.4~ And even the unambitious and ritually un

fit Hyrcants was murdered by the mad king, during an internal

crisis, at the age of eighty.44 Herod apparently developed

from this fear of the Hasmoneans a general pathological fear

of any high priestly dynasty, and thus forbade any son from

succeeding his father to the high priesthood. He had ruth

lessly rid himself of one dynasts and was not about to take -

any chances of the establishment of another in its stead.45

The successors of Herod found this precedent an expedient

one for their political ends and ordered it perpetuated5

The T~n9~y,H~R~1r&pst i~~i~Qjji

Although the son tradition was a dead letter after Herod’s

F~days,~he~hrother trad1tiaiidid~u2’VivEfltC somedegreev-Thu&

we find Theophilos b. Ananos (IV, 16) succeeding his brother

Jonathan (IV, 15) to the high priesthood, This incident is

perhaps not conclusive for external forces were operative in

j this selection, Vitellus having chosen Theophilos,46 But theI _______________________________

[ 43. &a~. l5.3.3,48ff. -

I
44. Ant. 15.6.2,173.

V 45. Thus Herod adopted the practice of assigning “the office to
F- some insignificant persons who were ~ere1y of priestly descent”. ‘5 2O~1O.5,248; ~ 15.2.4,22.

1~



brother tradition was also preserved by the priests themselves

as the temporary high priests, elevated in cases of defilement

• on Yom Kippur, were brothers of the high priests. The fol

lowing story is reported in a number of rabbinic sources:

It is told of Simon b. Kamithos (IV, 13). He was
• once conversing with the king on Yom_Ki~pur eve

when some phlegm of the king fell on his clothing.
His brother Judah entered and served in his place
and their mother saw two of her sons high priests -

in one day.47

Adolf Buchler48 is somewhat troubled by this source. For

he cites two other rabbinic sources, each presenting a dif

ferent candidate for the temporary succession of a high priest.

An often cited passage reports that, “for this was the ~g~;

appointed: that if the high priest should become d~filed, the

~ enters and serves in his stead”.49 Further complications

are introduced by Mishnah Yoma, a step by step description of

• the YomiCippur preparation, which simply says that “another

-— - priest :was prep~rçd1~ higi priest beoo~e unfit for ser

vice”,5° and identifies him neither as the ~ nor the high

46. Ant. 18.5.3,123.

47. T. B. Yoma 47a. and eleven parallel sources. See S. Lie—
berman, Tosef~ ki—Pes~t~, New York: Jewish Theological
Seminary, 1964, on Pos. Yoma 3,29,189, 80Sf.

48. Buchler, •2n2_s.~t., 78—83.

49. A statement quoted in sources variously in the name of
Hanina the segg~ (T. B. Yoxna 39a; Sota 42b)1 Hanina 5.
.Antigonua (Nazir 47b) and Hanina b. Gamliel (Tos. Yoma
1.4,180).

50, P1. Yoma 1.1.
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priest’s brother. We thus have a total of three candidates

br the temporary high priesthood.51

Actually, we need not: regard the three sources of a high

priest’s replacement as contradictory at all. By no means are

the three mutually exclusive. What we have is three different

ways of viewing the very same thing. The ~ replaced the

high priest in case of defilement. Quite possibly, it was

a common practice for the holder of the office of ~ to be

a brother of the high priest. But it was not always so. Even

in the early part of the fourth period, the temporary replace

ment was not always the high priest’s brother. Thus, the

‘Tosefta52 talks of the defilement of a high priest on Tom

Kippur and his replacement by Joseph b. Elem, a person identi—

Lied by Jose~hus53 as a relative, though not a brother, of the

51. BUchler(~~éi~.9 84f,t1b’te ~35) attempts to ‘answerthis
• difficulty by positing an evolutionary deve&opment in Temple

administration. He suggests that originally the replace—
• ment for a defiled high priest was his brother, both, of

whom were Sadducean. As the Pharisees gained in power they
• removed this dignity froth the high priest’s family and
transferred it to “another priest”. Finally, in the year
63 G.E. when the Pharisaic office of g~g~ was, created (the
last decade of the Temple in conformity with Büchler’s
general approach), the replacement duty was transferred to
him.

Büchler’s theory is at best a conjecture. There
is furthermore a basic difficulty.with it. His assumption
that all the early priests were Sadducean, though accepted
by most scholars, is not at all certain. When Ananus b.
Ananu~ (Iv 24) was appointed high priest by Agrippa II
(62 B.00E.5, Josephus makes a point of the ‘fact that he was
a Sadducee (Ant. 20.9J,l99). Were all his predecessors
also Sadducean, Josephus’ comment would be impertinent.
Furthermore, in light of the rabbis.’ great praise of Isbinaei

a
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high priest. The ~ acted as the high priest’s replace—

-ment and ;ras usually, though not always, a brother of the high

priest.

The third source, T4ishnah. Yoma’s “another priest”, is

the least difficult of all. When the mishnah speaks of “pre

paring another priest it need not infer that the priest was now

selected, “Prepared” may ~imply that the replacement priest

(i.e. ~ or brother) was now made ready for succession; he

was ritually purified and trained for the Yom Kippur service

should his participation become necessary. Some traditional

commentaries do, in fact, explain the mishnah in this manner.54

b. Phabi (Iv, 22) it is doubtful that he was Sadducean
(N. Sota 9.15; T. B. Pes. 57a; Erub 28a). There is prob—
ably no general rule as to the religious identification
of the high priests, and each holder of the office must
be judged individually as to his Sadducean or Pharisaic

—-—-----—--——leanings~. —- ._.._-

52.o’ Tos. Yoma 1.4,180; T. B. Yoma l2b. -

.53. ~. 17.6.4,lESff. -- - - -

54. ~osefg~jeshanim, ~ cit0
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Summarz

This chapter has investigated the principles of high priest

succession in the Second Temple at Jerusalem. It aims to show

that during the Persian—early Greek and Hasinonean periods

(I and III) foreign intervention was at a minimum, high priests

were elevated to their lifetime office on the basis of an

orderly system of dynastic succession conforming to the bib—

lical laws of inheritance (son, brother, uncle), and the

powers and independence of the high priest was thus at a max—

imvn. In the more violent late Greek and Herodian-Roman eras

(II and Iv), however, foreign intervention was rampant, the

principle of dynastic succession was totally abandoned, high

priests were summarily appointed and deposed by extra—Temple

_____ officials (often foreigners), and the high priest’s power was

consequently reduced. In the final period (IV)a practice

instituted- by Herod was rigidly enforced prohibiting a sthi

from succeeding his father to the high priesthood. The brother

• tradition, however, was preserved, the brother holding the

title of ~ arid replacing the high priest in case of de

filement.
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The Hi~g~ ~xiest: Th~ Qn~ and Powers

Succession is but a barometer of re1ati~g priestly

independence and power. What, however, were the :5~?ffi0 dut

ies and powers of the high priest? What were his limitations?

Did heofficiate consistently in the Temple? Did he oversee

and direct the ritual or was this left to subordinate officers?

Did he appoint these officers? As was done in the issue of suc

cession, we will herein study the aspects of function and power

according to the previously outlined periods.

A few caveats before we begin: Although there is no

dearth of sources on the high priest of the Second Temple, in

the vast majority of cases he is described in his political,

F rather than religious, role. Since we are studying the high
. priest only insofar as he~àdministration~

of t~ie Temple, our interest, up.fortunately, lies primarily in

the latter, more poorly documented, role.. Much of the analysis

of. this religious side of the high priest will therefore come,

of necessity, from indirect evidence based upon his secular

duties and powers. -

Secondly, both the evidence from succession and the

evidence from secular duties and powers describe primarily the

independence of the high p~st fl~a vis externa~IQrcss.

They are not, however, very good indicators of the high priest’s



power Visa vi~ othe pJ~eriestsanain~-~jtvtjons Although

subservient to an external force and compelled to make changes

within the Temple to satisfy this force, the high priest may

have, nevertheless, remained the supreme and unquestioned aut

hority within the internal Temple administration. The scar

city of sources with regard to this crucial area must regret

tably curtail analysis of certain aspects of the relationship

between the high priest and the lower—ranking Temple adminig—

trators and institutIons. -

- In the Persian and early Greek period (I) the high

priest ruled as supreme commander of the Judeang. Thus, Jos—

ephus describes the form of government in Judea as “one that was

aristocratic and at the same time oligarchic. For the, high

priests were at the head of affairs until the descendants of the

Hasmonean family came to rule as kings”.1 Functioning vi~ the

principle of automatic dynastic thiccession2 and holding the

office for the duration of his life,3~

1.. ~ ll.4.8,nlf.

2. ~ chapter 1.

3. Josephus speaks of all high priests in this period as suc
ceeding their fathers upon the elder’s death (~. 11.
7.1,297; 11.7.2,302; 12.l.5,43f; 12.4.1,157). Furthermore
when Herod deposed Ananel and appointed Aristobulus as high
priest, Josephus observes, “But in this lie acted unlawfully,
for hever had anyone been deprived of this office when once
he had assuned it, except that Antiochus Epiphanes had vio
lated this law first when he removed Jesus and appointed his
brother OiL. ~s; and the next was Aristobujus, who removed his
brother B*canus; and the third was Herod...” Ant. 15.3.1,
40f. --- ......
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the whole independent of external px’essures. So long as he

produced the necessary taxes4 and shied from political invol—

vement, the overlord government permitted him to conduct his

internal affairs in accordance with his own desires. Indeed,

even when the Persian satrap, Bagoses, wished to interfere on

behalf of his ftiend Yehoshua for the high priesthood, he could

not wrsst it easily from Johanan, Yehoshua’s brother.5 Cert4n—

ly both the Persians and the Greeks held the military power

to interfere if they so chose, but it was far more expedient

not to ‘rock the boat’ and thereby keep the taxes flowing in

with a minimum of effort on their part.

Sources on the internal Temple administration during

this early period are extremely limited but it would seem that

the high priest’s unquestioned national leadershiP was also

carried over to the’ Temple, his natural domain. Thus we find

Nenasseh being expelled from service at the altar not by a

committee of priests but by the high priest (Jaä~flimse1~

4. The responsibility of the high priest for taxes is recorded
in Ant. l2.4.l,158f.

5.A~. ll.7.l,297ff. It is true that after Yehoshua was mur
dered by Johanan, the Persians interfered with the Temple
service, levying a fifty drachrna tax for every lamb sacrif—

~~iced. But this interference was only temporary (seven years)
and a ‘prétextL was required for the interference.

6. Ant. 11.8.2,309. The significance of tins actIon is demons
trated by the fact that in the later period~, Especially
Period IV, we find such administrative tasks hi the hands
of the “priests” (~t.. 18.2.2,30) or the “high priests”
(An~j. 20.1.1,6) —not the high priest himself.
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The high priest in Period I seems to have functioned as a general

leader of the Jews in both political and Temple realms.

In Period II. the entire Temple ritual andthus adminis-

tration was in disarray. The Hellenists penetrated the highest

echelons of Temple administration, athletic gaines interested

the priests more than spiritual adoration and the high priest

was reduced to a quisling of the Greeks. Under the circum—

stances, while still the highest ranking officer in the Temple,

for all practical purposes the high priest i.ost.his prestige,

independence and, thus, power. With the pr5~iple of dynastic

succession cancelled and the appointment of the high priest

coming from the Seleucid monarch,7 the high priest certainly

could not assert very much independence from the wishes of the

king. Furthermore, as a result of the abrogation by Antiochus

of the high priesthood as a life—long position, an act against

which Josephus indignantly protests? the high priest lived in

constant fear of being~ ~~~Heightening these political

factors was the loss of reverence and veneration for the high

priest, by the people and the priests -ther.aselves, as a result of.

the formerts hellenization efforts.9 The breakdown in Temple

[ 7. ~aas~~ chapter 1.
F. 8..Ant. 20.10.3,235.

9. Thus, the author of the Second Book of Maccabees speaks of
the high priest Menelaus as “possessing no qualifications

. worthy of the high priesthood, endowed as he was only with
the passion of a savage tyrant and the. nattral impulses of

-a:wild beast” (425)~.- . —-
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• administration was so severe that there is a possibility that

the Temple functioned for about seven years without an~ high

priest at all (ca. 160 RC.E. —153 B.C.E.)!1° We would not

expect to find a powerful and effective high priest in this

setting.

The Hasmonean revolution clearly and unequivocally re

established the power of the high priest, both in national and

Temple affairs. The king—high priest11 of Period III was cer—

cainly number one in both facets of Judean life. However, while

the high prest may be readily identified as the all—inclusive

leader, there is much evidence minimizing the degree of his

actual involvement in the day to day Temple rites. Firstly, the

king—high priest was quite often at war, away from Jerusalem,

• and thus unable to serve. Moreover, the sources referring to

the king—high priest in the Temple worship during this period,

10. The status of the high priesthood between the death of Al—
cimus (Ca. 162 B.C.E.) and the appointment of Jonathan (ca.
153 B.C.E.) is unclear. In Mtig4~~i (12.11.2,434) •Jos—
ephus claims that Juclah the Maccabee served as high priest
for three years, a claim denied elsewhere (20.10.3,237).

• Furthermore, Josephus’ statement (Ant. 13.2.3,46) that an
interval of four years passed with no high priest is super—
ceded by the later and more correct figure of seven years
(20.10.3,237).

• • 11. The early Hasmonean high priests did not assume the title
“king”. Josephus (~. 13.11.1,301) reports that Aris—
tobulus was the first to put the diadem anon his head.
However, Strabo(l6.2.40) and Livy (57.40) both attribute
the monarchial innovation to his • suctessor, Alexander
Jannai. Though numismatic evidence favors the latter

L~. opinion, Josephuä’ tradition must be regarded as more ac
curate in Judean history. Indeed, Strabô’s Judean history

L.
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do so only on festive pageants 22The high priest does not seem

to have involved himself in the minutae of daily ritual.

There is also evidence indicating that a reorganization

of the Temple and a distribution of general sacrificial res

ponsibility among the priests occurred at this time. The

Temple officers, ~ make their first appearance in this

period..13 Their formation would seem to be a direct result of

a reorganization of Temple procedure in the wake of the high

priest’s departure from daily participation and dIrection.

This dramatic reorganization need not come as a surprise. It

must be remembered that the old traditions were severed by an

abrupt three year total dissolution of Judean Temple service

(168—165 B.C0E~)’4 and a possible seven year period in which

ritual was conducted witho~ a high priest ~l5

is often wholly distorted and confused, e~ i~FI6.2.4E -

he identifies Herod as a priest, indeed a scion of the
Hasmonean dynasty. It must be realized, however, that
irrespective of when the title was formally assumed, the
Hasmoneans functioned de faqjp as kings (2 e.absolute po2itical
leadership) from the time of Jonathan.

12. Jonathan is found in the Temple on Stkkot (I Mac, iO.15
21), Joi~i Hyrcanus on the Day of Atonement (Tos. Sota

_____ 13.5,319 and parallel sources. cfl Ant. 13.lO.3,282ff)
and Alexander Jannai on Sukkot (~fl. 13.13.5,372f Tos.
Suk. 3.16,197). :

13. See chapter 10, “The~

14. I Mac. 1:54,59; 452f. See Th~rsL~oOkofM~22.~&2&,
____ ed. Tedesche and Zeitlin, New York: Harperand Brothers,

1950, 108, note 54.

]5. Su~p.ca, note 10.



Therefore, despite the fact that the political power

and independence achieved by the Hasmonean rulers was the great

est in all Second Temple history, the high priest’s de facto

control over Temple affairs does not seem to have risen commen

surately with this rise..in poflical power. To the contrary,

with the shifting of primary high priest activity from the rit-~

ual to the political arena, the high priest’s involvement and

voice in Temple ritual procedure actually diminished. The high

priest did perhaps maintain the ~jj~fl ultimate say in Temple

affairs and on occasion exercised this ~ But daily

ritual was, on the whole, left in the hands of the mem~rn and

other subordinate priests.

The duties of the high p4est in Period IV may be culled

from the host of high priest references in rabbinic literature.

Being the senior and most distinguished officiant, the high

priest was entitled to supplant the order of priests (~jf~ar)

in senice and officiate whenever he pleased.t Inadditionto -—

these optional services he was required to offer a daily meal-

offering’8 and, most important of all, participate in the annual

16. Thus we find John Hyrcanus legislating methods relating to
the giving of tithes (11. MaaserShefli 5.15). Most likely
it is not John HyrcanUs personally that is meant but a
~ iii his time,

17. M~ Yoma 1.2.

18. N. Hor. 3.4; Ne~. 1.9; Tos. Men. 7.14,522.

19. Nishnah Yoma, chapter 1.

43
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ritual.

The Yorn Kippur ritual was the climax of the yearly

Temple activities. On this day the high priest achieved atone

ment for the people through the offering of a series of sacri—

floes and by entering the “Holy of Holies”, the innermost and

most sacred portion of the sanctuary. Yam X½pq~ was the only

day anyone was permitted to enter this area and the high priest

was the only person permitted to do so. The high priest’s Day

of Atonement service was so momentous, that a complex chain of

safeguards was devised to insure its successful conclusion)9

One need only read chapter fifty of Ben Sira to gain an ap—

prediation of the overwhelming awe and veneration which the

people of Judea had for their high priest in general, and par—

ticularly on this day.

Over the generations, this veneration won for the high

priest special gestures of respect. Whenever he officiated,

certain changes were jade to eth~hàAI~e his unique status,-and

distinguish him from ordinary priests. Unlike the common priests

who walked up and do~m on the sMe of the altar ramp, the high

• - priest marched in the center. The high priest also cleansed

his hands in a golden bowl rather than in the brass sink used

by the common priests.20 And when addressing the high priest,

20. N. Yoma 4.5 in accordance with R. Judah’s opinion0 Another
opinion reports that these two special signs of respect
were not generally used by the high priest, but only on

~Yom~i~ -. . -
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all other priests, including the g~, were required to address

him by the honorary title, “My master, the High Priest”.21 The

high priest also had his hair cut and set in a unique and highly

prized style22 and, unlike the other priests, rent his garments

(in the case of a relative’s death) on the lower rather than

the upper portion in order to avoid indigMty.23

The high priest’s ritual priority, special. veneration

and singular respect are, however, no reflections Ofl his actual

powers and duties. For there is a great deal of. evidence in

dicating that, despite the honor of his office, the high priests

in Period IV had little to nothing to do with daily Sanctuary

r~tua. In fact, the rabbinic sources which glorify the high

pripst, in themselves spell out his absenteeism form ordinary

ritnal. For while exalting and~paying great homage to this most

eminent Temple official, rabbinic sources hardly speak of the

21. Throughout Mishnah, whenever the high priest is addressed,
he is always called “5,-ti TflD ‘w’t~” (P1. Yoma 1.3,4; 3.1;
Para 3.8; Tamid 6.3). Tamid provides, the best proof for
this practice: “The incense offerer did not burn until the -

~un~h said, ‘burn!’ If’ he was a high priest the memunsl!
said, “My master, the high priest, burn!” Cf. Tos. Men.
7.2,521; T. B. Yoma 71a. .

The people’s great respect for their high priest is also
demonstrated by the Tosefta’s statement that “a high priest
precedes a prophet in honors” (Tos. Hor. 2.9, 476). Fur
thermore, it is reported that “a high priest must be higher
than his compatriots, in beauty, strength, wealth, wisdom
and. appearance” (Tos, Yoma 1.6,189).

22. T. B. Taan. l7a; Ned. 5la.

23. M. Hor. 3.5.
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high priest in daily ritual. Besides the stated obligation to

offer a daily meal offering, we find the high priest described

in service primarily with regard to festivals, e.g. the Day of

Atonement service,24 and participation in the Passover ser

vice.25 It seems that the high priest officiated in the Temple

only on these special occasions. This conclusion is substan—

tiated by Josephus who says explicitly that in practice the

high priest served only on the Sabbath, New Moons and festivals.25

Another factor must be borne in mind. Many high priests

in Period IV were, as indicated in the previous chapter, ig

norant of Judean law and highly apathetic toward Temple ritual.

This disinterest makes their active participation on~ a consis

tent basis exceedingly unlikely.

Büchler27 draws a sharp distinction between two strata

• _

24. M. Yoma, chapter 1—7. - —- —

25. T. B. Pes. 74b.

26. Ant. 5.5.7,231. Büchler questions Jpsephus’ report, doubting
whether the high priest actually served even on these in—

• frequent occasions (ha_Kohaa4~aAV0dM.~L. translated
• - from Gernian by Naphtali 0-inton, Jerusalem Mosad Harav

• Kook, 1966, 52f). In a later article (“The Levitical Imp
urity of the Gentile in Palestine before the Year 70”,

____ J~, 17 (19361,27) he suggests that the statement of
____ Jospphus does not reflect reality, but is based on Ezek.

46:1—il.

27. A. Buch]-er,~etc., 52—61.
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of priests~ the aristocratic priest who dabbled in politics and

the simple priests who dedicated themselves to Temple ritual.

Neither interfered in the other’s affairs and thus the aristoc

rats, including the high priest, remained almost completely out

side Temple rites. ~ finest proof for this division is

from the aristocratic priest Josephus who, in his autobiography,

spares no hyperbole in brag~tng of his broad knowledge and ~r—

ticipation in all aspects of Judean life and yet totally omits

mentioning officiating Th Temple ritual. This is a further in-

dication to the thesis that the high priest in Period IV, save

special ceremonies, had little to do with Temple ritual,

Naturally these proofs do not exclude the high priest

from all aspects of the internal administration of the Sanc~

tuary. Though not 4!~~ctlt associated with the service, the

high priestmay, nevertheless, have had a great deal to do with

the selection of officers, Temple security and procedural ar

rangements and the regulation of financial affairs, The source

material, however, is too meager to allow any substantial con

clusion in this area. We may only conclude that the high priest

in Period IV, beIng d~ep1y committed to the political arena

and disinterested in the spiritual aspects of Judean life1 super

vised little in the Temple worship, participated even less and,

on the whole, relegated the ritual phase of Temple ad~inistra—

tion to subordinate officers.



~“HihPriçst&’

• Rabbinic sources in three instances make mention of

a priestly group called ~naikohanim_gedol~m. A mishnah in

describes two halakhic disputes between the y~

~!~rot Hanan and the bnei kohnir~edo1irn, Another mishrsah

• in O~iot2 reports that letters from overseas with particular

• seals were being received by the ~i_ko edoliia and that.

-the sages did not suspect them of impurity. Supplementing

• these instances,- are a number of sources using the-term koJi~ey~4j~

• -g.c4~1im,3 or its Aramaic counterpart kohanira~evat~4 which

~eem-: to be referrIng to the same group. - — - - /

The non—rabbinic sources alsà know of. this group. The

-“high priests” C ~pNC~~1 ) are mentioned quite often both

ap~dàrà~iä~ .-pe~ti~—

1, N. Ket. ].3.1,2. Appendix 1, no, 5. • -.

2. Ma Ohalot 17.5. Appendix 1, no. 4.

F • 3, E.g~ T~ B. Yoma 59a, Tos, Slick. 2.6,175f,

r 4. Eg~ Targum, 1ev, 16:1, • - .• .
5. Jos. !~Sa2; Wars 4.4.3,238; 6,2.2,114.

6. There are apprwtlmately -sixty—four references-to the “high
priest&’ in thegospels~ E.g. Mt. 26:3,47; J&, 14:15; Luke

L • 23:13; Acts 4i23;22:30, 23:l4—15~25:15,
-~----~- ---~-------——--.•--—-

L.
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ularly in the latter sources has sparked much comment both by

Jewish and by Christian scholars and a great many theories have
- * 7

been offered as to the constituency and function of tins group.

• 7. Emil Sch~rer recognized the “High Priests” as an aristocra~
tic group consisting of all members of those families .(ijars

• IV.3.6,148) from which high priests were selected. (3.
Schürer, Geschich~ deiLu~schen VoiJ ~
~~jsti.. Leipzig, 1901—1909, 202~2l6. See also B. Schurer

- ‘D’.ie 4exueiis im Nenen Testamente”, Stud. w.~ 1872,
593—657).

- Zecharia Frankel did not recognize the connection betwe~n
• the bna kohaaim edolirn and archiereis. Therefore, seeing

• only three references to bn~L 4~: edoli~ and each re
lating to haiakhic matbers, Frankel concluded that the bx~ai

- jçohanim ~edolim was a court of priests. He thus equated the
bnai kohanim~ with the Priestly Court or~j~~jiin_sh4
Kohanim. See chapter 9, “Bet- Din shel Kohanim II”. Cz.
Frankel, DarkeiHamishnah, Warsaw, 1923, 621.)

Heinrich Graetz found the idea of more then one high priest
totally unacceptable. He, thereftre, as~umed that the term
“high priests” must refer not to the actual high priests
but to high Temple officials. He goes so far as to venture
a guess as to their identification and speculates that they

-. •are-_none other. than the ~ ofzbheSemple. See cl~apter
- 10, “The Memunim”. (H. Graetz, “Do Iietzten Tempelbeaten

vor der Tempelzerftorung und bei ~?empe1amter”, ~j~y1J XXXIV
(1885)9 193—205.)

~Büchler recognized the “high ~iosts” as t4e dominant - -

priestly iñstitütion of the last century Of the temple.
- Political authority in this period was riot vested in the

- -- -* high priest but in this couhcil of “high priests” which con—
• sisted of “the high priests and the Jernsalem Aristocracy”.

• •• (a. Bachier, Das~y ~rion asa1e~p!1L4~2roSse_Ben
- Din in~Vienna,

1902, 194—2läT

Joseph Klausner, without bringing proof or reasons, identi
fies the “high priests” with the “seggp~ ~ cited in
Nisbnah Bikkurim. M. Bik. 3,3. See chapter 4, ~ =

~te~gj~? (J. Klausner, bshu ~dze~j~, Tel Aviv, 1954,
• 4QQ, 466.)

I
I
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The question of the “iitgh i5riest&’ revolves around

the testimony of Josephus that twenty~”eight high priests served

in the Temple at Jerusalem from the reign of Herod until its

destruction by Rome (37 B.C.E0 70 G.E.).8 Although Josephus

does not provide us with a list of the high priests, all but

one of the twenty—eight are easily identified from his works

~~écöñst~ucted by B. Schürer was presented in chapter i)~

The-identification of the twenty—eighth high priest is debated

amdhg~scholars and remains a moot question.9

- Despite the fact that only twenty—eight high priests are

reported to have served, during this century, there seems to be

~.~Like Frankel, Gedalia Alon refused to equate the rabbinic
•~with the “high priests” of Joeephus.

and the gospels. The ]9fl~jJjq~ifl~g~42iIa. according to
ion was an “independent bet midrash concerned with ju—
dicial matters and monetary decisions”. As far as the

• “high priests” are concerned, Aloñ follows the definition
- given_by_-Buehler.- (G. ion,.~ To].

• Aviv, 1952, vol. 1, 118, ~ note 9).

:j• jerernias follows Graetz’.s view without giving credit
• to his predecessor. (J. Jereniias,~

&fJb~us, translated from the Ge~an by F. H. and 0. H~
Oave, Philadelphia, 1969, l6O—l~l).

~ 20.lO.5,250f.

9. Schürer (g~g~.) suggests as the twenty—eightI~ Joseph b.
flam (iv, 6), a priest mentioned briefly by Josephus

--U~th 17.6.4,l64ff) and the rabbis (Tos. Yoma 1.4,180;
T. B. Yoma l4b) as a kohp~~v~~. G-raetz rejects this

• theory and postulates the ~existence of another high priest,
called A’nanias by Josephus and Eleazar b. Harsom by the

• rabbis — immediately preceding Ishmael b. Phabi (Iv, 22).
$ee Graet z, “Die Thilutwag der Priestersohaft fur die

• .Gezetzgct ~g wahrend des flëiten Tempeibestandes”, 1~QWJ
ZXXVI, ):7, 97—104,)

Lr
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evidence indicating the existence of many more high priests.

Ancient Sources both secular mad rabbinic contain the names

of many to whom the appellation high priest is attached. The

Acts of the Apostles10 talks of a high priest Sceva, of whom

we blow nothing. And in his description of the great war with

Rome, Josephus makes mention of three high priests — Jesus b.

Sapphias,1~- Simon12 and Matthia?3 — all of whom are difficult

to identify. Similarly. rabbinic sources make mention of cer-~

tam high priests who, according to our Imowlecige, never served

in the high priesthood, The Talmud speaks of the high priests

Peniel,~-4 Issachar of Kfar Barkai15 and Ishmaei b. Elisha,16

100 Acts 19:14. The ~/esterri text, however, calls Sceva a
Npriestrt, not a high priest.

U, )jg~ 2.20.4,566.

12. Vita 39. This high priest cannot be Simon Kantheros (Iv,
~--—-—-~TLSinQtJosephus mentions that he wasyou~gat thetinie

of the war. -

13. ~rs4.9.u,574; 5.13.1,527; 6.2.2,114. Another otherwisb
uiaknown high priest, Neus, ~S mentioned by Josephus in

— -- ~Wars 2.20.4,566, Hudson has, however, suggested ammending

the text to read An&kjag. See Thackerayts note in Loeb
Olassical Library edition, ~pJ~t,

14. T. B. Git. 58b.

15, T, B. Pes. 57a; Kent, 28a.

16. T.B; Ber. 7a; Git, 57a, cf. L, Greenwald, Qothakoha.:
nimha—Ge~jj~ New York, 1932, 112—115.
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all of whom are unJmo~in from Josephus and the gospels, In

addition, the Talmud tells of seven sans of Ishmael b, Karnitos

officiating in the high. priesthhod.1~

Theré is still further evidence that more high priests

presided du4ng this period. Josephu?7 makes mentIon of a

high priest Ishmael during the. great famine in the reign of

-Piaudius.---However, a look at Schürer’s chart reveals no high

-----priest by the name of Ishmael at that time,’8

~--.---.-- A mishnah in Para1~ lists those high priests who of—

- ~ered red heifers as Simon the Just (1,8), Johanan the high

priest, Elionaios b. Hakof (Iv, 19), Hanamel the Egyptian C?),

________ and Ishmael.b. Phabi (IV,22). The identification of Hanamel

- .16a. T. B. Yoma 47a and eleven parallel sources. -

17. ~ 3.15.3,320. -

18. Schürer, aware of the difficplty, tersely dismisses this
- - statement ofJ eph~ tt~ib~tingittc”a::fault of- memory -on the part of the historian” (Schürer, ~p. cit., 200,

:: note 553). Thackeray in Ins notes to Ant~uibae~.-’t~
accepts the name of Ishmael the high priest and identifies

—him with I,snmaeJ b. Phabi (IV,17), Sance Ishmael b. Phabi
:served when Nero iEas emperor, Thackeray conc1ud~ that

- :~he mention of 0laudius is a slip”. However, the Ishmael H
.~cited here byJosephus is discussed in context of a great H
famine. We know of a famine in~ Judea during the reign of -

Claudius (Ant. 20.2.5,51; 20.5,2,101) butnothing of a
— - :. : :fa~ine during Nero’s time. Thackeray’s proposal is there—

fore unacceptable.: .--—--

19M Para 3.5. . - . -
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has been a perpetual problem for scholars. The usual suggestion

has been that the Mishnah’ s Hanamel the E~rptian is to be

equated with Josephus’ Ananel the Babylonian (Iv, l).20 B~,

the high priests listed in the mishnah appear in chronological

order and Ananel the Babylonian would be out of place. The

more simple and obvious answer is that another high priest,

If~~iftheEgfltiän, presided between the terms of Elionalos.

and Isbmaei. -

We might finally point to a rabbinip tradition that

between eighty and eighty—five high priests served in the

• Second Temple.21 The rabbis do not provide us with a detailed

• breakdown but this number would certainly allow, ii~deed call

for, a good deal more than twenty—eight high priests in the

final century. .~ ..

We-have thus seen that despiteJosephus’ insistence /

upon the efistence of but twenty—eight high priests during

*—__the—f-inal--eentury-.of the Temple, •a great .deal of evidence(some

20. For a full discussion of the possible E~rptian~Babylonian
term interchanging, see I. Halevi, Dorotha~~~Qnim Part
I, vol. 3, Frankfurt am Main, 1906, chapter 26, 114—120.

• 21. Six opinions (80,81,82,83,84,85) are cited in T0 J. Yoma
Ll,38c, and Vayikra Rabba 21.3. The Sifri on Nun0 25:12
lists only the number eighty. T. B. Yoma 9a tells of three

• . hundred high priests in the Second Temple but this may be
regarded as an exaggeration, the number.three hundred being
a standard rabbinic hyperbole0 Cf. Azaria de Rossi, M~p~
EnjaLm, chapter 20. It is interesting to.no~te that Josephus
has a tr~Jition of a total of eighty—three high priests pre—
siding — both Temples. ~p~g 20.10.1,228.
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of it internal evidence from Josephus himself) may be marshalled

to demonstrate that, in fact, this was not the äase, The -

sources indicate quite conclusively that many other priests

other than Josephus’ twenty—eight served as high priests or

at least went by the title of “high priest” during this cen—

t~y.fl would therefore, seem that the “NsL~riests” was a

~~~mposed of an~priest who

~ This group would include

both types of high priests permanent and those who temporarily

replaced high priests for any reason whatsoever. This is oaly

natural. For the person of a replacement high priest (kohen

sheavar) remained sacred etenaally as lie retained all the laws

End thus the prestige of a high priest even after his brief

t&h~eterminatea, Like the highpri~st, the kohen-sheavar was -

càithnthided to marry a vftgin~wed~1n~á widow,

ôould not defile himself in case of a relativ&s death and, his H
~6fl~tK7~Iik~e--me hi~h - ~i tt~7~~nded an a~ftöi~atie amiie~ty :1

for inadvertant manslayersfrom the cities of refuge.22 In view

- ---—of this similarity to the high priest we would expect mm to —-_

retain the title “high priest”. Indeed, both Josephus and the

Talmud consistently speak of a kohén sheavar as a “high priest”. ~

22. 14. Hor. 3.4,

23. Ant, l7.6.a,lc4ff, T. B. Yoma 47a and elevenparallel
sources,. See chapter 1, note 47.

--~----.——-~-. -: ~Z*.

--. . -
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The uxilmown high priests mentioned in Josephus and Talmudic

sources would seem to have been~
—

This theory is substantiated by the frequent surfacing

of another phenomenon regarding the high priesthood. It may

be demonstrated that in Wars Josephus consistently uses the

appellation “high priest” even for a deposed high priest. Thus,

• Josephus24 tells of the surrender to Titus of “the high priests

Joseph and Jesus,” when neither was ~the t~ high priest.

Perhaps the most blatant example is the instance where Josephus25

speaks of “Jesus, the high priest next in seniority to Ananus..,”

Though Jesus was not now the high priest, a fact which is

specifically made note of here, Josephus, nevertheless calls

hIm a high priest. A deposed high priest kept his senior title

perpetually even after relinquishing his elevated position.

To summarize: A survey of the sour..~ces revdals three

categories of bearers of the title of the high priesthood:

- ~

- 2) deposed or retired high priest

3) otherwise unknown priests, each of whom we have post

ulated was a kohensheavar

24. Wars 6.2,2,114.

• 25. Ibid. 4.4.3,238.
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In view of the third category, some scholars have

suggested broadening the “high priests” to include all members

of the high priestly families.26 We, however, see nojustifi—

cation for this extension. Why would all or some members of

the high priestly families be included in so exclusive a group

• as the deposed high priests? Why would the high priests permit

ziàa—high ~riests to use their title? The high priesthood was

• the highest and most distinguished office in Judea and its

- hol&er~ would never permit the name to be abused or overused,

• A retired ~aigh priest would conceivably have the right ta use

the title, much like the modern practice of calling the ox—

governor “Mr. Governor”, or the erthpresident “Mr. President”.

flüt can all members of the presidential family be Imown by

~ “Mr. President”?27

T-he11high priests” was a group composed of the high

priests, deposed high priests and retired high priests who had

~—-——officiaté&at.one timeor another.. in_th~ro1e of the high priest—

hood.

26. Schürer,~~g~. See also the running debate in ~
• (Tishrei—Heshvan 5730, vols. 35~40) between Oh, Orlan and

S. B. Eoenig. Hoenig. is correct in rejecting Schürer’s
approach as adapted by Orlan.

27. As a result of Sch~[rer’s analysis, the general English trans—
lation for~px~Epflc has become not “high priestEi” but “chief

• priests” (to distinguish the group from the high priest),
• This does not, however, seem legitimate ccnsldering the fact

that the exact term.~pxae~ is usedfor the high priest.

r

F • -
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Two -

The discrepancy between Josephus’ tally of high priests

(twenty—eight) and the rabbinic total (eighty to eighty—five)

• can flow be readily understood. Josephus and the rabbis wrote

histories with very fundamental differences of purpose and

approach.

• Josephus’ works are a political history, with the

• spotlight on power—struggle, wars and governments. Religion

istut incidental to his writings, brought in only for apolo

getic purposes. But historical citations in rabbinic literature

are theological in nature. Indeed, rarely is any historical

fadt ~citod in rabbinic sources unless it serves an halakhic end

~br conveys a moral or ethical teaching. Josephus wrote political

historybut the rabbis wrote theological history.

This pivotal point will help explain the Josephus~-rab--.

ymcthenumber of high-priests in the Second

Teri~ple and clarify the nature of the “Ugh .~riest” institution.

Writing a political history, Josephus lists only those high

prio~ts who ~iera..fôrmaJfty:a15poiir~ed by the authorities27S and

who wielded control over the Temple.. A priest, ~iho perhaps re

placed a high priest for but one day, who was appointed not by

C: -

27a. See Appendix III.
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the ruling authority but by the priests themselves and who con

sequently did not wield real Temple power was of no polital sig—

• nificance. As a result such a priest is not reckoned in the of

ficial list by Josephus, though he may incidentally be called a

high priest. To the rabbis, however, in view of his retaining

all the privileges and dignities of the high priest, such a priest

certainly had to be considered a high priest. Thus rabbinio lit

erature tells of a number of priests officiating as a kohensheava~.

arid discusses their status in great detail — both of which are

almost completely missing from the works of Josephus.28 There

were perhaps twenty—eight high priests appointed officially by

the Herodian and Roman hegemons, but many more priests who on

occasions performed high priestly fmictions and thus merited mem~•

bership in the aristocratic group of the “high priests”.29

- - Three

[~sathe~cho1ars30 have denied the equation of ~s~4~ereis

(koh~~dpljm) with the ~flg~ kohan~_gedolim and have dcccx ibeci.

the n~Lj~ani~jedolim as some sort of priestly court

•---~28. Joseph b. Elem (Ant. 17.6.4,164ff) is the one exception.

29. Frequent rotation in the high priesthood as well as recur
rent temporary repj.acementg of high priests may be due to the
intense desire of every priest to officiate at least once~~-•
in a lifetime as a high priest, particularly on Yom ~p~ur.

- This quest was further promoted by the prerequisite of such
service for admission into the very highest strata of the
aristocracy, the “high priests”. Both these factors com
bined to make the substitution of high priests so common,
that a tradition was born that high priests were changed yearly.
See chapter 2, note 38. -

30. Z. Frankel and G. ion. ~j~wa, note 7.
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independent of the archiereis. However, we must not permit

——---the term “bnai” to mislead us. The occasional prefixing of

• J!bnai” to the kohani.mgç4Olim is not indicative of a separate
- title or institution but simply implies, as the term often

- does in midrashic Hebrew, membership to the group.31

• Other scholars,32 while acknowledging the kohanim1~

- dolim — bnai j~~nim pedolim equation, define• the “high priests”

as something so broad as to include all high Temple officials

-~ including the memunim among its ranks. There are, however,

- two midrashic texts which unequivocally define the ~~Lkbhanim

~~1im neither as a court of priests nor as a conglomeration

of all high Temple officials but ~~o~p-com~oEedsole1yof

hi~rnj,ests. A Sifra33 contrasts the high priest Aaron with

-- his successors with regard to the right to thoose to eat meal

offerings at will. This right is ~b~urasteäas follows:

- •“..,as the high priest Aaron eats without strife, so the bnai

• —- ~~~imedolith eat without strife”. It is the high priests
- --- &. one who are referred to in this source as ~~~kohanimedplim.

31. E.g.~In the gospels
• we find this same usage in the Greek. E.g. in Nat. 12:27

-the scribes are called “sons of the se~ibeg”.

• 32. H. Graetz and J. Jeremias. See note 7. - -

33. Sifra ]iev. 2.3.

- - • -~ -

~ - -.
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Likewise a text in the Jerusalem Talmud reports the fol.

There was great vanity among the
~~~--do1im for each~ ~~spent sixty drachmas of silver for

iVEhe construction of a ramp for the red heifer),
For although the ramp of the previous heifer was
standing none marched his heifer on the ramp of
a. compatriot but razed it and rebuilt it of his
otn~ funds.33a

The constituency of the brlai kohani edolim is des-.

oribed in this source as those who offél-ed red heifers or

high priests. We must also note a separate source in the To—

sefta33b which reports this same tradition not in the name of

the bnaj kohanjrn ~edo].jrn but the

The ]2fl~jcohanifla~do~ and the ~Q~ere~s is one and

the same, It is a group composed of the high priest and his

predecessors -. . . -

One d±fficujty remains: accorcu.ngto our analysis, the -

high priest Hanamel the Egyptian, mentioned as one of the seven

~who offered red heifers, not being a -re~1ar high priest, must

33a. T. J. Shek. 4.2148a.

33b. Toe. Shek. 2.6,ry5f. “...the high priests made it of ~heLr
own funds,..?1
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be a kohensheavar. The red heifer burning, however, was not

~ 1~L~aur ceremony. Thy then do we find a one—day replace—

~pntg~~çst performing it?

This question presupposes the fact that only a high

priest burn6 the red heifer. That this was true is not abso—

lutely certain. There are conflicting rabbinic sources at

tributing this ceremony to both the high priest34 and the se~

gan.35 Hananiel the Egyptian, ~herefore, may not have been

a high priest at all, but a ~ This possibility is, how-~

ever, not very likely since the high priest would not readily

surrender the pomp and pageantry of the red heifer ceremony to

a subordinate. The ~ tradition in rabbinic sources is

~robaThly notan accurate reflection of histor~r but a concept

influenced~by the biblical red heifer ceremony which was äon—,

ducted not by the high priest Aarohjbüt by his son, Eleazár.~6

There is anot}-er possible:~èxplanation which may. be of—

~fei’èd~B&th&tTth& düx~i±i~theSeobfld Têthple period~ the colorful

34. P. J. Shek. 4.2,4%; Tos. Para 3.6,632.

35. Sifri Num. 133. “The verse teaches us that the heifer ceré—
mony is done by the ~ N. Para 3.1 also indicates this;
as it speaks of “the priest who burns the heifer” and does
not call him the high priest. . .

36. Nuni, 19:4. It may also be that the high priest merely stqod
by during the ceremonial while the ~ performed the act—
ual ritual. Thus, some sources, in view of the high priest’s

[ presence, speak of the high priest as officiating whileothers, eyeing the actual service, speak of the ~ This
L is substantiated by the fact that the first red heifer ie~
F attributed by the Mishnah to Moses, apparently meaning that
F —~--it--was-offered-in--tht—day-or~-~presence of~-~—Moses.
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• red heifer ceremony became entangled in one of the most crucial

Pharisee—Sa6ducee controversIes.57 According to the Sadducees,

if swan becomes impure, despite a ritual bath he remains in

his statuà of impurity until nightfall. The Pharisees, how

ever, challenged this literal interpretation of the law claim

ing that the bath alone was sufficient for must purposes, in~

eluding sacrificing of the red heifer which was pefformed not

in~tIi~ Temple but on the Mount of Olives. As a result, to re

bv3~e the Sadducees, the Pharisees instituted a pradtice of con

sciously defiling the high priest prior to the ceremony, having

bathe and immediately perform while in a state of purity.

only according to the PharIsaic interpretation.. *

A Tosefta~’elates a strange incident with regard to

- -—this institution. -Rabban Yochanan b. Zacoai is reported to

have been angered by a high priest during one red heifer cere—

.mony to such an extent, that he nipped the high priest’s ear

We may also point out that in the mishnah in Tiara, the
priests offering the red heifer; Tz~olu~ing Hanamel the
E~rptian, are specifically referred to as high priests.

37. £1. Para 3.7—8. For a detailed discussion of this Pharisee-’

Sadducee controversy see Finkeistein, The PharisQ~, Third
Edition, Philadelphia; JPSA, 1966, Vol. 1, 121—128, Vol. 2,
:66~~692. S. Zeitlin, The Rise ang Eall of the Jj4~an~tgt9.,

• Philadelphia: JPSA, vol. 1, 1964, 180. -

38. Tos. Tiara 3.8,632.

•.•- .

I
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in a manner as to render h±m physically unfit for service.

The historicity of the event has been a great debate among

scholars. For the only contemporal7 of Rabban Yochanan who

performed the ceremony was Ishraael b. Phabi, a priest who is

highly prèised by the rabbis and even called “a disciple of

Phinneas”.39 Can this righteous man be the high priest who

so angered the Pharisaic leader Rabban Yochanan b. Zaccai? As

a result, a recent scholar, reflecting general scholarly op.

Thion, concludes, “since the sources clearly conflict, one must

conclude that the editors of the Mishnah and Tosefta had no

reliable information on the subject.”4°

- But one must not conclude this at al1 there is a very

plausible explanation. The high priest referred to in the in—

cident was not Ishmael b. Phabi but a predecessor —~öhe who

officiated perhaps a few years before him, though still in the

time of Rabb~ Yochanan b. Zaccai (Ananias b. Nedebalos, IV.21

or Joseph b. Kamithos IV.20). When Rabban Yochanan made the.

physical blemish during the ceremony rendering him unfit to

The±vi; in drder to cOmplete the deremony~another priest (the

~.2aa perhaps) entered in his stead to complete the burning.

39. See chEpter 2, note 44.

-. 40. Neusner,~leiden;
E. J. Brill, 1962, 58.

—__— —-
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‘high priests”. This temporary replacement was a “high priest”

who appears only in this incident. Josephus does not know of

him because he received neither official political appointment

nor recognition, The name of the replacement who offered the

Five

and functions. All sources speaking of the is are post-fl

Having established a precise definiti5i~ of the bnaikoz

~group, let us turn to an analysis of its dating

an
the Roman period. Indeed, the pre—Herodian practice, of life

service for a high priest42 would obviously ~reclude the forma~ -

tion of a group of deposed high priests. The bohm

41. Rabbinic sources define a ~q n_çj~panr as a priest who re~
placed the high priest for the Day of Atonement ceremonies,
(~. B. Yorna 14b) No mention is made of the status of a
replacement in any other ceremony and it may be assumed that
the same elevated status was not achieved.

42. See chapter 1, “High Priest Succession”.

Though he may not have qualified technically as a kohensheavar41

-since-lie- did. not replace the high priest on the Day of Atone—

~neverthpiess, by virtue of his officiating in what was a

strictly high priestly ceremony he merited incluElion in the

[ red heifer was Hanamel the E~rptian,
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gedo~, therefore, originated sometime during the era of the

procurators.

The mishnah43 which tells of two disputes between the

z~s~zerot Hanan and the bnai kohanim~~4,~im in civil mat

ters, indicates their presiding as an authoritative halakhic

authority. This duty is confirmed by Josephus who, in flat

tering himself for his great erudition, describes the leading

authorities as coming.to him for advice, and includes among

these authorities the archiereis. Josephus writes:

While still a mere boy, about fourteen years old,
I won universal applause for my love of letters;
insomuch that the archiereis and the leading men

• of the city used constantly to come to me for
some precise information on some particular in~
our ordinances...44

• Three further inferences niay be deduced from this

statement. Firstly, the inclusion of the high priests together

with the leading men of the city would seem to indicate that

these priests came to inquire concerning general law and not

specific Temple ordinances (a jurisdiction corroborated by the

specific examples of the above mishnah).45 Secondly, the

43. M, Ket. ot. cit.

44. Jos. Vita, 2.9.

45. See also the list of general halakbic exegesis and state—
• ments of Temple priests cited by J. N. Epstein, Mevo’ot

• i2zSafnltha—Tanaim, Jerusalem—Tel Aviv, 1957, 512f.
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I ~bnspicuous absence of sources deséribing the hnaikohanirn&e~

dolim as participating in decisions relating to Temple rites

wouj.d indicate their lack of authority in this area. And

finally, it is possible that Josephus’ “~çhiereis and the

leading men of the city” is an exact parallel to the mishnah’s

bnai kohanim iedo]im and 4~g~gezei’ot, This equation, how--

ever, would depend to a large extent upon the definition ol’

4~y~~erot.46

The gospels contain no indication of the above legal—

civil authority. However, the appearance of the archiereis

as participating in the arrest and trial of Jesus alludes to

their role as a respected. aristocratic institution in the

Temple. Josephus also hints to this role on a number of occas—

sions amnong which is the demand by Fadus for the return of the

high priest’s vestments presented to the “archiereis and the

- leaders of the people in Jerusalem,”41

Asaresu1toftheseconsi&~rationsib’Jj-ThöjiaIuatohw-----

are as follows:

i) The “high priests”(archiereis) of Josephus and the

~ospe1s may rightly be equated with th.e bn~j~~nims~olim

of rabbinic literature.

I 46. For a discussion of the various opinions on the question
see S. B. Hoenig,~ translated from the
English by Israel Eldad, Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1961..

47. Ai~t. 20.1.1,6.
I-
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- 2) The ‘thigh priests1~ was not a f~ily but a group

consisting exclusively of former high priests. -.

3) Replacement high priests ~ heavar) were in—

eluded in this aristocratic council and were referred to bSr

the title “high priest” even after their one day of service.

- 4) With membership of the “high priests” council in~

eluding both regular and replacement high priests, the number

of high priests in period IV exceeds the number twenty—eight

mentioned by Josephus.

5) The “high priests” was an aristocratic group which

involved itself in general halakhic matters during the final

years of the Second Temple. There is no evidence linking this

group to the deciding of qudstions concerning Temple ritual.

I, -
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The second highest ranking officer in the Temple was

the ~ a—kohjrn or, as he was more commonly called, the

~ Much of the analysis of the ~gpn revolves about his
relationship with another Temple dignitary, the ~a~e~ps

C O7eccr7Y~ ), or ‘Bore properly, the fl~gte as Of the Temple

(~rpn7Y~;rcv ~Eeo~). This title has been variousjy translated

as governor} commander,2 captain3 or controfler4 of the Temple.

The generally accepted Opinion in modern scholarship is that

the two officers are to be~uated, i.e, the se~p is the r~b~

binic titular counterpart of the Geek strat~gos,5

Befdre examining this assumption it is imperative to

initially survey the sources and determine whether there was hut

one~g~ and one ~te~s in-the Temple -or- a n~ber of- ~e~i~--- --Ij

--—--- --- U- ,----

1. ~ 20.9.3,208; Wars 2~17.2,4lo. Translated by W. Whistori.

-. - - 2. Ant. 20.6.2,131. Winston Translatioti,

5. B. Meyer, Acts 16.20. Jos. 2~zs 6.5,3,294. Winston Trans.
lation, In Iioeb Classical Library both -Thackeray and Fold—
man translate it so. The LCL is consistent in this trans
lation of sts~~os as “captain” throughout Josephus. W. -

Whiston, however, is- not at all consistent, translating it
as governor, commander, and captain on different occasions
(see above notes). - --

4. Acts Cl; 5’24,26. Oxford University Press, 1961.

~—-—-S-~Infra~ --notes 33 and-34,_~ - -- -
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and strategpi concomitantly functioning.

One

The usually appears in rEbbinic literature in

the singular form. Those scholars,7 however, who postulate the

existence of many ~g_anira point to three sources in which the

plural form ~C2fl~ appear:

i) Ivlishnah Bikkurira8 relates that “~au—seanimt’

went forth from Jerusalem during the bikkurim pageant to greet

the pilgrims bearing their adorned new fruits in baskets,.

2) The Targu.m9 translates the term “koh~~” as s~nei

kehunta

- 3) The Talmud1P refers to the two sons of Aaron as
wife complained: See what Moses did. He is

king, he has made his brother high priest and his nephews ses—

anei d’kahana...”

The first two sources ar& far from conclusive. The

aQh2iLs!Aeani.~ of Mishnah Bikkurim are officers whose identi

fication is not at all apparent. Though many scholar?1 assume

6~ The sources in whibh the title ~i appears are listed and
analyzed in the following chapter.

7. F. Schürer, AHisj~~_of the_Jewish Poole, translated from
the German, second edition, Edinburgh 1891. Second Division,
part one, 275f. F. Jackson affa K. Lake, The Bep4~~g~of

of the -Apostles, Lcndon:Mac—
nIfl~i93~5, Vol. I\T, 4
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on the basis of this one source that there was a chief ~gg~

and 11lower ranking” ~nim in the Temple, it may well be that

the ~ greeting the pilgrims were not Temple officers, but

local officials of the city of Jerusalem012 Indeed, the use

of the title ~an would support this notion since the probabi

lity of a superior and his subordinates bearing the same appella

tion is not very great. And we do not find in any sources a

terra (e.g. ~~g~rQsjj) designating one ~ above the others.

Moreover, the ‘tpachot” mentioned in Mishnah Bikkurim beside the

&&&anim are unknown functionaries in the Temple. Some15 have

suggested linking the phrase, ~ hot u—se anim with the phrase

• in Luke, This oonjecture~ lacks any

8. N. Elk. 3.3: “Dninpj, D’t~X1’ 7’nTania’non fl~!Thfl”

9. I Chron. 18:17: &‘~‘~flD ~n’2t< i~ ,~‘~<1 ~ i~

10. T. B. San. llOa.

11. Schürer, 2_~t. see notes 33 apd 34.

12,5cc A, BikchJsr, ha-Echanirn v Ày Jerusalem; Mosád —

Harav Kook, 1966, 78—88.

• - • 13. Schürer, q~c4t.

• 14.]~uke 22:4.

I
I

___— -

F
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substantial basis. For “~pK(EE~?≤ “ is properly translated as

~bighpri~st~ group called or (~ak2~~imed—

~ is well known in Josephus, the gospels and rabbinic áour—

eec?5 Why then should a new term, “pachot”, be introduced in

this one source to designate such a well known body? There seems~

no doubt, therefore, that the term pac1~,ç~ u—se anim in Bikkurim

is based not on the lukian 4pc~pPs !~ ~Tp~T//~c1 but on the

Biblical combination of these titles. Both Jeremia~’6 and Eze

kiel17 speak of ~phot_u—segaflj~~, and it is here that we must

search for the influence on Mishnah Bikkurim.’8 The se~im in

Bikkurim may thus very well be local officials of Jerusalem tot

ally unrelated to the ~g~n of the Temple.

The Targum may also not be used as evidence for the

existence of many ~ While the Targum on Chronicles does

speak of seganei kehunta rabta (plural) indicating the existence

• of many ~g~jm, on two other occasions it dramatically demons~

tratesthe functioning of but one ~gg~ ....The_plural..expressioflFi

9~piLanei ha—rn pjin~” and t1~j~gim’1 in Kings19 and Jererniah~

respectively are translated by the Targum in the fl~s1~jor~a

H . . .

15. See chapter 3, “The High Priests’”.

16. Jer. 51:23. .

17. Ezek. 23:6,12,23.

[ 18. Suggestee~ by R. Akiva Eger in his notes on P1. Bik. 3.3.
L ~ ii Kings 2~:4. • -

___
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~2~afljiehani&c The translator apparently Imew of only one

~ and despite the plural form of the text, utilized the

singular in his translation. To the contrary, the Targum may

be utilized as proof for the~ theory!

The Talmudic reference to~ sec im. is the one which has

been most quickly dismIssed by scholars,20~ but is the one which

in reality, deserves the most serious consideration. Admittedly,

it may well be Amoraic, but this in no way implies its unrelia

bility. For, the Talmudic description of the rebellious t&ik

of Korah’s wife is not a statement conjured by some late Amoraic

scholars from naught, but is a rewording of an old Tannaitic

source. The Sedar Olam Rabba21 of R. Yosi ben Halafta te1l~ the

following: “We find that Elisheva bat Arninadav (wife of Aaron

• the high priest) enjoyed four celebrations over Israel...: .7

her brother—in—law was a king, her husband high priest, her

• brother a governor and her Ctw&~ions ~g~nei kehuna.” Acoor-

ding to this midrash ~ of Aaron’s children, Nadab and Abihu,

• officiated as ~&~nei_kehuna simultaneously. It is this Tan—

naitie source, and not the previously mehtioned Talmudic ref—

ereñce, which must be examined. .

• ?0a~ Biichler, Qa~,flt., 88, note 44.
• . 21. Chapter 7. Ratner edition, 34f. —.

4a.The Munich and Oxford manuscripts add. this word —‘awi
The meaning is unchanged.
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This ag~adah, besides its statement in Sed.er Clara Rabba,

appears in two other midrashjrn,22 Both contain similar texts.

It is also quoted in the Talmud23 but there t~ie text reads, “and
F her son was a ~ indicating only one segan. Which Is the

correct reading? Was there on~~~gp or ~p~y segaa~jm?

A critical analysis of the sources tends~ to favor the

“two” text; For the concept of two ~~gg~m is at variance with

~thGgtofrabbjnjcflterature and no scribe would consciously make

amhange -from- 4T0~0fl- to- “two”. However, a scribe making a- change

from two to one in order to make the midrash conform with the

bulk of räbbinic literature is quite understandable and fairly

probable. Moreover, the use of the plural form in Korah’s

statement which is copied from the Seder Clam Rabba £ndicates

that the Amoraim had a plural reading. - —-

A midrash in ~flkraRabba24 provides further suppcrt

for the plural reading. Amidst a presentation of sundry expla—

~—---------nations_for ±he~ causeot thaAQ~t~_pf Aaron’s two sons, Nadab -

and Abihu,- the followIng is suggested:

• Rabbi Levi says: They were pompous. Many women .

t unbetrothed waiting for them. Ithat did they
- say? Cur uncle is king, our mother’s brother governor,

our father high priest, and we are
— :what woman is fit for us?

22, Vd~yikra Rabba. 2C.2; Shir ha—Shirim Rabba on verse 3:6.

23. P. B. Zeb. 102a. - — -.

24~ Va~~aRabba, 20.1C.

__-_

1••—• .•. — .. .. — ..
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• R. Levi, a third generation Babyl~nian Amora, is not

one from whom we would ordinarily expect reliable, authorit

ative information regarding Temple affairs. But in this case

the blatant plagiarism of LO1aRabba is even more obvious

than the previous one. Furthermore, here the readin,g must be

plural for the statement is offered as an explanation for the

death of Aaro~’s two eons. R. Levi’s statement, therefore,

~as early as the third century the Seder Clam

Rabbäeaffjjj~ ~ plural — “her two eons were ~&~ei J~huna”.

- Having established the accuracy of the Seder_Clam Rabba

text which talks of Aaron’s two sons as ~&anirn, the question

of the source’s historicai validity mast now be examined. For

the-mjdras}nc license bestows on its user great liberties to

-~manipulate and fashion descriptions to fit the particular need

-. irrespectite of Its historical accuracy. We must always bear

in mind that the midrash is not meant to be an historical but

• ~—-a--morai--ana ethical~work. ---Histoz7•isbut •secondary to etbicaj.

teachings and may crnisequently be distorted on àccasion to en—

~ancptheprimary end. Extreme caution musttherefore. be cx-

ercised in the utilization of midragh for historical purposes.

~Doeethe SederOJamRabbat~ description of more than

~ one se~~n reflect reality9 May we deduce from it the existence

:;uof•many.s~ganim in the Temple? Were there other indications for

• • segani.m in the Temple, this source would certainly act as sup—

• Plementary evidence. But having rejected the pr6of~ from Mish—

nah Bikku~im and the Targum, it would be unjustified to use this

[~.___$ource as the entire basis for po~tulatin .F

___ •



25. The sources in which the title p~’~~~os appears are dis~
cussed in chapter 7,”~gan ~

26. Tiuke22:4, 52.

27~ Buehler, ~ 86, note 38.
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it may well be that IL Yosi — or whoever authored the midrash —

sought to ascribe as many honors as possible bo Elisheva and -

looking for a title for her children; called them ~ More

than one ~ officiating in service, may have existed only wit—

nc relevance to the Temple itself.

one ~ in the !Temple.

bin the confines of the author’s imagination, having absolutely

We have no reason to assume •bhe functioning of more than

Two

Like the segan, the strat~gos25 generally appears in the

- sotsceg lU th singullar. The one exception isin Luke’s account

of--the arrest~,of Jesus,2~..where strate~gi (plural of strate8os)

appear among the high priests and elders in the arresting party.

-

s~urce, pointing out that in the parallel accounts Mark28 has

L in its place ~mma~&o&’, and in Matthew29 the word is missing~~

completely. Büchler thus challenges the accuracy of the Luician

text.
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Eüchler’s textual criticism is a gross oversimplifica-.

tion of a very complex matter. The term ~t~~te oi appears twice

in Luke: once by Judas’ initial plotting (22:4) and later by

- -the actual arrest (22:52). In the case of Judas’ ~lotting, the

parallel accounts in Matthew and Mark contain only “chief priests”

as fellow conspirators and. the ~~teoi addition of Luke might

conceivably be regarded as some later inconsequential -interpo~

- lation. But-in its second appearance it is not a simple matter

- of ~te~i being absent in Matthew and replaced in Mark, as

Buehler would have us believe. The entire context within which

these officials appear in totally absent in the first two gos

pels, Luke has the high Temple officials making, the arrest of

Jesus in the Temple precincts. But Mark and Maj~hew have_Temple

officials instigating the arrest~~t not actua4yapprehendin~

‘Jesus themselves as Luke reDorts. The 2~te oi appear only in~- --

Luke because only in his version do the high Temple officials

~ne cessary -

, The Luklan version of the arrest of Jesus lends itself

to the following conclusions: - - - -

1. The author of Luke knew of certain officials known

asst~~oi. -- - --

2. These fl~e~pi had functions which would have made

S

r
L - - - - - -- , -L

28. MIt. 14:43.

29. Mat. 26:47.
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L 3O. dh~pt~r 6, ~Str~j~Q~j’Y

them part of the arresting party Of Jesus

3. The ~~teoi were part of the ruling aristocracy.

Having established the accuracy of the Lukian text, we

must question the accuracy of his report. May we deduce from

this source the existence of more than one~

Temple? it would seem that we cannot, since all other evidence

points to the existence of but one fl~te~os. The persuaäive

evidence for this point of view is the fact that in ~fl its

appearances in both Josephus and the Gospels, the ~ os of

the Temple appears only in the determined state, i.e. preceeded

by a definite article (the ~g~e.~os). Were there many funotion~

ing ~~eoi, we would expect to find at least~ some citation of

fl~ate~go~ in the absolute state. The total absence pf this gra~~

thati~äJZfö~ihTisThndicativeof the existence of but one st~jj—

~i~11~A of the Temple ( c rrpc<TT1c~s raU~ ~p~C).

[ - Luke’s mention of many t~oi -in the arresting party
is not, as has~

• it seems equally true that it is not a raection of reality

—~ithin the Temple. In another chapter3° the existence- of exec

utive local officials called s~ du±ing the second century

• in Palestine is demonstrated. What seems to have happened is

that the author of~~ Luke; living in a city where there functioned

many strate~ in executive roles, arid at least tokenly aware
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of a Temple officer with this appellation,projected backwards

from his contemporary milieu into the area about which hewas

writing. It must be remembered, that Luke is generally con

sidered to be the latest of the gospels, being authored sometime

city structure may well have existed. Knowing thatwere the

arrest of Jesus to have taken place in his city, the local strat’

£ would certaibly have participated in the apprehension, iuke

The “~~te 701” citation of Luke, though an integral

part of the :text, cannot be used as evidence fQr the existence

31. C. Guignebert, Jesus, translated from the French by 3. H.
Hooke, New York: University Books. 1956, 212—217; 3. Zeit—
liii, Who Crucified Jesus? New York: Harper & Brothers,
1942, 112.

in the first half oI’ the second century,31 a time when this

assumed that a similar situation existed, in the Temple.

of more than one strategos in the Temple.

Three -

There~wasbutone.strat~posan&oucgena~ i theTemplé.

$re the two tobe eq~ated or not? Emil Schurer,32 followed by

both Christian33 and Jewish34 scholars, identifies the ~~añ

32. Schü.rer, 2~_~t~ —

33, All Christian commetators on the Christian Bible, e.g. F.
- Jackson and K. Lake eds~,~

L Part I, Acts of the Apostles, London: MacMillan, 1933, Vol.
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ha—Kohanim with the ~tesos of the Temple. His equation is

based upon two factors, Firstly, the g~g~ is described in

Rabbinic writings as a ruling priest second only to the high

priest in authority, a description which aptly concurs with the

~ of the secular sources. But even more important to

his argument is the fact that the Septuagint ~~a11 trans

lates the biblical term s~aan as ~~at~os. Thus, Scbürer des

cribes the~egos as the ~ ficer in whom fiwas entrusted

the chief superintendence of the arrangements for preserving

order in and around the Temple”.

While concurring with Schürer in his ~gt~gos-~gan

equation, Büchler35 refuses to acknowledge the Septuagint as

valid evidence, since the term strat~gos often appears in the

Septuagint in its plural form (s~fl~gp~), whereas inJosephus

and the gospels the flrate~s of the Temple appear’s only in the

singular. In r.abbinic literature the ~ also appears only

IV, 40; W. F. Arndt, The Gg.~yiel Accor n teSt._Luke, St.
Louis: Concordia, 1956,430; I.g.~.,ed. A. Plunmer, Edin
burgh, 1901, 490±’; H. St. I. Thackeray in his notes on Jos.
~ 2.1712,409, LOt, Thl. II, 482±’.

34. M. Buttenweiser, “Priesthood”, a~4~&xi~vc1opedia~ New
York—London, 1906, Vol. VII, 196; L. Felman in his notes
to J03. Ant. 20.9.3,131,L.C.L., Vol. IX, 458±’; A. Büchler,
2Jasfl..~ H. Cohen,~ shel Yeshu haLNozeri,
Tel Aviv, 1968, 45±’; J. Elausner, Historia shel ha—Bafl~
ha—Sheni, Jerusalem, 1963, Vol. 1, 332±’.

35. Biichler, ~ 78—88. -

F
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in the singular. There was only p~~an and only ge_s~,a~—

1— ~ in the Temple and this in itself, claims Buehler, is the

dtrongest support for their equation.

- The universal acceptance of the ~~&~trateR~s equation

*iould seem unwarranted since neither the evidence Of Schürer nor

- Büchier conclusively establisheS this equation. The common

translation of se~~ as ~~teos in the Septuagint proves noth-.

.Ing. Quite often a Greek word other than ~ oq.is used

for s&n36and conversely flrate os is ;mpioyed for a variety

df words besides seg~~: à.chashdarynim,3 ,~ sererY’ and

ear.4° Moreover, in none of the contexts where the Septuagint

translates ~~zgn as. strate os is the seg~ àTemple.officer. To

~he contrary, in each case the ~ is a military official and

~~iWüsiOflh& terM ~j~eno~ (general) in translation is per

fectly natural. Why, then, should this be a reflection on the

~ in the Temple? - -

r~~36~Zsa.--4i:25~-and ~Neh~-4:l3; 5:7; 7:5 uses ~ cvr~cc0 Dan.
F 2:48 uses

L ~ Es. 3:12.

38. Th. 15:24. - - -

39. I Chron. 12:19.

40. I Kings 29:3~ I Chron. 11:6; II Chron. 32:21.

r

F - -



Buehler’s argument for the~equation is

most strange. Admittedly there was hut one stra~g~ and one

~an in the Temple as we have demonstrated. But why should

this imply their equation? There was also only one rosh ha-S

keneset — shall we also equate this dfficial with the segan—

fl~teos?

Despite its universal acceptance, there is absol~S.~

no convincing evidence for the eq~flo~of the rabbinic seggy~

wit hes~j~e~osof tI~~pcular~~jp~ç e s

I

I
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Before proceeding in the discussion of the ~ —

~trat~os equation it is first necessary to define and clarify

the precise nature and duties of the ~gan. For there seems to

be a popular misconception concerning the fiinction~ and authority

Let us examine the sources and see what they tell us

The Jerusalem Talmud1 lists five functiohs of the

1) The ~an assisted the high priest in the drawing

of the lots over the two ~Oats on the Day ‘&CAtonernent.2

2) The ~ac~n stood on the right, side of the high priest

r whe~é~te1~
F 3) The ~ waved flags signalling the Levites to

break out in, song as the high priest performed the libation of

1’2 ~L21t~ ~ :~?3D?) 7~t~fl n’n ~ ‘fl
X .n’z DKI1 1)’~’~ ~ ~p’~’ rin.~n ~1~fl 7flD ‘W’K

—n~ x”~ n’ri ~t’~ •u1t,y, ~ pnn in~ •7’~11o2 ~~on ~pzri

2~i-_~e~Haoh~~

of this official

of the segan and his activities

wine ceremony on the altar

1.T. J. Yoma 3.B,41a:

2. Of. 11, Yoma 4.1

7~D ;P12~J ~fln~ •7~ ‘,l-fl 1~’.fl1’fl’, fl2ZZ

I
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4) The ~gg~ aided the high priest in his climb up the

altar.5

5) A high-priest could not be appointed unless he pre

viously served as a

To this listtwo more duties may be added:7

6) The ~ handed the sefer torah to the high priest

for reading on the Day of Atonement.8

7) On hakhel, when the king read the torah before the

people in the Temple courtyard, the ~ transferred the sefer

torah to the high priest who in turn gave it to the king.9

3. Cf. M. Yoma 3.9.

4. Cf. M. Tam. 7.3.

5. Cf. Ibid.

6. Cf. Toe. Yoma 1.4,180: fl 3flK’ C~tW fl~J1~D TlDfl 9D’?
r---i’nrlll -7xD~-n~o’.-~See~

Succession”.
• 7. The Tosafists in a number of places reject Rashi’s sug—

~__zgcption (see note 14) that the ~ was the memuneh
• who initiated the morning service. Their objection is• based on the absence of this particular task in the

Jerusalem Talmud’s list of duties of the ~&n. However,
• the fact that duties of the s~aa others than those list—

ed in the Yerushalmi are found, obviates the difficulty
confronting Rashi. See Tosafists Yoma 15b,beginning ‘~<
nii~n t]~’~ Men. lOOa beginning same; Söta 42a, beginning

- -

8, N. Yonja 7,1; Sota 7.7.

9~ N. Sota 7.8. • —

—• •_—.•———--——
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The generally accepted notion in modern scholarship is

[ that the segan was a general Temple administrator, the ove:seer
of the priests and the ritual which they performed in the

Temple)° This concept is not indicated by any of the above

cited sources. However, it seems to be derived from a misimala

in SanhedriJ1 which describes the procedure of a high priest

consoingamourner. According to the mishnah, the people

would pass by his left side and the rnernun~ would stand on his

right, thus placing the high priest in a central position.

The mishnah says nothing else concerning this rnernun&~ but he

is identified by both the ToseftJ2 and the Talmud13 as the

sega~ ha—kohanim, or as he is usually called, simply the ~p&a~[

10.

F

E. Sch{irer (A_Hi~t~of_the.Je~-Li~JtQpi!, translated from
the German, second edition, Edinburgh, 1891, sècbnd division,
part one, 275) describes the sega as the one in whom “was
entrusted the chief superintendence of the arrangements,
~ and around the Temple”. A. E5ich—

ler (ha—Kohanimva-Avodatam, trthislate f±~dth~th~ German by~~
Naphtali G-iton, Jerusalem; Mosad Harav Kook, 1966, 79) sees
the ~g~n’s function as centered more about the service;
tithe se~g~ was the head supervisor overall the officiating

—-~.priest&’. -Ch. Albeck (commentary onM. Yoma--4.l) follows

Bdchler describing the ~~an as “the overseer of the priests
and their service in the Temple”.

1~~ •p-;• a’~ñ~-Dnz~ tnrwlD1

D3?fl 7’~’2 1I’~ 1~S~Z~ flJl?Z7Zfl1 fT Ifl~ flTfl

12. Tos. San. 4.1,420. in5,waz ,nv in~~ i’-~ u’~n~< rw

lieN: Sanhedrin 2.1:

1~72’7)

13. T. B. San 19a: flh17~?Z fl’’fl P° ~ ?D”UY. • .BD~ fl~
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On the basis of this equation, Rashi’4 identifies the

-~ ----- se~~ as-the uernuneh who opened the morning service proclaiming,

“Go and see if the time of slaughter has arrived’1, (so that the

morning ritual could commence)~ Maiznonide?5 also seems to

adopt this same view, equating the se~ with the rnemuneh.

We shall later demonstrate that the memunim were the

general supervisors of the Temple service. If the segan is to

be identified with the memuneh (perhaps with the general term

memuneh when cited without qualification as to precisely which

one is meant), it follows that this se~an being the memuneh,

i.e. the memuneh par excellence, should have had broad super—

----visory powers in the ~emple. This seems to be tha underlying

reason for the scholars ascribing broad supervisory powers in

~ Tethpli ~o~~~•the q~g~~l6

However, the functions of the segan, as listed in the

sources, present a serious challenge to the notion of a ~gaia

• as a rituariu~ei~isaxc Fb~ eVëiä&~bj~refltwmf-the

14. T. B. Yoma 15b, 28a: ~aon Klfl flZ.I~fl.

15. “Laws Concerning the Vessels of the Temple,~ 4.16: 7’Th~
~irn poi tnp, ~<ini ~5&~ nzwz i~ 5n~ ~ ~ -nix 7flD

- 1)1?Z7)fl K~pz.

16. A number of scholars identify the ~ with the &~2&eh
citing these sources, and Rashi in particular. See L.
Herzfeld, Geschieh-te des_VolkesJisrael, Leipzig, 1863.
Vol. 3, 107; J. Derenbourg, Essaisur]iHistoireet la
~Qgi’~p~4e Palestine, Paris5 1867, 369, note 3.. -.
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__________ •1-...~• _____________________________________

sources indicates that nowhere is the segan depicted in any

~-—general~supervjsory capacity~..whatsoever. The whole basis for

ascribing supervisory duties to him is the one flimsy identjfj—

~~.~~cation of the ~ with the memuneh in Mislrnah Sanhedrin. Cer

tainly this is no basis for the wide generalizatjo~~ of these

scholars that the ~ was, so—to-.say, the Chief Memuneh of

the Temple.

A close analysis of the sources provides us with a

totally different picture of the nature and duties of the

~ For there is one obvious common denominator of all

those sources: the S~&~zis never found alone — healwsvsap7

Con ion with_t~hi~o~icst. This, then; was the

function of the ~gan: to serve as personal assistant to the

high priest. The segan was at the high priest’~ side, aidir≤g

him in all ritual and public appearances — in the ceremonies

[ of the Temple, in pageants with the king and e~en when lie dc~~
déãth iCthe fainily The ~~jran was

the private memuneh of the high priest.

— -—--- ---The- function of the ~ as outlined above is cor

roborated by a nidrash in the ~ifrJ7 which states: “Noses be

came the~to Aaron clothing him (in his priestly

17. Sifra 170: ri’n i~ini ~‘int<~ D’~flDn ~0 flw~ rJflJw 1&?~

I.- — i’? flwyj ~‘‘~ 1~ ~ flfl~D ODD~ ~ ri’;, t~”n~ it~~ifl1~2 7~D.
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garments) and disrobing him.’8 And just as he was a .~&g~to

was he his ~gp in death.” In most vivid

and clear language, the midrash pOrtrays the ~ as the per.

sonal assistant of the high priest. We might, moreover, note

that Moses is here described as the~ ~ Aaron”

(7lnR’, ), indicating that the ~&an served and administered ~

a high priest. Again the ~an is described as almost a valet

of the high priest — not as a general Temple administrator.

This description of the ~fl—kohaium can explain

a number of phenomena. The segan’s participation with the

high priest in consoling a mourner seems somewhat out of har.- -

~which scholars have described, it is much

easier to picture in this courtesy call the high priest being
accompanied by-his personal assistant rather than by the general

“overseer of the priests and the service in the Temple”.

The description of the ~ in certain sourbes, as

-successor to the hiph priest~9 alsotecomesclear. Since

he constantly accomp~.nied the high priest assisting him in his

services, the sean learned firsthand the performance of high

priestly ceremonials. The office of ~ was then a sort of

apprenticeship for the high pziesthood.20

18. See chapter 6, note 31 for a discussion of the imp±ications
of this- seemingly inconsequential actj

19. Supra, note 6. Whether the seg~p was in reality the suc~
Oesgor to the high priest is a moot question. See chapter
2, ttThe High Priest: Succession”.

20. See Anon~nous, -~ ‘17~dni ~ Riga, l878. --—--•
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We are now also in a podtion to understand why the segan

is s?me~L~~ called amemvnç~.2’ When the high priest per—

formed in the Temple ritual, ordinary memunirn did not serve as

his aides nor did they direct his actions.. Directions by rank

• and file officers such as the memunim would be an affront to

the pride of the high priest. . Instead, on the occasions of

high priest service, the ~ supplanted the ordinary officers

and presided over the ministry; Only the s~~Ja~koha4~ could

aid, oversee and direct the performance of the high priest in

the Temple. . .

- .~ - - Any memuneh mentioned in proximity with the high priest

may, therefore, be equated with the s~ with a, good degree of

óonfjdence. In Mishnah Sanhedrin, the mç~~~h positioned on

z_~p~r~ght sid~_çf ,t~ç_~igh priest is thus correctly identified

--by the Tosefta.and Talmud as the ~ This identification,

however, has n~Ps,~rin whatsoeflr on the usual use of the term

—-mmüneh._Thettrmrnemm~AP~W ‘~o imply seg~ save in those

cases. ~en it~p ears in conunctionwiththch r~e s.

pressed the general memuneh — ~ equation

on ‘the basis of Mishnah Tamid. The contention is that the free

use of the two titles — mernuzieh and ~~ii — “interchange~b1~”

in Mishnah Tarnid is clearly indicative that both “are one and

21. The memuneh in Misbnah Sanhedrin 2c1 accompanying the high
- - priest, is identified by the Toseft.a and T~mud as the
~ ~~3’a,’flote’s.il, 12 and 1.

[~__?2.Moses Buttenweiser, “Priesthood”,~New
~196.’
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the same official11. This is not so.

I4ishnah Tarnid describes chronologically the daily morn

ing service the process of the offering of the morning sacri

fice, the burning of the incense, and related procedures. The

first six chapters offer this description in full. The seventh

bhapter, however, represents a change. For, this final chapter

of Tamid, rather than continuing with the chronological des

cription, interrupts to explain how various of the ceremonies

are performed wheñ~the officiating priest is not an ordinary

one but a high priest. It is here in chapter 7, aniidstdi

cussion of the hig~_p~’iest, that the title ~ makes its first

and only appearance in Tamid.

We are asked to “note especially”23 mishnayot 6.3

End 7.3. Both describe the identical procedure — burning of

the incense — but one uses merciuneh and the other ~ mdi—

cating their equation. However, mishnayot 6.3 and 7.3, while

——-descri-bi-hg—iden-t4ea-l---proeedures,- do not -.refer-So the same ~eopie

• 6r3 discussea~primari1y the ketoret of an ordinary priest and

uses the title memuneh. 7.3 on the other hand., discusses the

ketoret of the high priest and thus the title ~ appears.

23.Jb~d.

~ __ /
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:The titles rnemuneh and segan are not at all “used interchange—

ably” as some would have us believe. To the contrary, they are

very carefully used. And their use in Tamid — memuneh by an

ordinary ptiest and ~g~~hy a high priest — is further evidence

:for the identification of ~gan as an official other than the

memuneh, and his description as assistant to the high priest024

24. In all fairness to Buttenweiser, we should point out that
it is not only the term “~~“which appears beside the
high priest in Mishnah Tamid, but the “mernuneh” as well
(6.3 and 7,1). However, as has been pointed out, any

-~ ~‘inemuneh” mentioned in proximity with the high priest is
a very special merauneh — the segg~. The term “memuneh”
rather than “~&~an° is used in these instances because of
the context. In 6.3 the formula for the high’priest keto~
is mentioned together with the ordinary formula, and the
author, wishing to stress the formula and ministrial dif—

~•ferences rather than the differences of officials, elected
to reuse the term mernuneh:nn~n~ ~y ~‘~piz ~‘~pzn n’r, x’

~ ‘D’K” ‘itt riiliZfl ~“Z n’i Ott “!i~pri” i’? ‘1tt

-. The use of merauneh rather than.~sn in 7.1 presents a bit
more of a difficulty.. Howeve.r~ it is possible that this

--mishnah—is—-but--a--continuation of. the..pragious~one (6.3)
where “memuneh” is used with good reason. Two factors sub—

ü~; ~stantiate this:a) Tamid 7.1, a description of the prostra~
tion of a high priest ,-seems to follow the last words in

~ “and he bowed and left”. b) In the Mishnatienshalmi
(Lowe editcoh)Thhapte±’s 6 and 7 are but o~echaptër, making
7.1 a direct continuation from 6.3.

We must also note the possibility that. the proper textual
• - reading in 7.1 is “~a” and not “memuneh.” For Maiinonides

(Vessels of the Temple, 5.11) quotes this mishnah almost
• verbatim but supplants the word memun~ with sepn! Either

- he understood that in view of the presence of the high
priest, by “memuneh” the seg~ is here meant, or he had a

- -text with a segan reading.
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Strats

~~~eos in Greek is a high military officer, perhaps

a general. Thus, the ten officers elected yearly to lead the

Athenian armed forces were called

~W~]~ -

As the Greeks, together with their language-, spread

throughout the ancient world, the word suffered a numher of

alterations An especially interesting metamorphosis, whose

steps can be traced, occurred in E~’pt.2 When the Greeks first

came to Egypt under Alexander the Great, a number of generäls~

~~teoi—were appointMa~ iii1itã~~ &W~ño~ over thr~bar—

bariañs” Dürifl~th6 Hallenistic period, the powers of these

~r~teoi (each -ruling over a nome were extended by

the Ptolemys to include clvii matters as well. The papyri are-

replete with references to ~t~teài as military and civil gene

rals on nomes.3 Finally, in the Roman period, the Roman e~i—

1. Hdt. 6.10-)

2. See A. C.::~:, “Boule ve—Istrategos”, Tarbiz 11 (1939—40),
fl9—l22~ - -
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pei~ors, particularly Augustus, rescinded the original military

powers of the strate~ leaving them with civil authority onlyJ.
Paradoxically, in E~rpt the terra str~~ lost all its military
connotation, ultimately taking on the meaning of a civil mag-’
istrate only.4

Not every change was quite as dramatic as this one, nor

are we able to trace the evolutionary steps elsewhere as clearly

as we are able to do in E~rpt. In Asia Minor, fOr example, we

find the term ~ e”oscomraonly used to designate chief mag
istrates of cities, a use reported as early as the fifth century

B.C.E.5 Similarly, in Acts, we find the magistrate usage of the

fltle in reference to a Roman Colony in the first century
How these non-~military usages developed is difficult to say.

But there can be no doub.t as to their prevalence.

The multifa4ous meanings which ~~~enos assumed in

the ancient world makes impossible all efforts to use the title

~self_in order to identify the functions of the fl~fle Os of
the Temple. To point to its military etymological root as an

• indication of its use would be, in view of its many metarnorpho—

ñes,sc~entifica1ly ludicrous.7 We ~ust~ theref6~é, ~oñ6entrate~

-~-

3 • Of. F. Preisigke, Worter~Q&fl&,ch1!ChenPaD~sUr~22fl
den, Berlin, 1931, Vol. 8, l58—l64~

• 4. Gulak,i~~fl. •

5. Hdt. 5.38. -

L 6.Acts 16:20.
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Palestine, situated geographically between Egypt and

Asia was undoubtedly subject to influences- from both. Unfor-.

tunately, we have no primary sources from the end of the Second

Temple era which use the title stra~g~s in éñy context other

There is, therefore, no

contemporary Palestinian source to shed light upon the use of

There is, however, a very important Palestinian source

using “strateRQ~”, which, though perhaps a century or two later

than the Temple: might be useful in determining the use of the

term in the earlier period. It is a rabbinic source cited,

varta~t~;~i1I-both-the Jensalem--and--Babylonian Ta].—

7, Oh, Cohen,L isipfloU~Motoshel_Yeshuha-Nozeri, Tel~~~Aviv, -

1966, 45) commits tins blunder as he concludes, “at any rate
there is no doubt that the word ‘strate~os’ (in singular)
rneansan official, specifically a military official.”

our study on the use of the term in Palestine

than the ~~t~os of the Tenpl 8C.

the title during that period.

mudim. The two texts respectively are cited below:

8. ~fta, notes 21—30

t -

Lr
iL
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p.

The boule and stratefl were in conflict • The mat
ter was brought before Rebbi and he said: Is the
boule not included in the a~ ei? And for what
reason were ~ and ~flate iboth specified?
So that each should contribute half.9

When R. Isaac b. Joseph came he said: A crown tax
was once levied by the king on the boule and the.
~ Rebbi said let the boule pay half and
the stra~~g4~ half.’°

Both texts, though supplementing one another in infor

mation, do not definitely clarify for us the precise nature of

the incident. However, piecing whatever information we have

together, what seems to have occurred is that a certain crown

tax11 was levied upon some city in Israel12 and a jurisdictional

dispute erupted concerning the distribution of the tax. -- “Rebbi”

9. T. J. Yoma l.2,39a; ~<rn~ in’~p p’, t<in ‘w~u ‘~ii tn;n
,zzt~ n’,’z~ trz’’51 ,‘~,t20t< ‘~?D~ ‘‘213 7’~c_3?2i<j ..Th ‘i.zip flflY - -

.tc~’2E) nn’ ~‘‘2’~<~ tcl5D inn’ 7’5’R ~B ~<‘2K ‘r-it~otci ‘‘2ii

~—iO..B._Bab._.Bat~ 143a,.tzn.. KTflfl..UJt< 901 äL ~U1S’ “~ Kfl~c~
[‘~‘tnt~D’KK1 ‘5i2x] (‘n~oot~~ ‘‘21atn~) tc,5~ ‘32 1~w1 &7’’2D

- — .K~5D ‘1~~O’E1 •~‘2~ ‘‘213K 12fl’3 ~ ~K

11. The term N’2’~inrabbinic literature is generally used for
a wreath or a crown and thus the R5’Sz ‘ri~ seems to be a
crown tax. Cf. T. B. Bab. Bat. 8a. This ~‘2”2z ‘n may
very possibly refer to the coronation tax (aururn_coronarium).
See M. Jastrow, Diction~L2f the Tar mum, etc. and A.
Kohut, Arukhha—Shalem under the worth5”2~.

12. Bachler assumes that the city in question is either Sepphoris
or Tiberius. A. Buehler, The Political and the Social lead
ers of the Jewish C omrnuni~~ of Se h9ris in the Second and
Third Centuries, Oxford University Press, 1909, 39f.
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finally decided that the two disputing parties were to bear the

burden of the tax equally. -

The disputing parties are dubbed by the Talmudim as the

boule and strateS. All scholars unanimously concur in identi

fying the Talmudic term boule with the Greek term

the local town government. However, the identification of the

second party — the ~i — is the subject of debate among

scholars, a debate whose import to our discussion cannot be~vn—

derstated.

Buchler13 and Gula.k’4 claim that the correct reading in

the Talmud is not ‘1’~1t~D’K but t~’~o1t~D’N. For the second party

of contention in this view was. the rrj~~Cr~?t’~, The strate,g~, a

familiar term in papyri literature,15 was the governing body of

the norne in Egypt. Headed by a str~g9s, the body was respon—

- sible for tax collection and general administration of a nome.

These scholars claim, on the basis of this text, that the second

~—century--~-Palest-imian--governmentai structure was--organized in much

the same nianner as the Egyptian administrative, structure.’6

14.

15.

16.

Ibid.

A. Gulak, 2fl.~._SLt.

Preisigke, ~ 157f. -

The incident recorded in the Talmudim is explained by Gulak
(~._cit.) as follows: A crown tax was imposed upon the en
tire nome. The boul~ was responsible for cDilection of taxes
from the large city of the nome and the strateg~ for the

villages and agricultural areas surrounding the city. The con
flict arose as to the respective share of the total tax each

I
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Gedalia Alon27 however, refuses to alter the Talmudic

texts to read ~~teia. Instead, he claims that the talmudic

‘z.’~,~o’~t is a transliteration of the Greek o-rp’~tT~

(plural of~ Who were these stra~~? They were,

according to Alon, “members of the executive government of the

autonomous city”. To support his contention, Alon cites two
full pages of examples of the use of strategos in this form in

Asia.18 He also cleverly produces a number of rabbinic ref

ces to stratc&Q~ (or ~~ateos) which seem to refer to city

officials. Thus, he has additional Pale~4ni~fl usages of the
19as a city official

-r

V
F

b

had to- bear. - Rebhi~ finally decided upon an equal diV±SIOiiQ
BUehler (fla, cit., 39, note 2) suggests that “perhaps the

- - cro~m money was imposed by the local government upon the
~t~~teia and they claimed that the ~ should participate
in th&b~Xrderrwhereas the boul~ -protested that- the tax was
not imposed upon them”. -

17. &. Alon, - “ha-Ist±’ategim b’Eretz Yisroeib’Tekufaha-EOfl’.it’1,
~-- Tarbiz 14 (1943)145—55. - Reprinted in ~hkarim b’Po3~c≤iQ~

- - Yisroel, Tel Aviv, 1958, vol. 2, 7487.

1S ~O—8l. Cf. Chapot, La_Province- Romain Proconsolaire CAsio, - -

- - 240f. - -

19; Within Alon’s schethe the Talmudic incident must be: explained
- not as a city—province conflict but an intra—city conflict

- between two factions of local power. Both the. and
were city officials. The ~ was the legislative

and --the ~~at&goi.theexecUtiVe branch of the city govern—
ment. (All wealthy citizens of the city we±’e forcibly ap—

- - - pointed by Rome to the bou as a means to extricate money
from them. Thus, we find attempts to flee from the nomina—

[ tion. T. J. N. K. 8lb. cf. Buehler, ~fl~gfl.) But unlike
- the ~g2~ which consisted of many wealthy citizens, the-

- strategoi numbered few members. And it -was this latter fact—
or — the uneven distribution of mèmb~i’s — ithich gave rise

_tQth~ ~ -
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The Strategg~oftheTem~

Alon’s theory, particularly in view of the many Asiatic

and rabbinic parallels which he marshalls to his side, is most

convincing. And this use of ~~teos as an arThtocratic, ex

ecutive city official in Palestine, though at a somewhat later

date, may directly reflect an earlier usage in the Temple eras,

In our analysis of the str~~Qs of the Temple the most serious

consideration must he accorded to Alon’s theory. The title

!flrateos” appears in Palestine as an executive, though not

exclusively a military officer 20

done in the ~ analysis, let us record a list

of the appearances of the ~fle os of the Temple and search for

internal clues as to his identification, Phe st2~ of the

~ith~Ii~jiiths n~th~folIoIang&ue~r—-

number, insisted that the burden be distributed on an mdi—
vidual basis — every member of the boulé and every stratecc~p
should be taxed, an equal amount The more numerous boulé,
on the other hand, maintained that since the tax was imposed
upon both groups, each unit as a whole bore half the respon
sibility, irrespective of the total number of members.
Rebbiruled in the latter’s favor.

j 20. There is another possible Palestinian source for ~~teàs,
L one which would indicate a military meaning. The Targ’am

on the Prophets uses strat~gs as a niilitary title. ~‘s~
and :win I Sam. 10:5; 13:23; 14:1, II Sam. 8:6; and I
Kings 4:5,7 are translated as stra,~,gg~. However, it is
always difficult to determine whether a targum, or better a
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__~~acqpsequence of the Samaritan—Judean conflict during

the reign of Cumanus (48~52 G.E.), a delegation of Jewish

notables, including Ananias the high priest and the

.~t~~teos Ananus, was sent by the Syrian legate Quadratus

to Rome.21

B. Among the acts of terror of the sicarii during the

reign of Albinus, was the kidnapping of the secretary

of the straj~~ Eleazar and his exchange for ten pris

oners • 22

0. This Eleazar the ~j~gte os persuaded the priests to halt

the emperor’s daily sacrifices, thus formally initiating
* the great rebellion against Robe in 66

D. When:the eastern gate of the Temple opened of its mm

accord as an omen of the coming destruction, the watbh—~

in~ reported the matter immediately to the

r-—-—i-I-i-—Rabbinic-souroes .—-—————..-—--——.————---—-—-~.

A. A ~idrash Tanhuma suggests that the expression ~nrn
‘;‘~•___.

i’ri~u~itui refers~25

specific part of a targum, is of Palestinian or Babylonian
origin and even more difficult to date the section.

21. Ant20.6.a,13l. In the War’s abcount (,2.12.6;242) Ananus
is listed without the title ~

22. Ant. 20.9.3,208.

23. Wars 2.17.2,409—10

Wars_6.5.3,294. ____

25. Tanhuma on 11ev. 21:10

I
F-.
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B. Phineas, the merauneh over the priestly vestments, is

reported to have once dressed a stra~~~ for a fee.~~

flI.Christian sources

(A. Luke tells of Judas plotting with the strates2iof the

Temple and of the participation of these officers in

the apprehension of Jesus..)27

B. The high priests, the strat~g~ and the Sadducees are

reported to have been exasperated at Peter and John’s

teaching of the ressurection of Jesus in the Temple.28

C, The high priests and the fl~~gQS of the Temple are

described as astounded by the escape of Peter and John

from priso!1.29

D. When Peter and John are subsequently located in the

fru ------__--. Temple.,~goes with the police to rearrest

them.3° . . . .

26. T.. J. zShek. 5.L .n’ri,aflflTlD ‘~Tafl w’2’?72 ri’nw w’:’nfl O?1)D
.D’21T1T tfl 1’? 7flZl ltfl< ‘l’tlK’? w’iSn’v iTi~ ~

~number 6. -on~n - --

-, , n’,aK Ufl ‘fl~O~ ~‘2~ t2’~’27Zfl

Luke 22:4,52. See-chapter 4.

Acts 4:1. - - - -

Ibid. .5:24. - - - - -

Ibid. 5:26. -

- - - ., *

F .,ry
C.’.

28.

29.

30.
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Two

Individually none of these sources tells us very ihuch

regarding the nature of the ~rat~g~s officer and his duties.

But taking all of them together, a number of significant cOn

clusions may be reached. They are as follows:

1) The strateg~ was a member of the priestly aristoc

racy, and not one of’ the lower—rank priests. His persistent as

sociations with the hi~h priests and his inclusion among the

“notables” dispatched by Quadratus to Rome both testify to this

fact. Moreover, the two rabbinic sources, while alone incon~

• elusive, would tend to substantiate this thesis. tertainly, the

compensation he offered Phineas, the ~uneh over the vest~ients,

shows an intense desire to be dressed by this officer, an act

which undoubtedly carried definite prestigious implications.~

3i~ The dx~ess~ng of someone in official garb by an authority was
recognized in the ancient world as an act of consecration

—- •--- - - _ior Office, Aaron and his sons were consecrated for the
prIesthood when Moses garbed them with priestly vestments
(Lev. 8). Indeed, the midrash adds: “All thro~igh the seven
days of consecration, Moses officiated as high priest but
the divine presence did not settle upon his hands, Yet as
80011 as Aaron donned the vestments of the high priestbbod• and served, the divine presence settled upon his hands “

(~. J. Yoma 1,1, 48d ), Jubilee describes Jacob’s consecration
of Levi as an act of dressing him Grub. 32:7). In addition,
in his speech after being dislodged as high priest during

• the great revolt, Anarrus seeks to aggrandize himself in the
eyes of the people by referring to himself as “I who wear the

• high p~est’s vestments”. (Wars 4.3,lO,l64)c

This would perhaps ex~ain the battle between the Jews and

Romans for the control of the priestly garments. Providing

a.
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The only possible difficulty in identifying the strat~q~

as an aristocrat would be the participation, indeed leadership,

Of Eleazar the ~eos in initiating the war against Rome.32

it is well known that the aristocratic strata of Judea, includ

ing the high priest and the “high priests”, all staunchly op

posed the revolt, and pleaded for moderation and restraint (as

we would expect from any incumbent aristocracy whose perpetua—

tion rested on the large super power).33 The leadership of

Eleazar in the revolt would, therefore, seem to contradict the

idea of the ~~j~eos being a member of the aristocracy.

But this is not so. For we must bear in mind that initially

all the priests, even those from the lower ranks, were opposed

to war. It was indeed they who entreated the people to turn a.

I —--—~-~-.. -

the priests with garments was a symbolic gesture of invest—
ment with authority to officiate. Whomever provided these
garments apparently made the claim that priestly authorty~ -

was derived from him. The Romans demanded this authority
and the - Jews fought against it.

~The~~esspgoft~e te~s by Phineas, the ~ over
. the vestments, must be viewed in this light and recognized

as having acme aristocratic, prestigious or perhaps even
power.tmplication. . -~

32. Wars.. 2.17.5,424; 9,445. and many more. - - --

33. J.bid..2.17.2-4, 410—421. . . -
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deaf ear to the talk of the. militants and to greet Florus and

his Roman cohorts with humility and respect)4 It nas only

after Florus’ unprovoked massacre 0±’ the Jewish masses that the

lower rank priests switched their allegiance and joined the -

rebels in beating the war drums.35 From this point onward, it

was the aristocratic priests exclusively who persisted in their

allegiance to Rome, clinging to hopes of a settlement.

However, there were undoubtedly some lower—rank priests

p~posed to the war and some aristocrats in favor Of it. Eleazar

the ~~teos seems to belong to the latter group.. That he was

a member of the aristocracy seems beyond doubt; lie was the son

of a high priest. Indeed, his personal secretary was a target

of the siáarii! &t after the massacre of Florus, Eleazar,

7 though of aristocratic extraction, being a “very daring youth”

contracted the growing war~fever and joined the militants in

their cthisé~36 Tà~Cther with the bulk of the lower—rank priests,

rE]~z-a-r—wag---bratisformed froma dove—to a-hawk. But, persoiially,

like all A&r~te oi,.Eleazar was of aristocratic lineage.

.~2) The ~j~ate os was often, perhaps alway&, the son of

a high priest (though not necessarfly the high priest in ser—

vide). Neither the rabbinic nor the Christian. sources trace the

34. Ibid. 2.15.4,321—325. . .

35. fl44. 2.17.2,409—410. - :

36. ~ note 33. . . -
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~Z~L37. jnorder to recognize Ananus as both a ~ and a son
of a high pribst two sàürcesmüst be~d~bined. The ~~iui—
ties account (20.6~2,l3l) speaks of Eleazar as a strafj~os
and the Wars account (2.12.6,243) identifies him as a son
of the high priest Ananias.

F

I

38. Wars 2.17.2,409

39. ~ note 25

40. Ant. 20.6.2,131. In the War1 account (2.12.6,243) two
high priests are cited with him Ananias and Jonathan.
A~ities, however, makes no mention of the latter.
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genealogies, or for that matter give ha~es, of any strat~p~.

~_Josephus, however, talks of twofl~teoi —Ananus37 and El—

eazar38 — and both were sons of high priests. This would also

the high priests.

suggest that the authority of the strate~os was derived from

3) The strateg~ was in the very high echelons of the

priestly bureaucracy — perhaps, second only to the high priest

in authority. In fact, the midrash virtually equates him with

the high priest.39 And of the many Jewish notable dispatched

high priest and the strategos.

by Quadratus to Rome, Josephus singles out for mention onlythe
40

F
I

Furthermore, when the question of discontinuitg the

emperor’s -sacrifice arose, all sorts of opinions pro and. con

F-

were given-on the matter. The priests finally decided not to

offer the sacrifice because the great number of militants gave

them &onfidèffàé and pz~imari1y because “they relied above all on
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the authority, of the ~ajos Eleazar.”41

4) A study of these sources would also indicate that

the functions of the ~Eate os were administrative and political5

but not ritual. A more exact description of his duties would

seem to be that he was~

making him perhaps Chief of Police or 9~~in oc~ Gu~.

Being in such a position he appears beside the high priests when

trouble erupts in the Temple. Ahd it is he who accompanies the

police in making the arrest of Peter and John. Moreover, when

the Temple gates are opened mysteriously it was to this adminis

trator that the priests turned. The ~~~g~eos wag the executive

administrator of law, order and security in the,Ternple.

There is only one occasion on which a strategQ~ appears

even remotely connected with the Temple ritual. This is, of

course, when Rleazar persuades the priests to refrain from of

fering the emperor’s sacrifice and they rely upon his authority.

However, a number of factors must be considered here. Firstly,

the question of whether or not to offer the emperor’s sacrifi.oe

was fundamentally not a ritual question. From a strictly re-

ligious-~legal point of’ view, gentile participation in Temple

worship was obviously permitted. It had’ been going on constantly

41. Wars 2.17.2,410
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and without interruption for hundreds of years! And though

the Pentateuch itself never sanctions the practice explicItly,

the prophets do have references to gentile worship in the

Temple of Jerusalem, Indeed, Solomon in his famous prayer

upon the consecration of the Temple, devotes an entire para

graph to this sanction:

And also the gentile, who is not from your nation
Israel, and he comes from a distant land for your
name. For when they hear of your great name, your
powerful arm and outstretched arm, and he comes
and prays unto this House. And you shall hear
him from the heavens your abode...42

Certainly, such a long—standing tradition supported by

explicit Biblical sanction could not be suddenly challenged on

religious — ritual grounds.

The question of bringing the emperor’s sacrifice was

fl~~relig~~s one — it was political; halting the emperor’s

sacrifice was in effect a declaration of war on Rome. The rab—

binic account of this episode makes no attempt to conceal the

fact. In the account, the refusal of the Jews to offer the

sacrifice is used as prodf to the emperor that the Jews were

indeed in revolt.43 Despite the effort of Josephus to paint

the question as ritualistic the truth is apparent. Any ritual

turn the debate assumed must be re~listioally recognized as but

42. I Kings 8:41—43.

43. T. B. C-it. 56a.

-

I
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a facade for the real purpose: the severing of relations with

Rome.

We may even go one step further. Even were we to ac

knowledge the question as somewhat genuinely ritualistic, El—

eazar’s decisive influence need not be taken as evidence of

general strat~gQ2 involvement in the Temple ritual. The ~

tegos generally had no relation whatever to ritual. Eut in

this tense moment when the battle lines were being drawn bet-~

ween the dovish aristocracy and the hawkish lower—rank priests,

the defection of perhaps the second highest rarling aristocrat

to the doves was obviously a coup for their cause. Suddenly,

they had among their ranks an “authority” to whom they could

point, a legiimization for their actions. Naturally, in their

decision to refrain from offering the sacrifice they “relied

above all on the authority of the ~~~eos Eleazar.”.

In sum, the term ITsiratQg~gII was used. in the ancient

r~~1orid--for~ so many types of ~officia1s ~that. the. titleits.elf~_~._..

(mi.iitary in nature) is useless in determining the timctions of

the stra~Q~ of the Temple. There are no contemporary Pales—

tinian sources using strateg~~ in any form other than in the

Temple. We do find it in use in second century Palestine as

an executive city official. An analysis of the sources using

‘~~e’~ of the Temple” demonstrates that the stra~e~g~ was

indeed an executive officer, responsible for order and security

in the Temple. He does not, however, seem to haye had any role

I:
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in the ritual. As such we may characterize the ~eos of

the Temple as the Captain of the Guard of the Temple.



~r7

~aateos

Having ascertained the function of the straj~~ and the

ssan let us juxtapose the two official9 and determine whether

they are two separate officers, or one and the same.

The conclusion seems to be obvious: the stra~osaa~d

seg~,_contrary~~

datq~weretwo~p~trate and distinct officers, The se~ a].—

ways appears in ritual, the ~ategcn~ never does. The ~

always appears beside the high priest, the ~~g~joften does

nót. The ~ never appears as an e.dministrator, the strat~g~

does. These differences are particularly pronounced in rabbinic

literature, the only source in which both titles are utilized.

The ~ constantly appears here in ritual whereas the two

:~~fleos references• have no relation whatsoever to ritual.-- --

These differences in their appearances are natural reflections

of their different functions: The A~B~~n was the ritual assist— --—

ant •of the high priest and the stra~e~qfi was a Temple security

admiristrator.

In fact, their very titles reflect the differences:

s~nha~kohanim and strat egos t ot_hierou. The ff~&~-Kohanim

functioned as the highest—ranking ordinary ~jest, occupying

-the lofty ritual post of private assistant to th high priest

in ceremonials. The st~e~os of the Temple, however, had little
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to do with the priests and their practices but occupied the

highest Te~j~e position: administrator of Temple security.

The titles, afactor overlooked by all previous scholars,1

in themselves spell out the distinction.

Stratjs~ must not be looked upon as the Greek trans

lation of the Hebrew ~ The two titles refer to separate

and unrelated officials. Thother the strategq~ had a Hebrew

title and the ~ a Greek title is unknown. Quite likely

these appelations were employed in both languages.

We have previously demonstrated that the ~an was a

special type of memun~ in the Temple, the private memune~2, of

the high priest. The flteg~~, howeyer, cannot be called a

mémuneh in any sense since ritual was far outside his domain of

activities0

- ~-- -———--—~---•-- Frecurso~~f the Se~fldJ~~teos

It has been pointed out in the Introduction the dif—

ficülty yet importance of.identifying the precursors of late

1. Oh. Albeck seems to have been sensitive to the fact that
the title se~g~ha-~kohanim does not coincide with a general
Temple administrator, but refers only to the realm of the
priesthood. He therefore expands on the authority of the
sega by relating it to the priests. The ~ according
to him, was tithe overseer of the priests and thqjy~sarvic~
in the Temple”. However, neither the sources speaking of
~ nor the title justifies this expansion.
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__________ ...-.-... ______________________

officials of the Second Temple administration. In the case

of both the ~ aM the ~ though the precise steps

in the name and duty raetamorphoses cannot be traced, certain

precursors may be identifje~, precursors going back as far as

the first Temple.

During the final decades of the first Temple, we find

two high Temple officers aside from the high priest: one is

called the kohenha—mis}meh (second priest) and the other the

~~betha—Elokirn (supervisor of the House of God). Both

appear but few times in biblical literature and their titles

are usually simply mentioned with no indication whatsoever of

duty or authority. Consequently, defining~.thejr function and

authority is no easy task for the historian.

The kohen ha—mishneh is referred to thrice. In Kings

it is related that King Josiah commanded Hilkia the high priest

and the kohanei ha—mislmeh to cleanse the Temple of all vess.ei~i

in ~bOth~ Kiflgs~
and Jeremiah, Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon is reported to have sent

the high priest Saraya and Zephania the ~ohen ha-~mishneh into•

exile after the rebellion of Zedekiah.3

2. II Kings 23:4.

3. 11 Kings 25.18; Jer. 52.24

[
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The ~d a—Flo1çj~ is reported to have rebuked,

beaten and apprehended Jeremiah for uttering heresy in prophe—

sizing the fall of the Temple in Jerusalem.4 A ~ bet ha—

Elokim was killed by Zichri.5 This officer is also listed as

serving under King Hezekiah6 and as providing the animals for

sacrifices in the grand Passover celebration of Josiah.7

The administration of the Second Temple, at least in

its early stages, was no doubt modeled after the first. It is,.

therefore, only natural to expect to find in the early Second

Temple, officers with the duties, if not the titles, of the

kohen ha-mish~ and ~~~etha-EJokim. Indeed Nehemiah makes

mention of a flj4~%t~Mz~i2iLi~.8 And though the title is.~J~L

ha—mishneh does not appear, most likely such an official did

• function but was perh~ps known by a different title. At any

rate, the sources of this period are extremely limited and the

• absence of the title is indonclusive.

4. Jer. 20:1. This verse reads .“‘, ~I’~ ~
The interpretation would seem to be: “and he was appointed
as the naIbethar,~2fl~j&’. Cf. Targum and Radak.

5. II Chron. 28:7. The title is shortened here to read simply, -

• ~g~4j~abavit. We admit the possibility that ~ here means
the king’s palace and not the Temple. Cf. Targum, Ibid.

6. Ibid. 31:13.

• , 7. ~j4. 35:8.,

8. Neh. 11:11.
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What was the function of the kohen_ha—mishneh? The

very appellation is indicative of a priestly function. More—

over, since in~ each of his three appearances the kohenha—

mishneh is mentioned in conjunction with the high priest, it

would not be without basis to assume that the kohen ha-~mishneh

was the second in rank to the high priest.9

* The ~1.d bet ha—Elokim, on the other hand, is never

mentioned in conjunction with the high priest. As his name

• indicates, he seems to have served as a Temple, not a priestly,

administrator. And his participation in the silencing and

arrest of Jeremiah would indicate a role relating to Temple se

curity and order. -*.

In sum, the icp~en ha—mishnek and the ~gid_ha~ElokIm

seem to have been the precursors of the~and

~j~teostoj~hierou_respective1y. No doubt we must not go so

far as to make exact ~ hg—kohani~ = kohen ha—mishneh1° and

strategos tou haei~ =~~~4~et ha-E~gj~~~ equations; their~

dutIes did not coincide in all aspects. No doubt, also, the

span of five hundred years between the appearances of the two.

saw many additional e~’olutionary stages and titles. But, after

9. The LXX, in fact translates kohen ha—frtishneh in each:case as
r9c •S~vrepóc-ecs.

• 10. The Targum on the Prophets makes this equation as it con
sistently translates Icohen ha—mi~~~ as~

— -—-. ———
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all is said and done, the kohen ha—misbneh and na~Lbetha—

Elokim respectively may be recognized as precursors of the ~an

and ~ateos.

~ggid— Prostates — Stratego~

The ~id—strat~~ equation may be eztended one step

further. It is possible to identify a middle step and title

in the development of the officer and demonstrate that each

name change is a reflection of a shift in power.

In the early days of the Second Temple,. the 1c~i~i~~

assumed the bulk of power in the new Judean state, both reli

gious and civil. The representatives of malkhut bet David were

eliminated as political factors after the very first generation

and do not reappear until the very end of the Temp1e.~ Though

it is accepted that the kehuna held the reins of--powerr pro

clsely how they bore up. to their responsibilities is unknown.

Due to the absence of sources, the Persian era remains a closed

book historically, open only to conjecture. However, what

seems to have happened is that a priestly—theocratic govern

ment was formed in which the administrative organization of the

ii. For a discussion of this entire matter see A. T. Olmstead,
A History of the Persian. Period, Chicago, 1948, esp. 130—
165 and S. Zeitlin, The Rise and Fan of the Judean_State,
Philadelphia, 1965, vol. 1, 6—9.

-- __
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Temple became theadministration of Jerusalem and Judea?2

_The religious high priest was also, in effect, the political

high commissioner)2a And the subordinate Temple priests be

came the subordinate public officials. As a consequence of

Yehoshua’s victory over Zerubbabel, the entire religious and

civil leadership rested in the hands of the Temple priesthood.

Certain civil as well as religious powers now fell withih the

administrative realm of the ~g~d bet ha—Elokim.

In the middle of the Second Temple era, we find a sud—

den challenge to the high priesthood in the form of a Temple

official, Simon. The Second Book of Maccabee?5 introduces

the dispute as follows:

But a certain Simon of the family of Benjamin,14
who had been appointed ~Eg ~tes of the Temple,
came into disagreement with the high priest (Onias)
over the regulation of the city market,

The challenger Simon is described as the “prostates of

the Temple” (7rec~T~rfI nO ~EecD ), a title which makes its first

and only appearance here in Maccabees. This j~pflratespf the

12. Thus, when Nehemiah needed two officers to be responsible•
for the gates of the city of Jerusalem, he selected his
brother and a Temple official, fiananyah, the ~r ha—birth
(Neh. 7:2).

12a. “For the high priests were at the head of affairs until
the descendants of the Asmonaean family came to rule as
kings.” Ant, 11.4.8,111.

13. II Mac. 3:4.

14. See Appendi± II.
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seems to have been ~ id bet ha—Elokim,15 with the

new title possibly indicative of his new broader civil, as well

as religious, authority.

This conflict between Simon the g~~tes and the high

priest Onias, in light of the above analysis, may be explained

as follows~ By this late date Jerusalem was no more an insig

nificant hamlet with a few thousand soul population. It was a

large city, commercially central and a growing metropolis.

As the city grew so did the importance and power of the ~~4—

~~tes, Temple—civil administrator. There is no reason to

look strangely upon this battle between a “Temple” official and

high priest regarding a purely economic—city matter. In reality

the ~a of the Temple was by this time a high city official.

This subordinate priest had grown so powerful in city administra

tion that he was prepared to challenge his superior high priest

j in matters relating to the economic life of the city.

I~— ---——-----Weneed-nat.foflow~ those’6~ who see the Onias~,Simon —-

conflict as an attempt by the Temple administrator Simon to

gain civil powers “in addition to his previous post”. On the

15. Cf. H. Graetz, “Beitrage zur Zach—und Worterklarung des
Bucher Daniel”, MGWJ, fl (1871), 395—400; V. Tcherikover,
Hellenistic Civilization and the_Jews, Philadelphia, 1966,
Appendix II. See also Kahanow’s notes on the Hebrew trans
lation of II Mac., op. cit.

16. Is. Finkeistein, The Phjwisees, Philadelphia,~l967, vol. II,

586f; Tcherikover, ~
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contrary, he always possessed civil authority and now sought

obly to procure total independence from the high priest in this

realm. Behind his purely Temple title lay vast civil powers.

Zeitlin is correct in observing on this matter that “holding

this office gave him considerable power, not only over the

Temple but over all of Judea”?7 This is a~very:iñatui’a1 pheno—

menon, considering our explanation of the manner in which the

priestly—theocracy evolved in Judea.

- Were events allowed to proceed along their normal course,

perhaps the high priest would have been able to maintain his

absolute religious and civil authority. However, the cataclys

mic Maccabean period, with its -wars, revolution~ and transfers

of power and particularly because of the emergence of a new

family of heroes, completely altered the outcome of the internal

priestly struggle. Initially, with the victory of Judah and the

establishment of the Hasmonean dynasty all power was securely

concentrated in the hands of the Ilasthà sñliã&ëFithó hè1dthè~~

titles king and high priest. This leader, in view of his illust

rious lineage, was greatly respected and.admired, almost wor

shipped, by the people and the idea of challenging his authority

was beyond question. Initially, it was a clear and unmistake—

17. Zeitlin, op. c4~., 73
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able victory for the high priest.

However, the collapse of the Hasmonean dynasty with the

accompanying rise of Herod and Roman control of Judea, entirely

________ reversed the situation. Eventually not only the high priest,

but the priesthood as a whole, surrendered all its civil powers —

powers which it held for almost 500 years in one fonu or another —

to the Roman appointees. First Herod, then his children and

finally the Roman procurators administered civil matters. The

priesthood was again relegated to its basic sphere — that of

religion, The priests were ministers of the Temple and nothing

more. And the naj~4, who originally served as a Temple adminis—

trator only, followed by a prominent role in the city, of Jeni~

salem (fl~Qptates) now reverted to his original role as Temple

administrator. His new status was again reflected by a title

change as he was called stra~sQ~ of the Temple.

pj~id bet ha-Elokim .+ Prostaj~çp tou hierou. ~. Straj~~~fluhieroIL

L -
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The Administration_of Temple Ritual
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Part Twq

Introduction

The most basic function of the Temple and that which

dominated its daily activity was the performance of ritual and

the offering of sacrifices before God. The Temple at Jon—

salem, being the only place to achieve atonement naturally

developed a very busy daily, operation which demanded a massive,

well—organized administration.

To gain an insight into the dimension and complexity

of the administrative machinery it might be well to examine

one particular day in the year — Passover eve. On that day

every Judean in a state of riWal purity was required to join

in a group1 (usually consisting of not less than ten nor more

than twenty persons)2 and offer a pascal lamb sacrifice in the~

Temple. Jews from thrOughout the world flocked to the holy

city for this all important ritual.

How many offerings were brought? Two figures appear

in the sources, each of which is nothing short of staggering.

Josephus3 reports that shortly before the, great revolt the

1. Dx. 12:4; 11. Pes. 7.13.-

2. Wars 6.9.3,423ff.

La’
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Syrian governor Cestius ordered a tally ot’ the offerings to

be taken for the emperor Nero. He found that 255,600 sacrifices

were brought. The Talmud4 tells of a census ordered by King

Agrippa which revealed 1,200,000 pascal offerings. Either

figure reflects an enormous organizational job on the part of

the Temple authorities to oversee the offering of these vast

amounts of sacrifices in only a small portion of a single day.

Indeed, the mishn.ah5 describes a speôial three shift system

developed for the purpose of handling the massive undertaking.

The daily activity, was, of course, but a small frac

tion of the festival enterprise. Nevertheless, scores, per

haps hundreds, of sacrifices were brought daily which demanded

rigid organizational arrangements.6 The early periods of the

• Second Temple are insufficiently documented to permit a sound

reconstruction of this adminstratiVe machinery. However, with

• regard to the final period (Period iv), enough sources hate

~urvived to make feasible a partial-recOilStrU.CtiOn. The .fol— -

lowing pa~t of the thesis is devoted to this study.

It has been explained earlier that the hi.gh priesto~

Period IV was only tangentally involved in Temple rites and did.

---

4~ T.B. Pes. 64b. But see J. Jeremias, ≥~ lemint~ie_Time
2Li~us~. Philadelphia, 1969, 77—84~

5. N. Pes. 5.5,7.

6. Cf. S. Baron, ASocial and R~fl~japj~I2torOfS.iA@fl.~
New York, 1952, vol. 1, 165—179, esp. note 7.

-.-----~—-————-—-—

F
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not busy himself with overseeing the minutiae of daily acti

vity. Indeed, except for the Shabbat and festivals he rarely -.

officiated in the Temple.7 Our discussion will, therefore,

concentrate on the other priestly officers and agencies created

to conduct and direct Temple sacrificial procedures.

The most basic organizational structure was the divi

sion of priests into twenty—four orders — mishmarot — each -

mishmar presiding in the Temple for a week at a time, twice

yearly, The mishmar was furtheR sub—divided into a number of

batei av, each bet av serving one day of the week.8 The

officiants of these orders presided in the service, offered H
the sacrifices and shared in the portions of the priests. They H.

[ were not, however, directors of the x’itv.al.
The directors of ritual consisted of two groups. One

was a permanent co~rnittee whose members, while not actually

participating in the rites, retained ultimate respbñsibility

-----for their-proper execution, including legislative authorityto

initiate any necessary corrective measures. This committee

was Imown as a “bet din shel kohanim”. The sepond group con

sisted of a number of Temple officials actively involved with

7. ~j~ra, chapter 2, note 26.

8. M. Taanit 4.2; Tos. Taanit 2.1,216. See later chapter 10,
note 5.

a
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the officiating mishmarot in the performance of Temple cere—

monials~ The memunim and minor Temple officials (e.g. Easiha—

Pul and Ishha—Bi.rah) compose this unit. We shall now begin

an analysis of each entity.



Bet_Din she]. Kohanim I

Much of the problems of Temple administration — par

ticularly regarding supervision of the ritual and sacrifices —

revolve about an institution known as the Bet Din. she 1 Kohanirn.

The Bet D±n shelKohenim is mentioned by name only twice -

in Tannaitic and once in Amoraic literature. 1. A mishnah in

Ketubot1 relates that the Bet Din shel Kohanim demanded a ketuba

of 400 talents for the bride in a priestly marriage instead of

the 200 talent sum demanded by Levitds and Israelites. 2. In

its description of the duties of the kings, the Tosefta2 explains

tat the king is obligated to write a Sefer Torah and that it

should be corrected, among other places, in the Bet Din shel

~ 3. Ray Shemaiah in a passage quoted twice in the Baby

lonian Talmud, reports that the Bet Din shel Kohanim remained

in session: each day until the funds in the shofros (money box—

es)3 were consu~wd for theñecessary sacrificial purposes.4

1. £4. Keb. 1.5. AppendLx I, No. 1.

2. Toe. San. 4.7. Appendix I, No. 2.

5. 14. Shek. 6.5,

4. P. B. Pes. 90b; Erub. 32a. Appendix I, No. 3.

a
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On the basis of these three meager sources all attempts

- toyeach substantial conclusions as to the precise nature of

this ~et 4jaj are frustrated. Each source indicates a singularly

unique authority, a wholly different function. The first est

ablishes jurisdiction in simple civil (domestic) matters, the

second alludes to a respected textual authority, and the third

recognizeö sovereignty in the everyday ritual administration of

the Tem~le, The three sources, therefore, act as supplements

to one another rather than complements; one does not reinforce

or develop an implied conclusion of the other, but rather broad

ens and expands upon the jurisdictional powers.

The realization of this difficulty has motivated schol

ars to embark on a search for additional evidence to shed light

upon this institution. The underlying premise of their search

has been that if a body such as the t Din shel I~O~~jm did

indeed exist and function, then its activities must have certain—

---—ly been far more numerous and involved than- the -three- recorded

explicitly in our rabbinic sources. Therefore, new sources have

been sought which, whe not making overt mention of itby name, -

seem to be referring to the judicial activities of this court.

The following sources have been related by scholars to the Bet

Din shel Kohanim: - -.

1. “It happened that letters from distant lands were

coming to the bnai ohanim m which -cumulatively had about

a saeh or two of foreign soil among the seals and the sages did-

not iuspect them of impurity.”5 -
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2. “If one traveled to a distant land and his wife was

demanding support, Hanan said: let her swear at the end and riot

the beginning. The bnai_kohanirn&~a,giirn disputed him claiming:

let her swear at the beginning and end.”6

3 “If one traveled to a distant land and another sup-.

ported his wife, Hanan said: he has forfeited his money. The

bnai_kohanirngedoflrn di.sputed him claiming: let him swear con-~

cerning his expenses and collect then.”7

4. “It happened with Tobias the physician that he saw

the new moon in Jerusalem, he, his son, and his manumitted slave.

The priests accepted him and his son and declared his son unfit.

But when they came before ~et dma they accepted him and his

slave, but declared his son unfit.”8

5. “And there9 they sat and examined the genealogy of

the priests and levites.”1°

5. N. Ohalot 17.5, Appendix I, No. 4. The Bet Din thai Kohanim...
~~iI~phanj~jedolim equation is suggested by Frankel,
Darkeiha.~Misbnah, 1959, (offset of Leipzig: H. Hunger;
l86fl 62f; S. B. Hoenig, P hc~r4a&2~&2~,. translated from
the English by Israel Eldad, Jensalem~ Mosad Harav Kook,
1961, 19Sf. Cf. chapter 3, “The High Priest”.

6. N. Ket. 13.1. Appendix I, No, 5.

7. bid. 13~2. Appendix ibid.

8. H. Rosh Hashana 14. Appendix I, No. 6. Suggested by
Frankel, ~ of. cha~l4, “The Preliminary Courts of the
Priests”.

9. The locale is identified in different sources as the iishk2t
or “behind the bet ha~parochet”. Cf. chapter 14,

“The Preliminary Courts of the Priests”.F
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6. “The elders of bet din turned him (high priest on

the Day of Atonement) over to the elders of the priests and they

marched him to the Bet Abtinas chamber.”11

7. “How was it done (the cutting of the omer)? Apostles

of bet din go out on the eve of the festival (Passover) and they

prepare sheaves while. the barley is yet attached to the ground

so that it will be easier to cut.”12

8. “The Ish Bar ha~g~t passed by each guard...the Ish

~~~zBait said to each: ‘peace be unto you’. If he discovered

that the guard was asleep, he struck him with his stick, and he

had the authority to burn his clothing.”13

9. “A priest who served while in a state of impurity,

is not brought before bet din by his fellow priests, but the

young priests remove him from the Temple dourt and split his

skull with logs.”14

______ 10. Tos. San. 7.4, 425 and parallel sources. Appendix I, No. 7.
The group examining the genealogies is identified as the ~
Din_shelKohanini by I. Weiss, Dor Do v-Do~shav, Wilnow,
1904, VOl. I, 184; S. Zeitlin, The Fise and Fall of tJa2
~ndean State, Philadelphia: JPSA, 1964, Vol. 2, 2064).

11. N. Yoma 1.5. Appendix I, No. 8. The “elders of the priests”
are equated by D. Hoffman, aer Oberste Gerichtshaf mm der
Staadt des Neil hu’i~ Berlin, 1878, 40, with the Bet Din
shel_Kohanim.

12. N. Men. 10.3, Appendix I, No. 9. Suggested by Hoffman,
ibid. Cf. chapter 13, “The pre—Actions of the Sanhedrin”.

13. N. Mid. 1.2. Appendix I, No. 10. Suggested by L. Finkel—
____ stein, Th~~risees Third Edition, Philadelphia: JPSA,1966, 731—33.

______-. l4cM. San. 9.6._~
____ stein, ibid~
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10. •..“even a high priest who steps between the altar

and the heichal proper is liable to have his skull split with

logs.”15 -

11. “It happened with an adultress priestess that they

wrapped her with bundles of vine shoots and burned her.

12. “The tlasmonean court enacted against a Jew who had

relations with a gentile because of NSGA (menstrual imparity,

slave—woman, proOelyte, married

The multiplicity of suggested ‘new’ sources for the

Bet Din shel Kohanim has created a great deal of confusion among

scholars concerning its religious orientation,18 jurisdictional

realm,’9 location,20 leadership21 and drigin.22 Some scholars

15. Tos. Kelim 1.6,569. Appendix I, No. 12. Suggested by L.
Finkeistein, ibid. -

16. 14. San..7,2. Appendix I, No. 13. Suggested by H. Mantel,
Studies in the History_of the Sanhedrin~ Cambridgél Hà~tàrd~
University Pi’ess, 1963, 29—33, 57.

17. T. B. Aboda Zara 36b. Appendix I, No. 14. Suggested by S.
B.Hoenig,g,~t.

18. Hoffman’s identification of the Bet Din shelKohariim as the
unit preparing for the omer ceremony, makes the court def
initely Pharisaic (see chapter 13, “The Pre—Actions of the
Sanhedrin”). On the other hand, Mantel’s identification of
the Bet Din shel Kohanim with the”unlearned” or Sadducecan
court which sentenced an adu.ltress priestly daughter to death
by actual fire, would make the court Sadducecan.

L 19. Hoffman (gp. cit.) recognizes the Court of Priests as the
central authority governing the sacrifices and ritual of’
the Temple. Zeitlin~ however, visualizes the
court a,s a general “legislative body dealing only with mat—
ten which affected the priests”. L. Ginzberg believed that
the Bet D~aSp1_Kohanim refers to the local courts in the

___ __ __
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have gone so far as to accept all the suggested sources maintain—

ing that “the existence of the ‘Court of Priests’ is well at

tested in rabbinic literature.”23 Besides the internal contra

dictions inherent in such a view24 is the anomaly that such an

all—encompassing institution is hardly mentioned by name in

pr±estly cities (an oral tradition reported by H. Mantel,
op._cit., 78, note 143).

20. Weiss (op. cit.) locates its place of meeting at behind
the bet h~arochet. Zeitlin (2n~.~t.) accepts the lish—
kat ha—gazit. Hoenig (~p~s1t., 90—101) analyzes its place
of meeting in great detail and concludes that it was con
vened in the 1~h~at_ha—etz which he recognizes as. the
Hebrew analogue of the boulé, According toGiazberg, (2~
2is.) it did not even meet in the Temple!

21. Hoffman (~p2 cit.) ascribes its leadership to the ~~ha—
kohanim •or nasi ha—kohanim — a title which does not appear
in any of the sources and seems to be his own creation.
?lantel (~~~jt.,29—33) sees it. Yochanan b. Zaccai as its
head, at least during ità “Pharisaic period”. This latter
suggestion is adequately refuted by Jacob Neusner, A Life
of Rabbanyochanan ben Zaccai, Leiden:E.J.Briil,EZ2, -~ -

17, note 3 and 33, note 1.

22. Zeitlin (~j~.) traces its origin to a period “long
before the establishment of the Commonwealth”. Hoenig
~ 195f) draws its starting point in 141 BiC.E, —

the very year that, in his view, the Maccabbean revolt gave
birth to the Sanhedrin.

23. 1. Finkelstein, 2i~~ 724. -

24. The geographical location of the bet~~ presents just
such a problem. A bet d~ supervising the Temple worship,
would, of necessity, have to meet within the Temple pre—

• cincts. Their scrutiny of the utilization of the funds of
the shofros indeed leaves little room for any other conject—

• ure, This bet din could not then act in the determination
of the new moon since imdoubtedly, at one ti-the or another,
some witneás would he impure at the time of his testimony,

L - thus barring his entry to the Temple area.
L ___—~ ---— -~—---~-- ——_____
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rabbinic sources and. that it has gone totally unnoticed in the

non—rabbinic sources such as the gospels, Philo and Josephus.2-~

It would seem to us that not only are practically all

the proposed sources correct, but quite a number of additional

sources must be added to the list. The above discussed difficul—

ties present themselves only because scholars have thus far

• labored under a questionable premise, All their efforts have

been directed at ascribing the variously discovered powers to

one individual unit. Their efforts have encouhtered frustration

because such an all—encompassing unit logically could not and H
historically did not exist. For the ~~j2iri shel_Koheafr1n~ rather

than being this single individual body heretofore envisioned

by scholars, seems to have been a bureaucratic complex of of— H

fices, agencies, and courts, each performing its unique functions

in its personal hail of session, functionally and geographically

independent of its fellow agencies0 - -

---------—--—---—-We may-proceed one step further. It is quite conceiv-~

able that bontrary to the opinion of the previously listed scho].’

ars, there was no one Tem’ole institution called the ]3et Din shel

Kohanim. Bet Din shel Kohanim, when used in the sources, is

25. The absence of indications of a Bet Din shel Kohanjrn in
Greek and Roman sources is inconclusive since foreigners
were banned from the Temple and Imew little of its internal
activities and administrative structure. The gospels, how—
ever, do speak of internal Temple officials since Jesus
preached in and was arrested in the Temple. Philo, particu
larly in D eceL~., and Josephus, in scattered, places
both discuss Temple procedures and its absence from these
~evidenca. for the absence. or.,

L
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used as a common, not a proper noun. The term aet Din shel

~Kohanim is not to be translated: “The Priestly Courtt’, but rat

her: “a court composed of members who are priests”. When writ

ten, bet din shel kohanirn is not to be capitalized, therefore.

Any court performing any function in any sphere whatever whose

members happen to be priests may, within this scheme, rightful

ly be called a bet din sh~j~phanim.

We must go one step further. The term bet din may not

necessarily mean a court in the judicial sense of the word. A

bet din shel kohanim may be a court or agency or council or com

mittee composed of priestly members. There are scores of ex

amples in rabbinic literature where the term bet dii. is used with

these other non—judicial meaningS.26 Generally, in Jewish law

a court has far, broader functions than merely judicial, often

acting in administrative27 and even legislative28 roles as well.

Thus a priestly genealo~r committee could be called a bet di~

~‘ati~tbôratio’bth~iI if fcr~er

high priests or a supervisory agency.\

Another point should he noted. When searching to,,,iden~

at least, low stature of the Bet Din shel ~ni~

26. Various committees of the Sanhedrin collected Temple sheic—
aiim CM., Shek. 1.1), proclaimed new months and sanctified
leap years (M. San. 1.2). In addition’, we’find.courts
supervising the haliza CM. Yeb. 12.1) and miyjp (N. Yeb.
13.1) ceremonies, accepting converts CT. B.—Yeb. 46b) and
relievingpeople of vows (Sifri, Be”haaloscho, 73). None
of these functions are judicial in nature but in each case

-‘ - the “court” in reality is a committee.

F’
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tify the various agencies in the Temple administrative complex,

it would be ludicrous to admit for analysis only those sources

utilizing the title ~ din shelkohanini. Since bet din shel

kohanim is not an official title but a noun bet_din with an

adjectival appendage describing its membership, it would seem

likely to find instances where the term “bet din” is used alone

(without the ‘shel kohanimt) appendage , yet a court of priests

is actually intended. Indeed, we might even discover that bet

din alone is the usual terminology employed by the sources, with

the’shelkohamim’ appended on rare occasions.

That this phenomenon is at least partially true may he

demonstrated by the first of the aforementioned. sources, using

~t~1nshelkoh~m. A mishnah29 in Ketubot recounts. the demand

of a bet din shel kohanim that double allowances be incorporated

within all priestly ketubot. A parallel report, given by the

Tosefta30 relates the same information but ascribes the ordinance

simply-to-abet-din., not a bet din shel kohanim. There-is no——--

need to see a contradiction of sources. It is highly unlikely

27. E.g. Tos. Shek. l:l~2,173. The court sent out messengers
to repair roads, dig ditches and mikvaot and compel people
to comply with its directives. Cf. 14. It. H. 2.2.

28. The Bet Din ha—C-ado], or Sanhedrin is the only court which
wielded religious E~l~tiye powers. Cf. Hoenig, 2~,cit.,
104f.

29.~j~~,notel. . —

30. Tos. ICet. 1.2,260: tin ‘T”~ 1 pflmofllpnnz 7fl13fl1”

~ fllK?Z ~ tfl<~~1~ 1~i~ fl21 7fl~’7
Of. Note 14 in the follcwing chapter,:
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• that the Tosefta is reporting the decree to be a product of anfl:

- ordinary court. Such a decree, designed to stress and protect

• their aristocratic status, would be enacted only by the priests

themselves. Rather, ~te must posit that both sources are refer

ring to the identical, body, with one affixing a descriptive ap—

pendage, ‘shel kohanim’ lacking in the other. The term bet din

alone may thus on occasion refer to a court of priests. --

In discussing the “Bet Din shel Kohanim”, scholars

have long been puzzled by the conspicuous scarcity of sources

referring tc this institution by its title. Three explanations

have, therefore, been proposed to account for “the vagueness of

the Talmud on the subject”. - - ,

1. “The obsolescence of the institution when the Talmudic

• records were compiled.”

2. “The opposition of the Pharisaic scholars.” --

3. “The controversies surrounding the Court’s authority

• during its existence.”3’

The first two reasons are undoubtedly cdntributing fact-S

ors; they do not, however, fully answer the difficulties. Per’

although the court was obsolete when Talmudic records were corn—

piled, it did function during the composition of the early mishnahs,

some of which may be dated to the period of the~. Second Temple.32

31. Finkelstein, ~fl’t., 725.

L.. • 32.See Hoffmann, Die crete_Nischna, Berlin, 1882. Cf. Oh,
[ —--~ Albeck,r—Mabo_la—MishnahrJerusalem,_l359, chapter 4.
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Furthermore, the Sanhédrin too was obsolete during the .Amoraic

period, yet we find it expounded upon at great length in the -

Talmud. If the non—functioning Sanhedrin was discussed, why could

not the Priestly Court merit examination?

The Pharisees attempted on a number of occasions to wrest

control of the Temple services from the priests,33 and certainly

must have opposed this Bet Din shel Kohanim to some degrèé. But

this cannot fully explain the non—appearance. We find many prac

tices recorded in rabbinic literature which were opposed by the

Pharisees.34

These first two reasons, while not co~pleteexp2.anations,

are certainly helpful. The third, however, rather than answer

ing the difficulty seems only to sharpen it, For controversy

does notremove a subject from sources. On the contrary, con—

troversy intensifies discussion increasing ditatithis. How often

are Pharisee—Sadducee debates mentioned in rabbinic ~ources!

~of the bet d~sheiJ~pharIra removes the -.

entire question. Rabbinic sources hardly mention the “

shel_Kohanim’ simply because there was no e formal institution

with the title.

With: this understanding of bet din shel kohanimwe can

embark upon an anlysis of the Temple’s ritual administration. We

33. See S. B. Hoenig, “The Supposititious Temple ~ynagogue”,
~, LIV (1963), 107—112.

34. E.g. ri. Pes. 4.8: ir~z nw~ 5y in’~~ ‘vn~ ~n n’n-i nw~
-L__,~Qfft’~ fl& Ji~2_’LW)iL:D1~~• .
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shall begin with a study of one particular~ shel kohs~~,

the committee which directed and oversaw the ritual activities

of the Temple.35

14. Ket. 1.5: ut iin~ ‘1 n’,in~ T’~~ i’n o’niz t,w 1”2

Q’~fl D1’ 11W <‘?I.

The other members of the priestly administrative complex
are discussed in sundry portions of the dissertation. In
cluded in the group are the Ziknei Kehunah (chapter 12),
the priestly court accepting witnesses for the new moon
(chapter 13), the priestly genea1o~j committee (ibid~)
and possibly the ~kohanimedo]~ (chapter 3~EThem—
bers of the complex not discussed in detail include a
priestly civil court~upra, note 1) and a sefer t~ra~
textual committee (supra, note 2).

35.
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Bet Din shel Kohanim II

Seven takkanot of bet dare listed in a mis}mah1 by

Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai:

i) The funds for the drink offerings (three tenths of

an £nh~h for a bullock two tenths for a ram, and one tenth for

a iamb)2 of an animal found in the Jerusalem area and brought

as prescribed by law to the Temple as a sacrifice, are to be

provided by the Temple treasury3 rather than by the~ individual

finder. *

2) The funds for the drink offerings of the sal-ifices

of gentiles sent from overseas are to be provided by the Temple

treasury in cases where the sender failed. to make his own pro~

visions,

3) Similarly, the funds for the drink offerings of a

proselyte who died are to be provided from the Temple treasury.

4) The funds for the daily meal offerings of a high

priest who died are to be provided from the Temple treasury.

.5) Salt and lumber belonging to the Temple, may be util

ized by the priests in the eating and cooking of sacrifices.

1. M. Shek. 7.5—7. —

.2. Num. 15:1—11.

-—3. The -1!:t2~’at_ha-11~hka not~
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6) The ashes of a red heifer are not subject to the laws

~of me’ilah which require the violator to pay the amount of bene

fit derived together with an additional fifth and to bring a

guilt offering.4

7) The Temple treasury must pay for the purchase of a

new fowl if a bird purchased from the funds of the shofros

(Temple money boxes) is discovered to be unfit for ritual pur

poses.

• These seven takkanot concern themselves s~cifical1y

with the sacrificial rites of the Temple, and particularly with

• monetary phases of these rites. Each is clearly designed to

remedy problems which arose in relation to the senice in the

Temple.

However, while the what of this passage is fairly lucid,

the who is rather obscure. Who was empowered to legislate such

edicts and enforce these S~kano~? This question does not per— --

taixf solely to the jakka~ç~ - listed here but b~esavery~ basic~m

problem concerniAg the judicial structure of the Temple: under

whose jurisdiction did the Temple service; fall and. which bet d~

had suzeraintyover the sacrificial rituals and the various wor—

ship procedures? .

4~ Lev. 5:14—16
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This question is an old dispute among scholars. Mast

of them casually accept it as a fact that the administering

body was the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem.5 Some have, however, releg

ated this authority to the realm of a priestly body, the Bet

Din shelKohanim6 Others have compromised this position recog~

nizing the Sanhedrin’s exercise of some measure of control, at

least over particular public rituals.7 Other scholars have shied

the question entirely,8 while still others have adopted coi~fusing

positions adOpting opposite views in the very same book.9

5. L. Fjnkelstein observes that “...most scholars. assume that
it (the Sanhedrin) controlled the whole Jewish ritual, inc
luding that of the Temple.” The Pharisees~ Third Edition,
Philadelphia: JPSA, 1966, 730. Cf. 0. Alon, !.qledotha—
Yehudirn~ Tel Aviv, 1952, vol. 1, 126.

6. D. Hoffman, Der Oberste Gerichts1-iaj~ in der Stadt des Heil-..
igthums, Berlin, 1878, 40; Z. Frankel, Darkeiha—Mishnah
Tel Aviv, 1959.. (offset of Iiepzig, H. Hunger, 1867 ,637~
L. Finkelstein, op. cit., 724—736.

7. S. B. Hoenigj Sanhedrin Gedolah, translated from the English
by Israel Eldad, Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1961, 101,
166—169, 195f.

.9.

A. Gulak rejects the etdinshel kohanim as the ágéñt 4~h±~h
supervised the Temple sen ice but fails to offer an alter
native agent (Gulak, Yesode_ha—?~sh at ha—Thn’i, Berlin, 1923,
IV, 20f). Büchler discusses the Temple administration at
great length, ascribes most of its everyday toils to the
priests but makes no mention of a priestly court. Possibly
he did not recognize the existence of such an institution.
(Büchler, ha—Kohanim va-Avodatam, traiisläted from the German
by Naphtalj Giton, Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1966. Cf.
Büchler, Studies in Jewish_Historz, Oxford University Press,
1956, esp. the article “On the History of the Temple Wor
ship in Jerusalem”.) -

J. Neusner, Ai~fL2L nYoci bcnZaccai Leiden: Z.
J. Brill, 1962. On page 47, note 3, Neusner writes: “This

8.

-. .~ - -
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One might be tempted at first to agree with those schol—.

ars who have assigned these powers to either the Great Sanhedrin

or one of the other two high courts of Jerusalem. However, no

where do we find such jurisdictional authorit~r ascribed to these

institutions, nor do we find any of these courts acting in the

field of Temple worship. Surely, if the Pharisaic Sanhedrin con

trolled the Temple ministry, their writings would not fail to

include references to this significant domain of authority. Yet,

the sources, while telling of pfforts by the Sanhedrin to wrest

control of the Templenanistry, contain no statements of actual

Sanhedrin sovereignty over the Temple whatsoever)-0 Mishnah.

Sanhedrin, for example, lists the vast area of Sanhedrin sover—

eignty. Included within this jurisdiction lay certain Temple—

related activities, e.g. redemption of the second flthes and~

holy objects (hekdeshot))-2- However, absolutely no mention is

provides further testimony that t~ie Pharisees did not, as
they later thought they had fwhere?J. govern the Temple cult.
The existence of priestly courts which were specifically de—

ttermining the lunar calendar implies that such courts would
• have existed to determine many matters of Temple policy...”

Yet on pages 14—15 he writes, “While the tribunal fSanhedrinj
• probably lost authority to inflict capital punishment...

• the court allegedly (where?) maintained the right to direct
• Temple affairs.fl

10. Hoenig’s proofs, of the Sanhedrin’s interference in certain
rituals are exceptions rather than the rule. Even he ob—

• serves in ~ edrin Ged2l cit., that the Sanhedrin
• acted in few cases, and that each of these was a “special

ceremony”. In a later article, “The Supposititious Temple
SynagogueTi, ~ LIV (1963), Dr. Hoenig extends his theoa’y
suggesting that “. . .within the chwnber of the Great Sanhed-.
rin, the Pharisees — the religious leaders of the Bet Din-’
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made of Temple ritual. If their authority included supervision

over the most important religious center of Judea, why do the

rabbis completely omit this crucial area from their disdussion.?

Then speaking of Temple service, most sources employ

the general term bet-din, which is specifically indicative neit

her of lay nor of priestly authority.12 Thus the te~ bet din

is used by the previously listed seven ordinances of Rabbi Shim

on. Similarly, a Tosefta13 describes the necessary prodedures

which must be adopted when “bet din” omits offering certain re—

quired sacrifices. Bet din is identified in none of these sources~

There are, however, a few instances where the sources are more

specific arid, significantly, in each of these cases, the authority

indicated is a priestly one.

Abba Shaul, a frequent reporter of ancient traditions,

sought to regulate the order of the sacrifices forthe Sad—
ducean priests!’. Dr’Hoenig is correct in stating that the
Sanhedrin “sought” regulatory power. Whether ‘they achieved

• it, however, is a separate question. See Part Three.

11. M. San~ 1.3. We might màkémèntion of the’pSséibili~* that
this particular part of the Mishnah reflects post—Temple

• practice. However, during the Temple era, the priests may have
maintained dominion over these Temple—related activities.

12. The term ~ cannot help decide the question either
way. For although “bet_din11 alone does sometimes refer to
the Saithedrin (Hoenig, 2J~3~4t,, Excursus 6), in most cases’
it is used in the very general sense, a court. e.g.

.M. Babba Mezja 1.6: Dfl~ i’y,~n 7’l fl’
Ibid. 18: _l’yfl’ flY ‘ifl 7,7 fl’Z nuyz~ ~Z1.
Ibid. 219: 7’r fl’a ‘~3 flZfl~ 7’~ fl’Z O~—~’ OK.
14. San, 9.6: ~‘, n’z5 ~nix 7’K”~ D’2flZfl I’flK 7’K.
The term “bet_din” may, therefore, refer to any ‘court — a
court of three, seven, twenty—three, the Sanhedrin and even
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tells of an halakhic question which arose in the Temple regarding

a nick in. a slaughtering Imife. The question was resolved when

the priests voted to veto its efficacy for ritual purposes.’4

The voting group is not identified, nor is there any indication

whether it was a formal institution.15 But, we are told that

its members consisted of priests.

One of the more highly regarded extra—canonical gospels,

Protevangeliurn Iacobi,16 tells of a “council of priests’~ deciding

to weave a veil for the Temple. The fascinating part of this

source is that the “council of priests” ny~’9oc~?’tav ri~v ~iptwv

is virtually a direct translation of ~~in shel kohanim. This

the bet din shel kohanim. Finkelstein, in fact, suggests
that the last of the above examples refers to the bet 4j~
shel kohanim. ~ 732.

l~. Tos. I~ien. 7.5,521.

14. T. B. Zeb 88a: “Abba Shaul says: There was a knife which
ripped in the Temple and the priests decided by vote

(ri’’5s’ i~n) to dispose of it.” This same incident is
reported in the Tosefta with a small, but significant,
alteration, It reads: “Abba Shaul says. There was a knife
ripping and they ordered it disposed of” • The decision
making body is not i.ndicated in the latter source. This
again demonstrates the phenomenon in rabbinic sources that
general statements of Temple action refer not to the San—
hedrin but to the priests.

15. The term’~’5y ~ would, however, indicate that the priests
spoken of were at least a semi—official body. “nan”
is a term..usually reserved for indicating the decision of
a court or similar body, e.g. M. Shab. 1.4; Nikvaot 4.1.

16. Protevangelium lacobi (LI) as cited by S. Isfberman,
.~i1~ismjn Jewish Palestine, New York, 1950, l67f. See
also, ~ GuignebCrt, pus, translated from the French
by S. H. Hooke, New York, 1956, 57.~59.
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Christian source knew of such a Temple institution.

In one rare instance a bet din shel kohanim is specific

ally recognized in a rabbinic source as involved in the super.~

vision of Temple ritual. The source appears in relation to the

law of me’~usark~~ Those people who are classified as

~1husrei1cavasa (lit, lacking atonement) are under a biblical

injunction to bring a minimmil sacrifice of two turtle--doves or

young pigeons, one as a burnt offering and one as a sin offering,17

Even though the necessary time of impurity has lapsed, never-bhe~.

less, the me’husar kaoa.ra is deemed impure and ~s enjoined from

eating kodshim until the time that these birds are offered. The

actual procedure during the final years of the Second Common--

wealth was for each impure individual to deposit the sum of the

valve of the foiJ in a special box ~r shofar seb aside in the

Temple for tins purpose. Near the end o±’ each day the pvnests

would open the box, purchase the fowl and perform the sacrificial

ceremonie~•. At nightfall, the previously impure individuals,

although not seeing the actual sacrifice, would proceed to eat H

kodahim on the assumption that their fowl were offered by the

priests 18

17, 1ev. 12:8; 14:22; 15:14; 15:29.

18. See M, Shek. 6~ 5. The Tosefta Shek. i.~,i77 says explic
itly that “a woman who puts her funds -for the birds in a
shofar, eats from kodshim in the evening”. Rashi in T. B~
Pes, 90b beginning sheba.shofros explains the entire process
in detail.
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In a twice quoted statement in the Babylonian Talmud,

Ray Shemaiah’9 reports that a bet din shel kohanim was respon

sible for the proper execution of this procedure, “it was es—

tablished that the bet din shel rnnirn wo~a1d not adjourn until

the funds of the money boxes were consumed.~T2O This source

suggests that a bet din of priests functioned during the Second

Commonwealth with some sort of overall responsibility for the

proper execution of the Temple ministry. Its capacity was not

one of officiants, but rather directors of the ritual.

.19. Ray Shemaiya is a third generation wnora (appréximately
280 C,E.), separated from the Temple by a span of, more than
200 years. His reports on Temple procedures and institutions
must consequently be accepted with the most serious reser
vations. However, there are a number of factors here which
lend particular credibility to his report: -

i) He seems to be reporting a tradition — not inventing an
answer. Thus he says, “ np’rn~ — i.e. such and such was
an established practice.

2) This report.is accepted by the Talmud and. there. are no

opposing traditions. We, therefore, have no reason to
challenge its validity.

3) On at least two occasions, material. cited by Ray Shem—
aiah is prefaced by the phrase fl’y~ ~
CT. B. San. 47a; It. H. 6b). This’would indicate that he
was a collector of ancient tannaitic traditions and any
reports cited by him must be treated with great respect.

4) This particular statement of Ray Shernaiah is most unusual
in that it is not the “na.bu)L’al” answer, to be given to
the problem posed to him. If supervision over the bird

offerings was desired, the natural authority to embrace

such responsibility •;:would be Pethahiah, the memuiieh
over the bird—offerings CM. Slick. 5.1). But Ray Shem—
aiah did not ascribe this function to Pethahiah, but to
a bet din shelkohanim. It would be foolish for., him
to introduce an entirely new body when the Mishnah it—
self contains an obvious answer to his problem. Ap
parently, he had a tradition that it was a Priestly
Court, and riot Pethahiah, that was rE~pohsible for the
proper dispensation of the fluids in the hoof.r of bird—of
féi’ings. . “ “
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The absence of any reference to t~ie Sanhedrin supervising

the Temple ministry and the presence of a number of sources

specifically ascribing various aspects o±’ it to the priests,

jointly suggest that the priests themselves directed ~he sac

rificial rites in the Temple. This conclusion is further cor

roborated by an historical perspective which must be considered:

it is doubtful whether the priests would indeed surrender uJr

timate authority over the Temple ritual to the Satthedrin,. The

priests were, after all, an aristocratic class and strove to

protect their privileged rights. The Temple service was their

duty~ and their duty only — for “the commoner that draweth near

shall be put to death”.2’ It was the priests who were exclus

ively assigned to “keep charge of the holy things and the charge

of the altar”,22 a mandate which was interpreted to mean that

“all matters pertaining to the altar shall be peflormed only

by Srou (Aaron) and you.rsonsQ’23 The Temple ministry was their

domain and sovereignty over this realm was not to be easily •rnir~.

rendered to commoners.

20. T. B. Erub. 32a; Pes. 90b.

21,Num.lS:7. -~

22. Num. 18:5.

23. Sifri I~unbers, end of Pesikta A: t...all things relating
to the altar should be only by you and. your eons,”
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Though the Sanhedrin did on occasion directly interfere

with Temple rituals curbing priestly sovereignty, its Pharisaic

leaders would unquestionably refrain from completely wresting

this governing power from the hands of the priests. The laws,

customs and procedures of the Temple were naturally best imown

and understood by the pries~themselves.24 We must not let the

• fact that the priestly ranks were saturated with Sadducees

blind us to the reality that the priests had ancient, well—

preserved traditions pertaining to the practice of Temple ob

servances. Many of these traditions were, in fact, tightly

guarded secrets known only to select priestly groups of fam.

ilies.25 . .

One.rnore point deserves, notice. Frankel26 has already

• observed that with but one or two exceptions, the early Tanna—

im (those from the Temple period) do nbt discuss laws pertain

ing to Temple rituals except for the priests themselves. The

Hillel and Shammai disputes, for example, save one place, do not

concern Temple service.27 Josephus also speaks of i’priestly

24. Cf. J. N. Epstein, Mevo’ot_1e-Safrut_ha—Tannairn, Jerusalem—
Tel Aviv, 1957, 512f, where he collects a long list, of
derashot of priests from the time of the Temple.

25. The secret knowledge of priests included, both technical
skills CM. Yorna 3.11; Tos. Yoma 2~5O8), and miscellaneous
bits of information:.crucial to the Temple services (e.g.
the ineffable name of G—d: T. B. Kid. 7la; T. J. Yoma 40d).

26. Z. Frankel, Darkei ha—Mishnab, Warsa~q, l92~, 63.
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experts on the tradition”,28 It seems that these matters were

handled exclusively by priests. The priests were the experts

in this phase; they received special training in Temple wor—

ship, and they themselves presided over the Temple ministry.

There can be no doubt that the Sanhedrin curbed their power

somewhat, but to completely grest ritual authority from the

priests would have been both foolish and futile029

It is, therefore, our conclusion that the priests them

selves directed the ceremonials in the Second Temple at Jeru

salem. We would further say that there existed~ some sort of

priestly institution with ultimate respon~ibility for the proper

performance of Temple ritual. By our definition (and by Lbs

specific identification in two sources), weimay rightfully call

this court of priests a bet din she kohan~ We would ascribe

27. Dr. Hoenig has correctly pointed out to me a second dispute
of Hillel and 3hammai on Lemple affairs not quoted by Frark~
el — the dispute concerning~ 01. Hag. 2,2). This
would, of course, depend ppon the interpretation of semikb.a.

• See S. Hoenig, Sanhedrin_~e4q~~, translated from -bhe
• English by Israel Eldad, Jerusalem: Nosad Harav Kook, 1961,
64; Albeck’s noteE~ on Mishnah Hag., 2a±&tt.~

28. tars 4.3.7,154. Cf. Wars 2.l7.2,4l2f.

29, There is another point to consider. S. B. Hoenig in his
SanhedrinGedolah, ~~flt:, 166ff, cites a number of
statements drawn from both rabbinic and non—rabbinic liter—

• ature, which are, on close analysis, references to a tripar—
• tate division of Jewish government. Each statement indiv

idually is open to challenge; all taken together, however,
establish a formidable basis for the hypothesis that the

• ritual phase of government was one of three independent
• divisions of Jewish government.
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the seven ordinances of bet din cited by Rabbi Shimon, the ad

ditional priestly activities discussed in this chapter,30 as

veil as numerous other activities reported in scattered placej~

throughout rabbinic literature to this

At the same time i-b must be emphasized that most details

of the court remain unknown. There is no knowledge regarding

its structure, constituency and membersaip. Was it an iñdepen—

dent and separate group? Or was it, perhaps, a council of knot-rn

Temple officiaj.s such as the ~~pim? How large a court was it?

How were its members appointed and deposed? What was i~ rela—

30. There is evidence directly linking the ≥et din she] oh~n—
mm’s practice of overseeing the shofros with at least
the seventh ordinance of Rabbi Shimon; both represent
activities designed to cope with the very same problem.
The problem was as follows: The previously described pro
cedure of the~achieving atonement was fraught
with certain dangers. If for sonic reason the sacrifices
were not offered, the jhur,arkaDara would remain in his
impure state and his eating of kodshjm would be a

• gresslon of the laws of purity. The sacrifices could fail
to be offered due to one of two possible factors.~ Firstly,

• the priests, due to their over—burdensome duties, might
forget the entire matter and simply neglect opening the box
and offering these sacrifices. Or, they might buy the bird,
prepare the offerIng but in the course of the service dis—
cover that the fowl is in some way ritually unfit for sac—
rifice. The duty of the bet din sbel kohanim as described
by Ray Shemaiah obviated the former danger, and the seventh
ordinance of Rabbi Shimon the latter. Both operations
were thus contrived to thwart almost identical hazards in
the identical phase of Temple worship. It would seem
logical to assume that the same priestly institution per
petrated both activities.
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tionship with the high priest? the Sanhedrin? All these

questions must remain historical enigmas in view of the scar~

city of sources delineating its operation. But it would_~~

definitely seem to us that such an institution did indeed exist

and functions



The Memunim

The; bet din shel kohanim in charge of Temple ministry

was described in the previous chapter as embodied with respon

sibility for the proper execution of r±tual~ However, in all

the sources it never appears as actively involved in the aetual

performance of rites. The seven ~4~~Qi in Nisbnah Shekalim

represent decisions for the application of the sacred treasure

but do not involve actual utilization of funds. The ItcO~(n~cil

of priests” decided to have a veil made, but did not make the

veil themselves, The bet din_shel ~ did not adjourn un~

til ascertaining that the funds from the shofros were used

but they did not purchase the fowl themselves. This ~

was responsible for a failure to offer required sac~’ifices

but they did not persohally officiate in offering of the sac—

rifices. In one word, there is evidence of a be~~nsb~~ --

)~h~j!,iro with ultimate responsibility over Temple rit!xal, but

no indication whatsoever of direct continuous supervision or

performance)

The supervisory authority involved in the day to day,

1. :Seo:~chajiter 9 for sources of these dutIes.
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minute by ñainute supervision was, indeed, not the bet din shel_____ It was rather a group of officers known as memuaüm.

A mishnah in Shekalim tells the following:

These were the meinunim in the Temple: Johanan the
son of Phineas was over the seals, Ahijah over the
drink—offerings, Mattathias the son of Samuel over
the...lots,.Pethahiah over the bird—offerings....The
son of Ahijak was over the sickness of the bowels,
Nehuniah was the digger of ditches, Gebini was the
crier, the Son of Geber was over the looking of the
Gates, the Son of Bebai was over the strips, the Son
of Arza over the cymbal, Hygros the Son of Levi over
the singing, the House of Garmu over the making of
shrewbread, the House of Abtinas- over the preparing
of frankincense, Eleazar over the veil, ai2d Phi—
neas over the vestments,2

The relationship between the ~~j~sj~l kohanim with

ultimate responsibility and the memunim officers actively

directing can be demonstrated by an analysis of two known

functions of the court. We have previously discussed the daily

practice of the bet din shel kohanirn of ascertaining whether

the fowl for the ~~~srei ka ara were purchased, and offered.

We have also~ discuásed the decision’ ‘of’ the~~’ie~tIy cbtinöil

to commission the production of anew veil for the Temple. But

Nishnah Shekalim’s list contains t~memunim with just these

tasks: Pethàhiah over the bira of-ferings and Elea~ar over the

veils. There are thus two conflicting reports concernlng the

authority directing these areas, Who was in charge of bird -

offerings — the b~LdTh shel kohanim or. Petha.hiah? Under whose

F 149

2. N. Shek. 5.1
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jurisdiction did the Temple veil fall — the~

hanim or Eleazar?

Our explanation answers these difficulties. Pethahiah

was the memuneh over the bird offerings he emptied the

shofas~ purchased the birds and tuned them over to the offi

ciating bet-av for sacrifice03 The ~~Qp~4a did

none of the actual toil but was (at least nominally) responsible

for the proper application of the ~fldSe Similarly, Eleazar

the meriameh over the veil supervised the production of the veil H

after the b~lQ~~ja decided on its production. The

~ oversaw, accounted for, and was respon

sible. The rne~uni~ supervised, directed and participated.

‘H
The roemunch was not a member of the officiating m5shm~,

changing as the rshmaE changed — he was a permanent off~ cer.

This is confirmed by the inishnah in Shekalim which enumerates

the various e~m4~ serving in the Temple, including the names

of the people holding these positions. Whether the listed

names are of those who served at the time the mishnah ~zas writ~

ten, or of the first individuals to hold the positions,4 tbey

3, T. 3. Yoina 5,1, 48d.

In~~ section 4 of this chapter
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nevertheless reflect the permanent nature of the offices.

Furthermore, each morning a mem~a~ had to be admitted into the

Bet. ha$4oked. by the bet—av in ministry, This me~p~~ was,

therefore, not & member of the temporal ~

In view of the presence of mishmarQt and bat~—av

~ihat was the purpose of the mmu~~? Could not these rotating

officiants perform the ritual alone? The answer is an emphatic

no. Because of the constant rotation, the average priest saw - -

actual duty in the Temple but a few times yearly, perhaps only

once.5 The ministering priests were in a constant state of

flux. This circumstance demanded the adoption of safeguards

to assure a smooth transfer between ~~ar2j. and batei—av, H.
and to protect the established Tem~ie practices from deviations

which would be the natural product of these frequent rotations

of ministers. In addition, the constant, daily changes of mi

nisters would make it virtually impossible to pinpoint and

isolate the perpetrators of abuses of Temple fluids and other

misdemeanors.

These problems were not exclusive to the Temple at

5. The precise number 0±’ batei a~ per ~pbma~ is tmknown —

the rabbinic sources contain divergent opinions on the
matter. One report tells of a ~t—g~ for each day (six
in all, for on the Sabbath the entire mishm~ served);
thus, each priest would serve approximately twice yearly.
Another report, however, sets the number of~
relative to the membership of each ; thus the
number of days each priest would be dependent upon the
size of his rnishmar. See T. B. Men. 107b; Tos. Taan, 2.2,
216: T. J. Than. 4.2, 68am .
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Jerusalem. Every Temple with rotating orders suffered the

problems created by the frequent changing of the guard and adopt

ed various safeguards.6 In Jerusalem, it was the permanent

officers, the rn~~am who solved the problem. They maintained

permanent authority over various aspects of the Temple and wove

the thread of continuity necessary for the preservation of es—

tablished Temple practice and the supervision over its property.

The daily beta performed all aspects of the daily ritual but

working along with them at every step were the various rn~.~im

supervising the procedure of ritual and the utilization of

Temple properties.

Thr~

The clear impression of Na-shnah Shekali-m is that each

rn!~P4~h had a strictly limited function. ~eneraJ- supervisory

powers for these officials are in no way indicated in this

• source. It can be demonstrated, however, that the functions

of the memuni~ were far broader than the confined ones listed --

here. •~

It is reported2 for example, that a certain iDM~th

supervised the daily priestly prayers in the~

6. The E~rptian temples, for example, established a practice
of an inventory of the temple vessels and treasury to be
taken jointly by the outgoing and incoming orders. While
such a solution sufficed for the small Egyptian temples, it
was not ~at all feasible in the far larger and richer Temple
at Jerusalem, “Priesthood~,~

bd. J. Hastings, vol. 10, 1920, 297b.
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“The memuneh said to them, ‘Pronounce one blessingt! and they

did ~~~ti7 Which memvn~ was this? Certainly his activity

falls into none of the categories listed in. the mishnah in

Shekalim. Who was he?

Similarly, a memuneh was reported to have ascertained

each morning when the Temple rituals could begin. “The me—

mtn~ said to them, “Go and see if the time of slaughter has

arrived.”8 Once again the activity of th±s memun~ lies out—

side the categories listed in Shekalim.

Yet in each of these two cases the memuneh referred to

is unquestionably the ~ over the lots. In the former

case this is verified by the following mishnah which begins,

“He said to them, ‘Those who have not as yet brought the in

cense, come and choose 1~s’ ~ The latter case is corroborated

by the identification of the~ Iatt&thi~thà ~onöf

Samuel, the individual listed in Shekalim as over the lots)0

We have thus found in these mishnahs in TamId two additional

duties of the memunch over the lots.

This me~~h is also mentioned as opening the gates

of the azarrh,2~ and seems to be the one initiating the burning

7. M. Tamid5J: •1D~fl Qfl~ !nnK fl)12 1~1Zl flZi?D~zfl ~rI~

8. I~4.sL~ 3.2; Yoma 3.1: ~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ ~

•fl~)’tfl2fl. . . —

9. It Tainid 5.2: •,o’~n, ,inn nit.~p5 o’w,n wi’~ ~tit~
L... -

L: ~ TrlT7)fl ,~ ,n~n
~ tflfll ~
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the ~ over the lots was truly an overseer of the morning

service, but that his activities do not reflect general prac

tice. Perhaps the case of the rn~vne1i over the lots is an

atypical one and general conclusions may not be drawn from itj3a

This position, however, does not seem very tenable.

For the only reason we have so many sources for the actitties

of the memuneh over the lots is that Mishnah Tainid has been

preserved — a complete ancienti3b collection of material de—

scribing every phase of the morning service in the finest

minutiae. Regrettably, we have not been quite as fortunate

with regards to the other Temple rituals and lack such detailed

sources. But it seems certain that the integral role played

• by the memuneh in the tainid shel shachar is not an atypical

one, but is symptomatic of all the Temple service. There is

absolutely no basis for an assumption that the tamidshel’sha—

- char was different front all other sacrifices, demanding extra

supenisio~ not requir~dbythe~others; Rter,nmust con—

elude that the memun~ were the directors of all Temple wor-~ --

ship, and indeed much of the service co~ld not commence without

their expressed, verbal consent0 -- ---~--•--•---~ - -

13a, The Tosafists seem to adopt such a view when they suggest
that wherever the officer “rnemuneh” is mentioned without
a qualification as to which~àrticular rnemuneh is re
ferred to, the niemuneh over lots is meant.- The under
lying prem~ne of this suggestion is that contrary to all -

• other memunim, who had strictly limited functions, the
memunch over the lots was a general supervisor of Temple
ritual. See Tosafists in Men0 lOQa, beginning

13b. See I~. Ginsberg, “Tamid”, JJLP I (1919), 33—34, 265—295.
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This conclusion is corroborated by further evidence of

particular memunim with broader functions. When Crassus plun

dered the Temple in the year 54 B,C.E., Josephus reports that

he met an official, E1ea~r, who was in charge of the veils of

the Temple)-4 This Eleaz’a,r is undoubtedly the memuneh “El—

ea~r over the veils”~ mentioned in Mishnah Shekalim. Josephus

calls this E1eaz~’ a Temple treasurer, indeed the only treasurer

who knew the location of a certain concealed bar of gold)-5

Thus, the memuneh “Eleazar over the veils” was also a. Temple

treasurer ~

Isaac riaievil6 arrives at our conclusion of broader ~

~ functions from a different source. After listing the

memunim in the Temple, Nishnah Shekalim continues:

There are never less than three gizbarim and seven
amreclim and we do not impose any authority over . .

the peo~le in mong ~areas with less than two
people, except for the Son of Ahijah who was over . .

the sickness of the bowels and Eléa~ar who was over
the veils.17

The son of Ahijah was a doctor whose only function, ac

cording to the mishnah, was to treat the priests for a certain

14. Ant. 14.7.1,107 “...a priest named Eleazar...being entrusted
with the keeping of the curtains of the sanctuary...~

15. . .

16. I. Halevi, a~pa—Ris~~gm, Fi’ankfurt a. Main, 1918,
Part I, vol. 5, 105.

17. It Slick 5.2. . .

*
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bowels disease)8 Why, then, is he singled out as someone

pennitted to hold dominion alone over the people in&~2n!tar

area? ~that does the treatment of a disease have to do with

monetary jurisidiction? Halevi, therefore, suggests that me—

• ~ possibly functioned in areas other than the specific ones

• listed in Shekalira. In view of our other evidence we may con

clude that Halevi is correct0

There is yet another source vindicating our expansion of

the rnemuneh’s functions. Josephus tells of a certain Temple

treasurer, Phineas, winning a pardon at the conclusion of the

great war against Rome by delivering to Titus tunics and girdles

worn by the priests, some purple and scarlet material and as

sorted spices and incense?9 In view of the fact that priestly

garments compris~~3. the major part of his cache, it ~ like-~

].y that this Phineas is the ~mm!4 “Phineas over the vestments~.

Like Eleazar over the veil, Phineas over the vestments was also

a Temple troasurer.

We therefore conclude that the functions of the memunirn

listed in Shekalim represent their basic or perhaps original

duties but that many additional duties fell within their 3u’is—

diction.

18, Cf. 2!. .T. Slick. 5~2, 48d.

19. 11L1t~’ 6,8.5,390f.
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The mishnah in Shekalim which lists the various Temple

~ has long been the topic of debate among scholars. -

Then did these memunim positions originate? When did the par

ticular mennn2k listed serve? A great many theories have been

offered in answer to these questions.

The Jerusalem Talmud,2° the first to pos& the problem, of—

fer~ two opposing solutions. One opinion holds that the best of

each generation are listed. The other counters by suggesting

that this list of those memunirn officiating in the particular

generation when the misbnah was composed. Neither opinion

states precise].y when these me~jj~ functioned and modern scho—

larsh~p has delved into the problem at great length.

The crux of the problem is that there are a good deal of

sources referring to the memunim named in Shekalim, but they

are indicative of functioning in a few different eras. Below 4

is a listing of these sources according to periods indicated.

I. Persian:

1. “Pethahiah over the bird offerings: Pethahiah is Mor—

dechai. And why is he oalled Mordechai? For he be—

gasi (poseah) discoursing and he knew seventy langua—

20. T. J. Slick. 5.l,48c: ~izt~ ~ri p~,i pti’o ~, ~tn~ n’prn ‘,

inn~n n’nto ‘Q ~U2t~ nnirn •~n’5v nijn’~ n ,,‘ii ,ri ‘~‘~DD
•iwnw 1W...fl2~) ~

Ij~
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ges.

II. Hasmonean.

1. A passage quoted three times ~n the Baoylon~an Tainud,

contrary to the above mishnha, dates Pethahia.h, the ~~uneh

over the bird offerings, to the time of the Hyrcanus-~Arietobulus

civil war (66 B.C.E.). The Talmud first tells the famous story

of the siege of Aristobulus in the Temple by Hyrcanus and his

Arabian allies. Following this episodes a story is related

about Pethahiah and is introducOd by the phrase, “and concerning

that time we have learned the following incident”/2

2. The previously discussed meeting of cirassus and Ei~

eazar, the memuneh over the veils (54 B,C0E.).2~

III, Roman.

1. “King Agrippa heard Gebini’s cry frori an eight parsaot

distance and rewarded him with many presents0 ,,24

2. The previously discussed meeting oi’ Titus and Phineas~ H.

the memuneh over the vestments (70 C.E,)2~

3. The Tosefta26 presents an alternate list of memunim

to our inishnah, Among those listed is, “Yochanan b. Gudgedah

over the locking of the gates”. Yochanari b. G-udgodah is a well-~

known saintly scholar who lived during the destruction of the

Temple,

21. N. Shek. 5.1.

22. T. B. Men. 64b; Soft 49h; Dab. Kamma 82b0

23, Supr~ note 14.
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* As a result of these sources, three schools of opinion

have arisen concerning the dating of the ~~pnim in Shekalim.

Some have seen them as the first memunim to officiate upon the -

• return after the decree of Cyrus,27 others as Hasmonean period

officers28 and still others as the officiating memunim at the

time the mishnah was written (Roman period).29 No school ha~

_~_ _•__~~

24. T. B. Yoma 20b; cf.T. J. Shek. 5.2,48d.

25. ~ note 19. -

- 26. Tos. Shek. 2.14,177.

27. Traditional commentaries followed by Isaac Halevi. Infra.

28, N. Krodhmal, ~rehNe3~aehei-Hazman~~t2_eiRanak (ed. a.
Racidowicz), Berlin, 1924, 193.

29. This theory is the most popular one in modern scholarship.. - - -

Graetø suggests that these memunii~ are the “high priests”
reported by Josephus to have been appointed by the rebels

- - shortly after their early successes. Since-- there was only
L - one high priest G-raetz assuiaes that by “high priests” Jo—

— —--sephus is referring to high Temple officials and thus

meanunim. (H. Graetz, “Do Létzten Tempélbeantan vor der
Tempelzerftorung und bei Tempelanter”, ~3j~J XflIV (1885),
ut) This theory is, however, baseless. The, high priests

- are a well Irnown aristocratic group and when Josephus
speaks of “high priestèi” he is referring to this group
not to general high Temple officials. Furthermore, the
~iat~ may not have even been priests. Indeed, the only
~ whom we are able to identify — Yochanan b. Gudge
dah — was a levite! See chapter 5, “The High Priests”.

Blichier traces the institution of the- offices of the memunixu
and thus the list in Shekalim to the last decade of the
Temple. Specifically he believes that these officers were
appointed by Pharisaic leaders in the year 63 0.3. when, -

in his view, they wrested control of the Temple from the
Sadducean aristocracy;~ (A0 Büchler, ha—K~~im va&~4g~
tra~nslated from the German by Naphtali Giton, Jerusalem,
Mosad Harav Kook, 1966, 45.)
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• however, successfully explained away the reference to these

• ~~mim in periods other than its o~qn,

Halevi,30 with characteristic sharpness, takes all the

scholars to task and carves out an original approach to the

problem. Combining the many sources in the various periods,

Halovi concludes that the names listed in Shekalim are those

of the first nemunim, and that all subsequent ~ went by

these same names. Any memune~ over bird offerings was called

Pethahiah, any memuneh over the veils, Eleazar, any crier,

Gehini, etc.

When did the first inemunim exist? When was the institution

of memunirn initiated? The mishnah identifies Pëthahiah as

Mordechaj. Halevi assumes that the Nordeoha.i of the Book of

Esther (and thus Mordechai Balshan of Ezra according to a tra

dition which Halevi accepts)31 is meant and that the ~

officials were initiated at the very dawn of the second Temple..

Halèti’& theory, onthe whole, seems~~~bo Thethe most

credible one. The plain fact is that in all sources, both

rabbinic and Josephus, and in every generation we hardly find

~ with names other than those listed in Mishn&i Shekalim.

Hoffman, by a complicated btfar from conclusive argument,
. identifies the Agrippa in the story with Gebini the crier;

as Agrippa I. According to him, Nishnthh Shekalim’s list
was, therefore composed in 44C.E. at the J.atest (the year
Agrippa I died5. (D. Hoffman~~Berlin,

Vt. 1882, 17f)0
30, Halevi, afl.~ 96~-]96T~~
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However, Halevi~s assumption that the listed mermmjm are the

ones who functioned at the dawn of the Second Temple is un~

acceptable. Besides the one line in mishnah equating Pethahiah

i;ith Mordeohai, we find no rnemun~m prior to the late Hasmonean

era. Indeed, it is the Talmud and not the raishnah which iden—

• tifies this Mordechai as Mordechai Baishan, and the Talmud in

• other places contradicts itself on this identification.,32

Also, it is highly doubtful that Mordechai, being a layman,53

could have been a rnemuneh in the Temple. T4oreover, this whole

piece of the misM~i identifying Pethahiah with Mordechai is

a strange digression from the list, which is quite conceivably

a later interpolatIon.34 At any rate, even granting the au

thenticity of the mishnah, it cannot alone serve to date the

~ia~rn to so early a time0

Our conclusion is, therefore, that the listed memunirs

in Shekalini are the standard names used by all mnn~ in every

generation, We would further postulate that the names and pot—

sibly the offices originated sometime in the Hasmonean era when

they first appear in the sources. -. .

31, Ezi~au2:2.r.ef;.T. B. Men. 65a.

32. See source 1 of the Hasmonean period in above list.

33, Both Mordechai (Est. 2~5) and ?iordechai Balshan (Ezra 2:2)
were Israelites, not priests or levites,

34’, See Oh. Albeck’s additions in his mishnah on Shek. 5.1.
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• flleOfficiaJs

Besides the ~ who supervised the major parts of

ritual rites, there existed in the Second Temple a number of

minor Temple officials. Some of these officers will be briefly

examined in this chapter. -

• *•

A hazan ha-kneQ.S and rosi~d~n~Lc,t2 are mentioned

in a number of sources as officiating in the Temple proper.

Most scholars have casually assumed that there was a syna~

• gogue in the Temple and that the fl~a~ and r&~h_~-~çj~fl were

its presIding officers. S. B. Hoenig3 has, however~ demonstra— -- --

ted the falaclousness of the notion that the Temple had asyna—

gogue, thus reopening the question of identIfying these two

• leaders. / -

1, Or simply haz~, M. Yoma 7.1; Sota 7.7,8; Suka 4.4; Tamid
• 5.3. Tos. Meg. 4.21,227; Taan. 1.14,216; i3ak. 2.8,101.

2. M. Yoma 7.1; Sota 7.7.

3. S. B. Hoenag, “The Supposltl!bious Temple Synagogue”, JQR,
LIV (1963), 1O7~-il1.

a
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Finkelstein4 sees the roshha—kneset as a central and

very powerful leader. He identIfies the )~set with the

Pharisaic coinraunity in toto and identifies the~

as the head of the Pharlsees.

Hoenig5 does not go this far. Finding the term )~~fl

used by the ina’arnadot, he postulates that ~ and ~j~

kneset were ‘~Pharisaic, communal, non—priestly leaders”. He

does not, however, recognize them as central leaders of the

entire Pharisaic movement.

Because it appears in so few sources, little more can

be added regarding the status of the rush_ha—Irneset. However,

concerning the hazan more substantial conclusions may be

reached. We may say quite definitely that the hazEn~rn~ were

Temple dignitaries on the lower echelons of the hierarchy.

His Imown duties in the Temple, of themselves Thdi—

catO~this, In Mishnah Tamid6 the hasan appears as a steward

helpLng declothe those priests who faLied to wjsa portion of

the ser~rice in the lottery. On the Sabbath of the Sukkot

festival the hazati collected and distributed the lulavim to the

4. 1, Finkeistein, p ns}4 xe~M&th!LK tHp~q~~~ New
York: Jewish Theological Seminary, 1950, 31—36.

5. Hoeru.g, ~

6. M. Tamid 5.j. -
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peopici Neither activity is a very prest~.gious one. And even

when he did receive an honor — for ex~ple, when the king or

high priest read the Torah publicly in the Temple he was

furthest removed from these leaders, in the order of honors.

lie took out the Torah and passed it to a middle man who in

turn transferred it to the Ugh priest and the king.8 But,

the hazan himself could not give it to the high priest and

king.

- Actually, the term “kaz~” itself is indicative of

this low position. For in its many extra—Temple usages, a

“bazan’t does not appear as a very high dignitary. The xnishnah

often uses hazan as a teacher of young children, indeed as a

rather unsoholarly and low—level teacher.9 A “haza~” appears

in other Tannaitic sources as a sexton in a synagogue$° or

a bailiff.~ Similarly, the ~ of the Temple was a menial

aid in Temple procedural activities.

Two

The IshHarha—BaMfl is described as an officer ass±gncd

7. M. Suka 4.4.

8. M. Sota 7.7,8.

9, 14, Shab. 1.3; Sota 9.15.

10, Tos. Suk. 4.6,l98~

11, N. Mak. 3.12; Tos. Nak. 5.12,13,444; San. 9.1,428.
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to check that the various Temple guards were on duty and alert

at their stations. He had the authority to unilaterally burn

the garments of any guard whom he found sleeping on duty.12

Abaye in the Babylonian Ta]nud,13 tran~ating ~is1.ah

as a whip, identifies the IshHar~ with the mernuneh

“the son of Bibi over the pakia”.’4 He also adds to his du-~

ties the beating of priests who attempted to cheat in the daily

lotteries. The Jerusalem Talmud,’5 however, translates ~J&ia~

as a strip and describôs his duty as making wicks for the

candelabra out of strips of old priestly oldthing. The identi

fication, therefore, is most unlikely.

Some scholars have also equated the k~arht~flt.

with the ~, ha~Birah.’6 However, nothing is known of the

latter officer and the equation is mere speculations -

12. M. Mid, 1.2. - -

13. T. B. Thin 23a.

14. N. Shek. 5.1.

15, T. J. Yoma 5.1,48th

l,~ (If. Neh. 7:2.

I:
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Three

The Bäal ha—Pul, like the IshHarha—Bayit, appears

but once in the sources. We are told little about him but

from the contert it is evident that he was some type of po

lice officer in the Temple.17

The term “Pul” is derived from the vero ~ to

search,’8 He policed the Temple precixfts, maintaining order,

watching that all was performed properly, and enforced, by

physical means if necessary, the directives of the me~ppi~.

17. Tos, Kelim 1.6,569.

18. It is also possible that “PuJY is the Hebrew counterpart
of the Greek boule. The Baal ha~Pu1 would thus be an of~
ficer of the city ~ or more..likely a priestly coun
cil called boule. A final possibility is that “p’jJ)’ may
be the counterpart of le, the Greek term for wi&hm~
(of. Appendix II). Thus1 the bag hg~p~~ may, in fact, be the
rosh ha--mishmar.
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aT~e&i. Introduct.~&fl

Our focus has thus far been concentrated upon the exten

sive participation of the priests in the administration of

the Sanctuary and their determination àf Temple policy. It

would be fallacious, however, to assume that they maintained

exclusive control, relegating the activities of the Pharisaic

• Sanhedrin to extra—Temple affairs only. To the contrary, the
• Saithedrin had a role in Temple administration, and a significant

role at that. The emergence of the Sanhedrin as a factor in

Temple affairs is, in fact, a milestone in the historical de

velopment of the Second Commonwealth which must be recognized

and understood.

We have no direct evidence of a functioning Sanhedrin

in the early periods of the Second Temple; in fact, some scho

lars’ maintain that there was indeed no Sanhedrin at all in

• the Persian and early Greek periods and that the institut.iqn

was but &product of the Maccabean revolution. However, be

F this as it may, sources on the Sanhodrin in these early periods

are non—existent and our discussion must, of necessity, be ii—

mited to the Hasmonean and Herodian—Roman periods, primarily

• thelatter.

1. See S. B. Hoenig, ~ drinGedqk,• Transl~ted from the
English by Israel Eldad, Jerusalem Macad Harav Kook, 1961,
37ff.
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Many scholars have dwelt upon the issue of Sanhedrin—

priest friction and division and have suggested various ca— -

tegories to explain this strife. Some have seen it as a priest—

commoner ri-It, others as a Pharisee.—.Sadducee party clash,

others as an aristocratic—am haaretz (patrician—piebian) class

struggle and still others as a Temple—Sanhedrin jurisdictional

conflict. All these explanations contain partial truths,

though none is in itself a complete and accurate description

of the phenomenon. For we are dealing with people in all their

complexity and unfortunately human beings do not fall into rigid

categories as neatly as. we hope they would. There were Phari

saic priest and Sadducean commoners, aristoci’atib members of

the Sanhedrin and simple priests adthinistering the Temple, Sad—

ducea.n amei ha~àretz and Pharisaic aristocrats. There i~ere also

many shades of-Pharisaism and Sadduceism, different levels of

aristocracy, various aspec.t~ of Temple affairs. The Categories

- su~èit&d i~è~büt e~eraIities to be used. with -utmost--caution0

In our discussion we shall utilize a- ~iightly different

category. Because of the above difficulties, our focus will

not be on people and their complex social and reli~ous orien•

tations. Rather. we shall adopt a political approach and recog

nize the strife as a clash between two establishments — the

Temple and the Saxthedrin,—-each seeking to consolidate and ex

tend its sphere of dominion, We shall on occasion intoduce some

of the other categories into our discussion but ione shall be

recognized as th~ overall, consistent explanation of the differ—

ences0 The Sanhedrin and Temple --establishments ciashed. some—
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times because of jurisdictional conflicts, sometimes through

religious disagreements and sometimes out of class considerations.

Each category can be helpful when applied with the proper judge—

ment and discretion.

- /



The Ziknei Bet Din and the Ziknei Kehui~ah

During the seven day preparatory period prior to the

Day of Atonement, the high priest was given detailed instruct

ions concerning the service on this most holy day by a group

known as the ziknei bet din, the “elders of the court”. These

elders reviewed the nainistrial procedures carefully with him,

making the high priest intimately familiar with the service

so that no errors be committed which would forfeit atonement

for the people of Israel.1

On Yom_Ki~p~ eve, as the time of service drew near,

the high priest was transferred from the hands of these “elders

of the court’ to the ziknei kehuneth, the “elders of the priests”.

These “elders of the priests” then escorted the high priest

to the Bet Abtinas chamber where he practiced the art of burn

ing the incense on the pan of fiery coals.

This description of the pre-Yom_Kippur procedure pre

sents a number of historical difficulties. Two types of offi-

cials are listed in the misbnah — the ziknei bet__din, and the

ziki.~eikehunah: who are they and what were their functions?

1. N. Yorna l,l—5. -
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The a1~pp~, present a particularly pronounced problem0

In all rabbinic and non—rabbinic sources this is the oni.y men

tion of the group by name. Did this body of priests have no

other function? Fprthermore, on the Day of Atonement itself,

their only duty seems to have been to escort the high priest

to the Bet Abtinas chamber.2 Was an entire body formed for

this once—a—year, ostensibly inconsequential task? kn expla-’

nation must be offered to account for all these factors.

let us begin with an examination of the title itself —

• The term zaken fundamentally means elder. B:tll3 has

sho’.m, however, that the title zaken eame to mean in time a

respected person or dignitary. To his many proof~ may be added

the fact tha-!; the Targuin does not always translate zaken as

elder, but often as a “virtuous individual”4 or “wise man”

Similarly, in Rome the title for the highest political digni-

tories was benator, a Latin derivahve of sonex, old man. The H

2. The only duty of the zikneikehunah explicitly described
by the Misbnah is escorting the high priest. It is of
course posible that these priests were the ones who prac
ticed the incense burning with the high priest. However,
in view of the fact that Bet_Abtinas is listed in Mishnaji
Shekalim (5J) as “over t~ p afion of ketoret” it seems
more likely that t~~y instructed the priests in this art.
The burden of proof is, therefore, on the one who wishes to
ascribe further duties to the zikneikehunah.

3. J. Brull, Mavoha—Mishnah, Frankfurt A.M., 1876, 40ff.

4. Targum Pseudo—Jonathan on Num. 11.16. -

5. Ibid. Psalms 108:32; Targum Yerushalmi on Num.22:7, of
14. Halla 2~5 where zaken is used in mishnaic Hebrew for a
“wise man”.
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term zaken therefore means a respected or honored individual,

a leader.

________ We may proceed one step further. Hoenig6 has demonstra

ted that the terms~

are translated by the Septuagint as g~g~ia — an official

governmental body of elders. In the same vein it might very

well be that the terms ziknei bet din and ziki2eikehun&i are

not simply descriptions of the participants but titles of offi

cial groups, Thus, the Ziknei Bet Din and ZikneiKehunah

might be official institutions whose members were each called

a zaken, elder. The Ziknei Bet: Din was a committee of the

~iL Din_ha-Gadol or Sanhedrin,7 and the Ziknei.Kehunah a com

mittee of the cler~r. We thus find the Sanhedrin involving

itself in a completely intra—Temple matter: the ~çpa_Kis~r

ceremony.

Let us initially isolatethe fundamental responsibility

of the ziknei bet. din on YomKi2~~. Their purpose on this

day was ua±questionably to assure that t~xe incense burning was

performed in accordance with Pharisaic interpretation. A

6. 8. B. Hoenig, SanhedrinGedola, translated from the English
(The_Gre~t Sanhedrin, Philadelphia, 1953) by Israel Eldad,
Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1961, 152f.

7. Perhaps synonymous with the zikeinirn who flanked the nasi on
his left side when he presided over the Sanhedrin. Tos. San.
8.1,427. This would contradict Mantel’s claimthat all “the
scholars in the Great SEulhedrin were called ‘elders’.” (H.
Mantel, Studies in the History of the San2aedrin, Cambridge;
Harvard University Press, 1965, lOS).
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bitter Pharisee—Sadducee controversy raged concerning whether

the high priest was to pour the incense on the coals in the

pan prior to entering the holy of holies (Sadducees) or after

entrance (Pharisees).8 The ziicnei bet. din instructed the

high priest in Pharisaic procedures and obliged him to perform

his duties strictly in accordance with Pharisaic notions. To

this end they extracted a solemn vow from him that °you will

not alter anything from what we have taught you.”9

It would seem that the Sanhedrin won the right to in—

H terfere in this very private domain of the priests after the

• burning of incense outside the holy of holies by a Sadduceaa

priest?0 Phi1o~ describes the burning of incense in accord— -

ance with Sadducean belief (and against the simple interpre

tation of’ the Torah’2), suggesting that at one time this was

~c~:~om~ ~a.
9.M.Yomal,5. . — - -

lO.Tos. Yoma 1.8,181.

11,ihilo, ~Sec.Le., I, 13.72 .

12.Cf. L. Finkelstein, The_Pharisees, Third Edition, Phila
delphia, JPSA, 1966, 119, note 30.
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perhaps standard practice. But, be this as it may, the Phari

saic Sanhedrin did gain the right and their dignitaries, the

Ziknei Bet: Din, participated in the preparations for the most

important Temple service of the year.

Buehler13 cites another area where a zakenof bat din

participated in aTemple ritual. A beraitha14 recounts that a~

zaken was seated in the western (common) section of the lishkat

~~g~zit while the lQts for priests’ portions of the daily

service were drawn in the eastern half.15 We know neither what

the zaken did nor why he was assigned to this station. But

this messenger of Sanhedrin somehow involved himself in the

daily lottery.

The existence of this Ziknei Bet Din committee will

help explain the problem which has perplexed scholars for many /

years. Many have claimed,lG on the basis of his activities

13. A. Buehler, “Qn the History of Temple Worship in Jerusalem,~’
in Studies in Jewish Historz, London: Oxford Universitr
Press, 1956, 240—263.

14. T.B.Yoma 25a.

15. Of. Hoenig, ~ 193f.

16. Rashi on T. B. Shab. 34a; Maimonides, “Introduction to
Order Zeraim,” Translated by J. Kapack, Jerusalem, 1963,
28; Aptowitzer, “Besprechungen’,’ 744±’; J. Javetz, Toldo~
Yisrael, Jerusalem—Tel Aviv, 1933-36, vol. 6, 3, esp.
note 3; 5. Zeitlin, Reli id Secula~,ea.~~rs~-,
Philadelphia, 1943, 8; 5. B. Hoenig, o~_sit.,64.
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with the red heifer, that Rabban Yochanan b. Zaccai was a

priest. ~de have previously made mention of R. Yochanan nip

ping the ear of the high priest during the red heifer cere

mony.’7 Ostensibly, his presence. at the ceremony would testify

to his priestly pedigree. Moreover, the SifrJ8 tells that

R. Yochanan was once asked a question pertaining to the type

of garments worn by the officiating priest in a red heifer

ceremony. In his answer he describes the ceremony as “an act

which ray hands participated in and ray eyes have seen”. This

would certainly confirm his priestly status. -

However, there are many pièces of evidence which, cumu

latively negate this possibility. R. Yochanan appears in

many sources as the arch antagonist of the priests. In Mishnah F

Shekalim19 R. Yochanan claims that priests are obligated to ... H
donate the yearly half shekel to the Temple treasury and be—

littles their reason for refusal as something which “the

priests, interpret their own way”. R. Yochanan condemned the ._

priests for their overzealous protection of theic genealogies.20 F

We also find him siding with Hanan against the braikohan~ H

In sum, Rabban Yochanan b. Zaccai’s sympathies were

17. Tos. Para 3.8,632. .

18, Sifri on beginning of Num. 19.

19. 11. Shek. 1.4.

20. N. Edyot 8.3.

21. N. Ket 13.51—2, -—.
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most definitely not with the priests.

• -- It would, therefore, seem that It. Yochanan b. Zaccai~z~:z.:.z

was quite possibly not a priest.22 His participation in the

• red heifer ceremony can be explained by assuming that he was

a zn assigned to the red heifer ceremony. The”Ziknei Yis—

• roel~,23as they are here called were~given a! simple but cru

cial duty: they were to render the high prest impure, have

him bathe and immediately perform the ceremony while in a state

• of purity only according to Pharisaic interpretation.24 As

in the Yom Kippur ritual, the Sanhedrin forced! their way into

thered heifer burning to protect and emphasize their interpre

tation of traditional practice in the face of deviationist

challenges. !

The function of the Ziimei Kehunah and their once—a—

year seemingly trivial duty can now be understood. Needless

to say, the priests strongly resented these intrusions of the -:

!~~Sa~hedrin into what- they regarde& as their private domain.

Aithoush unable to pievent this interference, the priests ~rere

greatly offended by the actions and responded by adopti~nga

procedure of protest. The Zi~e~j~Ufl?4 was a speciai priestly

committee specifically created to meet and rebuke the Zikn~j~

Bet~P4fl on Yo~Jiur. The d~ama of the priest—commoner con—

22D Tos~Q~ Men. 21a beginning “shehakohanim”; 0-. Alon, ~
• haYehud1m be—Eretz Yisrael, Tel Aviv vol. 1, 1952, p. 56

A. Büchler, I~9 y~i—Avoda±ati, tcanslated from the 0-er—
• man by Naftali Giton, Jerusalem Mosad Harav Kooky 1966,
~ noteiG.
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frontation on YomKiypur can now be understood.

It is true that the Ziknei_Kehunah performed but one

meager task each year — hut it was far from inconsequential.

For the expropriation of the high priest from the Ziknei Bet

Din by the ZikneilCehunah followed by marching him to BetAb—

~4~s was a symbolic gesture of priestly supremacy. This

small procedure was the priests’ way of telling the Senhedrin

that although they may have succeeded in injecting themselves

into the Temple administration, when the actual service corn—

mences all the commoner powers are terminated and it is the H
priests alone who direct practiced The Sanhedrin’s representatives

may teach the high priest all the fine details of the Pharisaic

notion of incense burning, but it is the priests who ultimately

march the high priest behind closed doors to practice with the

other priests the actual procedure of incense offering.

The Ziknei Kehunah thus operated as the priests’

equ~valent of the Sanhedran’s ~ cit Thee acted s~e—

cifically in this Day of Atonement ex’eounter wibh the Sanheunn

___ and thus do not appear elsewhere in rabbinic literature. Their

____ task was indeed a brief one— that of escorting the high priEst

23. N. Para 5~7.

24. See chapter 3
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for but a few minutes. But this gesture, though short in

• duration, was momentOus in ramifications as it established the

supremacy of the priests in the Temple.

The Ziknei Bet Di~ and Ziknei Kehu~ committees

provide an excellent insight into the delicate d(tente estab

lished between the Sanhedrin and.the priests in the Temple.

The Pharisaic Sanhedrin sorely distrusted the priests and in-

sisted upon instituting measures to guarantee that the Temple

service was perforned in accordance with Pharisaic interpreta—

tion. That they succeeded there is no doubt. Both the rabbis25

and Josephus26 testify that Pharisaic practices were the ones

followed in the Temple. However, the assertion of their ~dll

in the Temple provoked the resentment and antagonism of the

priests. The priests, jealously protective of their privileged

status, reacted to the formation of the Sanhedrin’s supervisory

Ziknei Bet Din committee by creating an equivalent committee

~and emphasize the-ultimata—--

dependence of the Sanhedrin upon the priests in Temple affairs.

25. Toe. Yoma 1.8,180

26. Ant. 18.1.3,151.
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The Pre—Actions of the Sanhedrin

The Ziknei_Bet~ was just one desi~a employed by

the Sanhedrin to gain a foothold in Temple procedure. There

were, however, many other methods. A particularly interesting

and imaginative contrivance which the San.hedrin used was the

institution of pre—actions before various Temple proceedings.

Although commoner members of the Sanhedrin were barred from en

tering the ~nctuary and participating in the actual ritual, they

instituted sundry prerequisites for the performance -of particu—

lar rituals. These prerequisites were conducted outside the

sanctuary proper and were performed by, members or representa—,

tives of the ~an~iedriri1 not priests. Three of these Sanhedrin

pre—actions will be examined in this chapter. -

One

Who collected the annual ~ca2i~ and managed the fi—

nancial affairs of the ~emple? The obious answer would be to

attribute these duties to the priests. Scores of sources —

biblical;’ rabbinic2 and non—rabbinic3 — speak of priestly

L1**
E 1. E’&ra 8:24—34 cTwo~tevites are also ment-ionedas- assistants.
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treasures in the Temple. Indeed, the Temple treas~iry was

located in the inner recesses of the Temple, an area barred

from commoners. It is apparent then that the priests were

masters over the dispensation. of Temple funds.

At first blush, however, there is other evidence that

the Sanhedrin, not the priests, was the body which r~anaged the

financial ~affairs of the Temple. The first misbnah in She—

kalim reports that a bet. din4 proclaimed on the first of Mar

concerning the collection of shekalim for the treasury of the

Temple and the removal of ke].aim; on the fifteenth of the month

its representatives repaired the roads, streets and immersion

baths, marked graves and went forth to forcibly remove kelaij~.

It is one bet din that seems to be performing all of these

duties. This court defies identification with a bet din shel

kohanim for most of the listed dutie~ lack even the most remote

connection to priestly functions.5 It thus seems that the ~

~jn ha—Gadol (Sanhedrin) is the body that collected the Temple

taxes.6

2. T.B. Yoma 52a.

3. Mat. 27:6; Ant. 14.7.1,107, 1g~, 6.8.3,387fi.

4. Although the rnishna~ &des notuse the term “j~zL4Js” the
parallel Tosefta does. Tos. Shek. 1.1—4,173.

5. However, Hermann Vogelstein (“The Development of the Apos—
tolate in Judaism and its Transformation in Christianity”, HIJOA
2 (1925J, 107ff) recognizes the high priest as the dispatcher

L: of these apostles. . . .

L.
I-.
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This conclusion is supported by another rnishnah which

says that the “priests were not taxed by the court in order to

preserve the peace”.7 The obvious implication here is that a

party other than the priests collected the shekalim and that it

was their decision not to tax the priests. There is further

more a Tosefta8 which, in discussing the duties of the Temple

treasurers, concludes that “commoners, levites and priests were

all fit” for this office. This seems to shatter all notions

that the priests administered the treasury. For is it con

ceivable that the administration of a priestly—controlled trea—

sury would he turned over by the priests themselves to the

hands of cou’jnoners?

In reality, however, there is no contradiction between

the sources. What we have here is an instance of the Sanhedrin

instituting a pre—action for an otherwise strictly priestly

affair. The Temple treasury seems to have functioned in the

following manner~ ~~-~-• -- ~•---~-----

The Sanhedrin, or better, a comimittee thereof, was

responsible for the collection of the Temple taxes (she~girn). --

It was .they who issued the annual proclamation calling for

shekalim and enforc?d its collection.

6. It is impossible to claim that the mishnah is describing only
the post~Tempie situation because the collection of she~aj4pj
was terminated at the destruction of the Temple (M. Shek.
8.8). From this point onward, the Romans demanded a shekel
tax from every JOW for the pagah temple of Jupiter Capitalonus
in Rome0
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When the gold coins reached Jensalem, however, they

were placed in the Temple bank for safe—keeping. From this

point on the priests eflroised complete authority over the

funds. For though we are unsure of the exact location of the

Temple bank,9 ~it seems certain that it was located in a place

of maximum security, i.e. a portion of the ~ernple where commoners

were forbidden to enter on p~n of death. It was thus the

Sanhedrin which collected the funds for the Temple, but a

priestly court that administered and distributed the funds.

We are flow in a better position to understand the

status of the Temple treasurers — the ~~arim and ~

The a~barirn were the treasurers and the ones who dealt with

exchanges,1° oversaw the purchase of Temple necessities,1’ and

cared for and processed material donations to the Temple)2

These officers were exclusively priests. The ~~~pc1im, however,

never handled the money but simply controlled access to the

r
-

7. 14. Shek. 1.).

8. Tos. Shek, 2.15,177.

9. A. Schwartz, “Studien uber die Posifta II, Die Tosifta zu
Shékalirn”, ~ ]~flV (2880), 274—281, 46O472~

lO.fl~4; M.Peah 2.8; Halah 3.3.

1l.Ibi4; Meilah 3.8.

12. N. Pean. 1.6; Halah 3.3.
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Temple as they held the keys to the &~13 It is these offi

cers that are permitted by the Tosefta to be either commoners,

levites or priests. The traditional commentaries in fact, read

the text “commoners, levites and priests were all fit” as re

ferring only to amre~4~ and not~

This view ~s substantiated by the famous poem of Abba

Shaul ben Botnit decrying the heinous behaviour of the aristo

cratic priestly families. In his poem appears the complaint,

“for their eons are ~zbarim and their sons—in—law amrec]J.m.”’4

The eons of these families were naturally priests and were thus

appointed ~zb~.rJ.m. The sons—in~~law, however, who might have

been born from carnraoner families could not hold the position

of ~izar~xri1 and therefore became am~pj4~. The poem also

leaves little doubt that though the collection of~ may

have been overseen by a committee of the Sanhedrin, actual con-~

trol and administration of the Temple treasury was in the hands

of the priests. --

The Sanhedrin’ s intervention in Temple financial affairs

should not come as a surprise. It must be remembered that

13. Toe0 o~cit0 -

14. Toe. M~•n~ l3.2l~533; T.B. Pee. 56a.
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were contributed by the masses — the group over which

the Pharisees wielded greatest influence?5 Noreover, we kilow

from the rabbis,16 Philo’7 and JosephuJ8 that collections of

shkalim were not made by the priests but that pilgrims to

Jerusalem brought the donations of their entire communities

with them, It was thus relatively easy for the anhedrin to

assume control over the collection by instituting the pro—action

of proclaiming and administering the gathering of ~ to the

Temple.

Two

In describing the process of the offering of the a°~~
on the second day of Passover, the Torah places the ceremonial

stress on the Temple. It briefly states the obligation to bring

the first cutting to the priest and continues with a. detailed

description of the actual offering of the ~Ej~ in the Temple

by the priests.’9 -~ -~

In the Second Temple, however, the process was reversed.

A great pageant was celebrated about the cutting of the oi~r~

15. hnjj. 13.10.5,288 “and so groat is their (the Pharisees)
influence with the masses, that evet~ when they speak against
a king or high priest, they immediately gain credenco”.

16. M. Shek. 11.1.

17. PQ 11!~S~.,LA0&t l~78.
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Apostles of the Bet D~n ha—~g4~ were dispatched to select and

prepare th,e sheaves, the inhabitants c-f the nearby cities flocked~

to the spot to witness the event, ~nd an elaborate precisely—

worded service accompanied the actual cutting.2° The entire

observance was instituted as an antirsadducean demonstration,

to disp3.ay that by “4~~jaratha—Shab~fl”21 the Torah means

not Sunday but the day immediately following the first day of

Passover,22 - -

This was another pre—action of the Sauhedrin. To re

buke the Sadducees, the Sanhedrin invented a majestic ceremony

of-their own prior to the proscribed offering of’ the ome~ by

the priests. As in the case of the treasury, the Sathe.d.rin

could not effect a change in the Temple proper~ but accomplished

its end through an ingenious institution ~rior to. the 2~

service.

- - Three

The Torah is quite- clear in its assignment of respon

18, Ant. 18.9.1,313.

19. Leviticus 23:9—14.

20. 14. Nen. 10.3—4.

- - - 21. Lev. 23:15.

~22~ N. Men. op._93~ Of. T.B. Hen, 15a.
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sibility for the expediting of the trial of a suspected adult—

-ress woman. It is the priests who are charged with hearing the

husband’s complaint, leading the suspect into the Temple, ad

ministering the solemn oath, giving her to drink the bitter

waters and 6ffering her sacrifice. “And the man shall bring

his wife to the priest...and the priest shall draw her near and

stand her before God...and the priest shall make her swear...

and the priest shall accept from the woman the meal dfferinàbf -

______ jealousy.”23 In unequIvocal and decisive terms the Torah as

signs and reiterates its assignment of this duty to the priests. *

On the basis of the biblical injunction there is neither

reason nor need for the participat4.on of comrnonei’s in this

ceremony. Yet, an overwhelming amount of dvidence testifies

to the active participation of the Sanhedrin in the processing :

of a suspected adultress woman.

The Mishnah24 describes thd process as follows: A man

~ponbeoomiñg suspicious af his wife, brings her before the great

Sahedrin in Jensalern. ~ The members of the Sanhedrin threaten

the woman in an attempt to exact a confession of guilt. If

the Sanhedrin’s members fail in their effort, they lead the

23. Num. 5:15—25. - —. .

24. M. Sota 1.5. .

L -
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women to the eastern gate of the Temple25 for the ~La ceremony.

-—FroLu this point onward the priests assume control of the pro—

cethires.

The participation of the Sarihedrin in the ceremony is

further confirmed by a midrash which declares,” ~ the priest

shall perform this entire process (torah) • It teaches us that

we administer the water to a suspect only through the ~fl~21

ha_Gadolhl.25 Both sources graphically describe the Sanhedrin’s

participation in the trial of a suspected adultress.

Buehler27 finds many instances of the Sanhedrin’s inter

vention in Temple affairs but relegates all these instances

(including the Ziknei Bet Din) .to the final decade ‘of the Temple,

when, in his~view, the Sanhedrin suddonly gained great authority

in the Temple. In the previous oases we cannot establish with

any dofinity the date of the beginning of the Sanhedrin’s inter.~~

ference. However, in this case we can say with certainty that

25. Ibid. “They bring her to the eastern gate which is along-~
side the entrance of the Nicanor gate.” This strange
language may be explained on the basis of Buchler’a theory
that, contrary to Josephus, the Nicanor gate is the eastern
gate to the ~ not to the Temple itself. This huge
aaxa entrance had two small doors on either side (pish—
p~an) which were used for entering or leaving. Thus,
the misbnah says that they brought the woman to. one of

~ small doors alongside the great Nicanor gate. See
A. Bilchler, “The Nicanor Gate and the Brass Gate”, ?~~9~J
O.S~ 2 (1899), 46ff.

26. Sam Zu~a, Num. 630—5.

27~ infrar introduction.
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its participation was initiated long before the last decade.

~Tot Thilo, in describing the sota ceremony, follows the mishnah

in providing that a previous hearing be held before the San—

hedrin:

So the law says to the husband who suspects his wife,
“Draw up a fOrmal challenge and come to the holy
city with your wife and standing before the judges,
lay bare the suspicion which troubles.you...But
if the statements of the two are inconclusive, let
them.go to the Temple.0.”28

I’hilo’s description of the ceremony contrary to the

Torah but according to the Mishnah, demonstrates that this

extra--Temple hearing was standard practice in his day (ca.

20 B.C.E. 50 G.E.). Furthermore, the I4ishnah29 tells of a

~Q~a ceremony in which the leaders of the Sanhedrin, Shemaiya

and Abtalion,3° participated. Thus, the Sanhedrin’s inter—,

vention in the trial of a suspected adultress began sometime in

the first century B.C.E. There is no reason to assume that this

is the only early intervention of the Sanhedrin. Rather,

- Buchier’s theory is dast very much in doubt and it seems more

likely that much of the Sanhedrin’s intervention in Temple - -

ceremonials occurred at a period nOt long after the division of

the priests and the Sanhedrin into two separate domains,

28.~ 5.60ff.

29. L Edyot 5.6. cf. T. J. Sota 2.5,18b,.

30, These leaders, being descendants of proselytes, were
commoners, not priests. (T. 3. Git. 5Gb. Cf. N. Edyot

[. .. 5.6).

: _. .. . .. . .. .——..—.——.~ —.. ~.
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• At any rate, the ~ proceedings display another pro—

• action of the Sanhedrin. The Sanhedrin, without any scriptual

basIs whatsoever, instituted a judicial hearing to precede the

actual sota ceremony in the Temple. The Sanhedrin heard the

case, tried to resolve it, and If they failed, marched the

woman to the eastern gates where the priests assumeO. their

biblical mandate.

We therefore find in each of these three oases — the

collection of shekalim, the pp~ offering, and the sotg ceremony

pre—actioris Instituted by the Sanhedrin prior to the actual

Temple ceremony. Perhaps the Sanhedrin could not effect changes

in the cerernonials themsel~es, but their preliminary participa~

tion made them an integral part of the execution of Temple

activities. • . /

.• •
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There was yet another direction in ~ihich the transfer

of power from the priests to the Sanhedrin developed. In

certain judicial matters the Sanhedrin was able to acquire final

authority but the priests reserved for themselves the right of

actually conducting the proceedings.1 In other words, the

priests would preside over these judicial processes but their

decision was subject to the official approval of the Sanhedrin,

a consent that was perhaps more than a mere formality. Three

of these preliminary courts of the priests will be examined

• in this chapter.

One

A mishnah in Rosh Hashana tells ,the following story:

It happened with Tobias the physician that he saw
the new moon in Jerusalem, he, his son, and his man—
omitted slave. The priests accepted him and his son
and declared his slave unfit. But when they came
before the bet clAn, they accepted him anr3, his slave, -

but declared his son unfit.2

Many suggestions have been offered to explain the event

L ~ Of. Chapter 12.
2. M. Rosh Hashana 1.7. • - -
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described. Pinkatstein3 suggests that two courts — the fle~

shel Kohanim and the Bet Din of the Pharisees functioned oon~

currently, neither of Which accepted each other’s rulihg. The

assent of both was required in order to declare a new moon and

in the incident with Tobias both gave this approval1 but for

different reasons.

Mantel correctly rejects F~nkelsteints suggestion be~~

cause the idea o±’ two courts fixing the calendar “presupposes

an incredibly confused state of affairs”.4 However, his pro—

posed exp2.anation is little better0 Mantel posits that our

mishnah contains two incidents merged into one, Originally

responsibility for fixing the calendar was vested in t}e ~

Din shel Kohmümj later the Pharisaic Bet Din assumed this

responsibility. Tobias in two separate incidents came first

before the Bet Din she]J~~~J~ and then, perhaps years later,

before the Pharisaic Bet Din to bear witness on the new rnoon~

The mishnah merges both incidents into one.5

Hbenig6 suggests a third possibility. He concura with

Pinkelstein in recognizing the mishnah as a single incident

and in assuming that the consent of two courts was required ifl

3. L, Finkelstein~ ha-PorushiL-Ans2L~ac~hpziQQQJ&~,
New York, 1950; 28.

4. H. Mantel, S flies Jn.AMJ!tPSQ~L ti°~.S~th~4nn~ Cambridge:
Harvard Uniwrsity Press, 1965, 78.

5. i1~’9 3Of~

6. S. B. Hoenig, S2nheThG Translated from the En0lish
by Israel Eldad, derus&Lem~ iuosad Hani Kook, 1961, 1loi~
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order to declare a new moon. But he does not agree with Fink—

e].stein that neither court accepted the other’s ruling. Rather,

he divides the fixing of the calendar into two levels: 1) ac

cepting and validating witnesse.s a) officially declaring the

new moon. The priests had the initial judicial responsibility

of hearing and ascertaining the reliability of the witnesses

and the Bet Din ha—Gadol officially declared the new moon.

In the case of Tobias the Bet Din ha—Ga4o~, declined to accept

the ~priests’ validation of Tobias and his son as witnesses and.

declared the new moon only on the basis of the testimony of -

Tobias and his slave.

The joint participation of the Sanhedrin and priests

in fixing the calendar can be easily understood. The new moon

had both intra— and extra—Temple implications. In the Temple

various sacrifices — particularly the additional new moon

offering7 — were offered on the day of the new moon. Outside

~the precincts of the Temple, word of the declaration set off a

chain rea6tion of fires on mountain tops to inform all Israel H

of the event.8 The day itself was marked as a semi—holiday

and all festivals were dated on the basis of the declai4éd new

moon. The fixing of the calendar was a grey area that right—

7. Nun. 28:11—15.

8. 11. Rosh Hasbana 2.2—4.



fully belonged to both domains, and both the priests and San—

hedrin had a hand in the procedure. -

The fixing of the calendar is an illustration of the

phenomenon described above. Witnesses seeing the new moon

would come to Jerusalem and deliver their testimony before a

i≥~i~h~Lkohar.im.9 The priests, upon being satisfied with

the reliability of the witnesses, wou1d~ present their fin ings

to the Bet Din ha—Gadol for final approval. Normally the ac~

quiescence of the Sanhedrin was a mere formality, though in the

case of Tobjas a confrontation between the two arose.
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Two :1

A mishna.h in Ni~ot describe& the following process for

the ascertaining of priestly genealogies and the acceptance of

priests into Temple service: -

In the J1ishkat_ha—Gazit the Great Sanhedrin of iS-~ H.

rael userto sit and judge applicants for the priest—
hood. A priest in whom was found a d~squa1ification
used to put on black uiidergarments and wrap himself
in black and clear away0 One in whom no disqualifi
cation was found used to put on white undergarments
and wrap himself in white and go in and minister
along with his brother priests.10

9. Possibly in the courtyard, Jaazek (ibid.~ 2.5)~ How
ever, this rnishnah may be referring to a different ~eriod
when the Sanhôdrin controlled the entire process from
beginning to end

•______•_.10. M. Middot5.,4
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On the basis of this one source most scholars, both

ancient and modern, have assumed that the Sanhedrin was in

charge of the genealogies of priests. Some11 have even sug

gested that the Sanhedrin’s chief task and that which occupied

most of its time was the examination of these genealogies.

Other?2 believe that the Sanhedrin “appointed from amongst

them a ~j~n to ascertain the genealogies of priests and le—

vites.” But whether the Sanhedrin did it themselves or appointed

a committee, on the basis of Nisbnah Middot the general con

sensus is that a priest could not serve until, to use Sch{irer’s

words, “his fitness had been duly established to the satisfac

tion of the Sanhedrin.”13

It is most strange that scholars have insisted on to].—

lowing Mishnah I4iddot’ s ascribing hegemony over the priests’

genealogy to the Sanhedrin, when ‘all other evidence contradicts

the concept. Would the priests yield jurisdiction over their

pedigree to the Sanhedrin? Was this not their most personal ‘‘ -fl’.

domain? It is extremely difficult to, conceive of the priests~~~~

turning over control of the determination of Temple officiants

to the Sanhedrin. - ‘‘ , -

11. Maimonides, Tad ha-Chazaks,~ “Hilkkot Di’ at ha—Mikdash”,
6.2

12. I. H. Weiss, Dor Dor V’dorshov, Wilno, 1904, Vol 1, 184.

13. F. Schürer, Jj~~9fl s~~ ‘translated from
the German, Second Edition, Second Division, Edinburgh,
1891. , ‘ ‘~1
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There are, moreover, many indications that the priests

~maintained dominion over their genealogies. ~he

books of Ezr?4 and Nehemia15 speak of priests searching in

“thej~ records of genealogy”, indicating that they kept their

on records0.. Josephusl6 tells of priests compiling records of

their genealogy and passing judgement over: the legitimacy of

captive women to the priesthood; the priests, not the Sanhedrin,

vere the judges. The meticulous care of the priests in guArd—

ing the purity of their stock is stressed in many places?7 end

the mishnaia even describes the futility of attempting to permit

certain women to the priesthood, since “the priests heed you

to-make far but not to draw nea1~.~TTh Apparently, the priests

• 14. Ezra 2:62.

15. Neh. 7:64, The indication from the book of Ezra and Ne—
• hemiah is that the Jews kept oral records of their gene—

alogies and that only the priests kept written records.
.~ZSee esp. Ezra 2:59,62; Neh. 7:61,64.

16. ~.A_. 1.7,30—36. Cf. Vi~ 1.1,6.

17. M. Bik. 1.4; ICet 2.9. In fact the mishnah uses the. term
k~Q~ for any person with an ascertained pure genealogy.
14. Ket. i.8~9.

18. 14. Edyot 8.3. - •

L • . • — .~ - •. •
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decided on the legitemacy of their own ranks, In view of these

many sources vesting control of the priestly genealogies in

the hands of the priests, the lone contradictory testimony of

Mishnaji Niddot cannot be accepted at face value. Irrespective

of the role in priestly genealogies that we wish to attribute

to the Sanhedrin, the active participation of the priests must

be recognized.

Mishnah Middot is but one of four parallel sources dis—

cussing the examination of claimants to the priesthood. Let

us, therefore, juxtapose the four texts in columns and see - -

whether a textual analysis can clarify the respective roles of

the priests and Sanhedrjn in this process.

M. Middot 5.4 Tos. San. Sifri Nun. P. B. Kid.
7.1 18,7 76b

‘~iT1KD fl’fl Dip~
...fl’flfl n:i!212 . .fl’flfl fl)Q7’2 flZil!B1 II’2

flfl’ri OW On

tw,t~,iui •n’rru ‘-~-rn~o -

~3~~fl2W~’ j’91121 7’~i’ -- - - D’fli~ ?‘~Wi’~’n - -

flairnn flK Lm~~ ‘oin’ mc lzirij ‘oin’ -~u’n ‘on’’~

fl’iS’oin’ mci flfl’2 ‘Ofl’’lji

An analysis of the texts quickly reveals the multipli

city of variants, The Mis1-in~h and Sifri speak only of priestly

genealogies, while the Tosefta and Talmud introduce levites

into the discussion, The Mishnah and Tosefta speak of the lush—

Rat ha~~Garzjt as the location of the examining -court,’9 the

19, Both also explicitly identify~h &aminingcou~-~ aathe~



gloss, the reference to the Lishkat ha—Gazit makes it ap~
parent that the Sanhedrin is the body indicated~ Zeitlin.
does not agree. See S. Zeitlin, Ce 11 of the
Judean State, Philaoelphia; JPSA, Vol. 1, 19o4, 205.

20, Rabbi Elijah of Wilnow ~0cit. .ammends it to read Bet ha:
Kajxporet.

21. Notes on T. B, K~d 76b: ~n ~ ~ ov n”~”

19 9

Sifri identifies the site as behind the B lia—Parochet2° and

the Talmud is silent on locale. Similarly the fvnct~ons des

cribed are not clear. The Mishnah p±ctures the court as

ing, the Tosefta and Sifri see i-b as ~xam~nThg and the Talmud

simply sees it as a place where priests and levites with ascer~

taThed pedigree sat, After all is said and done, if we remove

the significant variants and attempt to reconstruct the origi—

nal text on the basis of the remains, nothing is left to work

with. The whole matter is confused by the existence of too

many variants-to permit a scholarly determination of the origi-~

naiG To the contrary, the presence of so many variants suggest

that the four are not of one original source but that originally

there were two or more versions of the materiaL

Rabbi Elijah the Gaon of Wilnow2’ utilizes this latter

approach in proposing a solution to guide us out of this maze.

Sanhedrin or Bet Din ha—Gaciol, though A0 Weiss calJ.,s the
mention of the Sauhedrin in the mishnëth a gloss. (A.
Weiss, tli—She’elat Tiv ha-~Bet Din shel shiv~im

v’eohad,Seferha-~Yobe11i=KebodLeyiojnzhex’g, Hebrew
past, New York, 1946, 214ff.) Though the words may he a

“T~~ ~<fl’’12 t~’fl’i jflp Thr ‘9E)t32 W”?fl tlDl n’t;i ‘~ifl~



The Gaon suggest that the acceptance of candidates to the

priesthood was a two~step process. The priests compiled and

kept their own genealogy records, they conducted hearings on

every specific candidate to the priesthood to ascertain his

stock and, finally, they presented their findings and recommend

ations to the Sanhedrin for official approval.

Turning to the texts temselves, the Gaon proposes that

our four texts are fundamentally two sources. The Nishnah and

Toséfta are ote unit and the Sifri and Talmud a second. The

two sources are separate and unrelated. The Sifri and Talmud

discuss phase one, the priests’ examination of claimants to

the priesthood in the Bet ha—Parochet, and the Mishnah and

Tosefta describe phase two, the final sanction of the candi~

dates by the Sanhedrin in the Li abha~Gazfl. Over the a(~es

the sctibes confused the two sou.rce~ with one another until we

have reached the tangled textual state of affairs that exists

today.

* Modem scholarship has totally ignored the suggestion

of the Gaon, The one exception is Saul Lieberman who arrived - H

at this conclusion independent of the Gaon. In his He1J~,eni~m

in Jewish Palestine922 Lieberman presents a very similar analysis

22. 3. lieberman, i{elienisin inJewish Palestine, New York,
1950, 172.
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using only three of the four teyjts. The Talmudic reference is

omitted by Isieberman, perhaps because it fails to describe any

act of judging or examining. At any rate, because he omitted

the Talmudic reference he failed to see Rabbi Elijah’s theory,

the theory being presented in the Gaon’s notes on the Talmud.

Hugo Mantel,23aiso unaware of the Gaon’s comments on

Tractate Kiddushin, cites Rabbi Elijah’s commentary on Middot

and demonstrates how Lieberman superceeded his analysis, But

this is absolutely false. Not only did the Gaon precede LieS

berrn~i in the discovery but he carried it a stop further~ in—

eluding a fourth text in the analysis.

Rabbi Elijah’s theory is supported by what has until

now been an inexplicable midrash. The midrash says as follows:

“‘Your eyes are doves behind your veil’.24 There was a ~an1ed-~

rinGedola seated behind the Temple which was the je~e1 of

the Temple. ,~25 The midrash cannot possibly be referring to the

Great Sanhedrjn which was located in the Ljshkat ha--Gaz±t on

the very opposite end of the Temple. Nor can we say that the

author erred in its location; the mish~ith CXP2ieit]yi~~nt~f~es

23. Mantel, 2fl~SIt.cS4, note 189

242L~&2C~9pz~$, 4:1.

25~ ~4rJ~rShirimRabba, ibid

201
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its location,26 What court then is being described here? Ac—

cording to the Gaon there is no problem. The special b~t_4in

sheikohanim which met in session behind the Bet ha-Parochet

examining the genealogy of claimants to the priesthood, is the H

court referred to.

The acceptance of priests into service in the Temple

is a second example of an area where the priests presided

over the judicial proceedings but ultImate a~pprovaJ. of their

actions resided in the hands of the Sanhedrin.

H

Frequent reference has been made to the mishnah which H

reports that ~a bet din shelj2~~m collected for a virgin

four hundred zuz, and the sages did not prohibit it to theni~”4” H

Precisely what is meant by “the sage~ did not prohibit it to

them” is not clear. Assuming that the sages would have issued

a prohibition, could they have halted the practice? If they

cooid. then ire have evidence that although the priests maIn

tained jurisdiction over their civil affairs,28 the consent of

the Sanhedrin was required, . . - .. . . .. .

26~ N. Middot 5.34. —

2(.M,Ket.l,5. .

28. Co~&. 2.187,194, . z. . ~ H.
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The fixing of the calendar, the acceptance of candidabes

for th.e priesthood into temple service and the conducting of

the priests’ civil affairs represent joint administrative ef~

forts of the Sanhedrin and priests. The priests acted in the

preliminary~ judicial stages but the ultimate sar.ction of the

Sanlaedrin was demanded to validate their decisions0

* j.D. ~
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~lusion -~

This thesis has been an attempt to. present a composite

________ picture of the internal priestly administration of the Second

Temple in Jerusalem in its manifold aspects. After briefly

surveying the status and establishing the centrality of the

Temple in Second Commonwealth society, the paper turned to an

in~depth examination of the Temple’s officers, the direction of

its ritual and the involvement of the non—priestly Sanhedrin in

its administrative complex. .

Not all problems were solved. Due to a dearth of sojs

ces, many aspects of Temple bureaucracy were left as open ques

tions (e.g. the origin of the bet din shQlJ~g~.ani~ and estab•

lishing how its members were appointed). In these oases our

inability to reconstruct the adrninstrative structure was frarficly

admitted and the various possible avenues of solution indicated.

Nevertheless, a good deal of original contributions --

were arrived at. The following is a list of the significant

conclusions and contributions of this thesis:

1) High priest succession during the Persian—early

Greek and Hasmonean eras followed the biblical laws of inherit

ance, i.e. son, brother, uncle. .

2) In the Herodian-Roman period, though succession by

inheritance was abrogated, the special position of the high

priest’s brother was preserved as he often serve~ as the back

up to the high priest. .
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3) The system of succession may be used as a yardstick

to determine the relative powers of a high priest at any par

ticular time. When succession functioned by an automatic process

of inheritance, the power and independence of a high priest were

relatively extensive (Persian—Early Greek and Hasmonean periods).

However, when the high priest was dependent upon some external

agent to appoint and sustain him, he was answerable to these

agents and suffered a depletion of independence (late Greek and

Herodian~Romafl periods).

4) Beginning by the late Greek era (ca. 175 B.00E.)

the interest of the high priests shifted from the ritual to the

political arena and control over the daily worship was graduai]~y

transferred to the hands of subordinate officers and other

priestly institutions.

5) To prevent the establis~flent of a politically dan—

gerous dynastic high priesthood, Herod and his followers banned

the direct succession of a father by his son td the high priest

hood,

6) The bnai kohaLi. e~211rn is the rabbinic analogue

of archierei~ and was composed solely Of former high priests

(including koh~jLn~hQ~X~t). It was an aristocratic group

which occasionally involved itself in general ~ matters

- ~~ing the final years of the Temple.

7) The ~~ph~-J~ was the private ritual as

sistant of the high priest.

8) The ~ of the Temple is not to be~~identifie~
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with the s~an. He had absolutely no relation to ritual but

was a security officer in the Temple,

9) The kohenba~rnishneh and nag bet .~~icJ!I~ of the

late first and early Second Temple eras, may be recognized as

precursors of the sagan and strat egos respectively.

10) There were a number of priestly institutions or

committees governing various aspects of the Temple and the

priests. Each was called a bet_~~ZLj~c~PflIa.

11) Although a bet din sheljg~q~ was charged with

ultimate responsibiJ.ity for the proper performance of Temple

ritual, a number of officers, memunia~ acted as actual directors

of ritual. The memunirn provided the strand of continuity in

the face of the constantly changing mis}~~y_Q~L, and originated

during the Hasmoneaj~ period.

12) The memunirn listed in Mishnah Shekali.m are. ~

names for the officers occupying these positions in ever~,’ gen-~

oration. They had far more tasks and broader authority than the

limited duties indicated by the mishnah.

13) The hazan was a menial aide in Temple procedural

activities. The Lt~ zi~flS~. and Baa were low~

ranking police officials.

14) A delicate d6tente was reached between the priests

and Sanhedrin in their duel to win jurisdiction over the Temp].e.

Though the priests maintained actual control, the Sanhedrin in—

volved itself in Temple affairs in a vatiety of ways~

a) Zikeinirn were dispatched by the Sanhedrin to oversee

II—
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rituals (usually involving Sadducee—Pharisee differences) such

as the Day of Atonement and red heifer ceremonials.

b) The Sanhedrin instituted a nvnber of ceremonies

involving their participation and deemed the practices pre

requisites for the performance of various Temple ceremonials,

e.g. they questioned a suspected adultress woman prior to her

exasnination by the priests. - -

c) The priests conducted certain judicial processes

but the formal approval of the Sanhedrin was required to vali

date their decisions, e.g. the declaring of a new moon,



Sources for the Bet Din she]. Kohanim Suggested by Scholars
______ ______ Prior to this Thesis’ _______

Source Text Function

1. M. Ket. i’n a’~nD Autlioxity in priestly
fl1~7~ ‘1 n5ina5 ~‘~n

1,5 civil matters,
.D’~Dfl

Tannaitic

2. Tos. San, iS Uncertain. Pos—
~ 7’n’aoi...iDvS

4.7,423. ____ sibly textual aut~
T”~a1 o’ ‘uS Sti r’:~i

Tannaitic 1’z~’v?~ ~ ~ norities.
.fl) HiD’?

3. T. B, Erub. ;iptTi )TZarr ti’3’?3t’ t~:fl A±ninistrat~v-e
~!2~2Jh1~i?.. 7

32a; Pea. 90b ~ ~ ~‘-nny authority over Tem~
.flflDlU2t’J !ilfl) -

Tannaitie pie affairs~

4. H, Chalet ~ fl11~ ‘~fl7 ~WY~ In correspondence
o’)rID ‘))5 U’fl fl1fl773?~

17.5 ,‘ni ~‘Snt with distant Jews~
~t5u .fliDIlifl D’’flDDi

Tannaitic D1~) D’7)Zri ti~i5 Wfl

• .

5. H, Ket. ~‘~1 fl)’1~S n~ Haiakhic authority0
nini~ ny:’un unwt~u

13.1—2 9102 373V3fl 1DUt Perhaps related to
-4U .nS’nnn ~2??fl ~5i

Tannaitic bt~iD’’2 ,,~ ,~,‘, civil (marital) au

thority in Not- 1
above.
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y~yfl •I-UZK1 D’511~
• .91031

lbyl D’fl nz’’T?~5 ~5nti
7U1 1flVfl~ fix onsn ifl~

.1’fl1Y~ flt~ 13K ,?z1K
O’aflz ‘aa i’Sy ipSna

run, ~2~’ 11?ZK1 0’5fl~

.5~o’i x’siri

6. N. R. H. Some type of

7. Tea. San.

7.1,425

Tannaj-b i e

IlK 7’pl131 7’3w1’ OtDl
‘Gin’ fiK1 TiJ1fiD ‘OH]’

ID NXZ~Z’3 UID .fl’i’2
—r)231 0’91fl’V uflh1’~
•i5 ~5ini o’~inw 9DY

Rights to review

and approve the

genealogy of clairn

pi r’~ ‘api irn,ori
ini5yni uj,aaa.n&_ü

.oa’tax n’~n’5y’7

Source Text Function

1.7

Tannaitic

—flfl~ Tit9y?a ‘01’ t~ ~rnK
!Oiflfl lix flK~2 K~19fl Ti’

1321 Kin ,0’5Qfl~’2

152p1 .llrl12’?fll ilDyl
133 nxi mix D’)flDfl

KDWD1 .112y lix l50~3
lixi mrnx i’nap ]“3 ‘flS

.13: lix iSGEil 1]3y

review

board for witnesses

of the new moon.

(u’a:S 9tyflzfl) o’nS
.b’)flDrl l’flK 03? 11?Zltn3i

8. M. Yoma

1.5

Tannaitic

aifte to the priest-~

hood.

9. N. Men.

10.3

Supervision of the

Day of Atonement

service. -

.1fl2_’L! ?7’~~lY l’fl 1S’Z
t3”l’ rly?3 D’xn’ i”:

fllZ’~~D 1111K y’wlyl
n’rj’tii ‘iD yp~p5 ~iino~

Supervision over

the cutting of

Tannaj tie the 2Wi~~
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Source Text Function

10. N. Mid ~y ~~rm n’n n’~~nj~~ Disciplinarian of
~‘, ,rn~. • ~ ~

1.2 ~ n’:ri -m ~ participants in the
—p~2 ,‘aZIfl ~ ~1flW ~‘Z

Tannaitic ~ ,~ ~ ~,, ,~ Temple service.
.lfllDD flt~

U, N. San. liD Same
a’2n:)n ~t1t~

9.6 ~5t< ,“i5

in’n~ 7’t~’fl~i ~iz~fl~
Tannaitic y’y~XD~1 nfl3?’2 ~

.7’~T’J.ri 1u1~) fl$

12. Tos, KeJ.im ~ y~nn i’v~ Same
‘flO2D~ t)~ y~S~ ~

1~6,569 ~z5w naT&~9 t3’2~Nfl 7~’?
...O’~11 U’]’ flfl~ •fl~

Tannaitic ~ ~
mm n~ ~ ~

t~5w ritvyn ruz ~‘~T’)~
- .‘nn ‘?y~ -- .D.

• -

13. N. San. T~ ,iv’~ ~ Uni~ue traditions
flflt~ 1~ fl2~ n’vy?~ ~1]X

7.2 ~n nm~’p~~ nnr~ concerning the met—
.nun~1 flh11~T

Tannaitic hod of capital

punishment.

14. T. B. Ab, 5~-i”~ ‘~z’i •.~ Precursor of the
1fln~~2’ 1-in ~~fl?~jDfl

Zar. 36b ~
•~~“tv~ U1V7Z ~‘‘fl -

Amoraic nirt. General Hal—

akhic authority.



Simoi~oft1~yQc~fli&i’

The Second Book of Maccabees tells of a dispute between

the high priest Onias and a Temple official, Simon:

But a certain Simon of the fatifly of Benjamin?
who had been appointed prost~.Q~g of the Temple,
came into disagreement with the hish priest over
the regulation of the city market.~

The phrase “family of Benjamin” has caused a great deal

of difficulty for scholars. For ostensibly we are here told

that Simon was not a priest but a member of the tribe of Ben~

jainin. Aside from the difficulty of accepting the fact that a

commoner held so distinguished a Temple position, is the great

er — almost insurmountable — probThm of Simon’s brother, Menel

aus, becoming high priest. Coua.d a commoner have served as

high priest? Most scholars have therefore posited that it is

not the tribe Benjamin,but the priestly watch ~~j) of

or Min~a~mL~ that is meant here.3

1. See chapter 7, “s~~ntrat~pQ5”.

2. II Mac. 3:4,

5.Keh. 10:6, 12:5, 14,17; I Chron. 24:9; II Chron. 1:5,



Finkeistein4 has dismissed the scbo1ax~ positing this

theory as ?!apo].ogete&~. He finds no difficulty in conceiving

of a commoner being elevated to the ~osition of ~pffitate~ of

the Temple or even high priest and accepts the Two Maccabees

text at face value.

Zeitlin5 follows the general approach of the first

school with one modification. He suggests that it is not the

priestly watch of 141n 4n that Simon belonged to but that of

Bilg~. 6 This contention he supports with the Latin trans~’

lation (the Lyon manuscript 9th—lOth century) which reads tribj~

baig~p. Tcherikover concurs with this theory07

In the writer’s opinion, Zeitlin is correct. For the

original Greek rendering of this expression is 4s 9cvt~p;V y~’A~s.

Thule’ is not necessarily indicative of a tribe, Zeitlin has

—
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4. Ii. Finkeistein, The Pharisees, Philadelphia: JPSA, 1967,
58Sf,

5. S. Zeitlin, The Second BooLpf Maccabees, New York, 1954,
118, note 4.

6. Neh. 12:5; Tos, Suka 4.28,200.

7. Tcherikover, Hellenistic_Civilization ax~ the Jews, Phila
delphia: JPSA, 1966, Appendix II.

—
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a pJfli&.9

raishmeret and r~7s I9c”~V’~’ V (~~ae) y~iA~s

lated as miEhneret_Bfl&ae.

8. Num. 27:11; 36:1

9. H. Hirshfeld, ‘Triesthood”, ERE, ed. J. Hastings, I, 1920,
297.
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already pointed out that the LXX often translates the word

family C nntw~) by But more important than this factor

is the fact that in Ptolemaic Egypt the priests of the Temple

were divided into a number of classes, each class being called

This would be an exact parallel to the Hebrew

is properly trazis—
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The Hig]~~~jpst 8

Josephus reports (AnS, 20.l0.5,250ff) that the office

of the high priesthood was held by twenty—eight priests bet

ween the reign of Herod and the destruction of the Temple

(37 B.C.E. — 70 C.E.). Twenty—seven of these may be readily

identified from his works. Below i.s a chart identifying tese

twenty—seven high priests, the authorites indicated ~~gep~jj~

as commissioning their appointment, and the source of this in~

formation. Although many other priests are referred to by the

title”high priest” only these are reported to have been of-S

ficially appointed to the position. A more complete discussIon

of the list and the problems associated with it appears in

Chapter 3, “The High Priests”.

Hig~iest

Ananel

Aristobulus

Jesus b. Phabes

Simon b, Boethos

Matthias b. Theolphios

Joasar b. Boethos

Eleasar b: Boethos

Jesus b. See

Herod

H

I’

I’

‘I

H

Archalaus

Appointed -

~Ast. 15.2.442

i5.3~J.,3941

15.9.3~322

15.9,3,322

17.4,2,78

17.6,4,164

17,13.1,339

17.13.1,341‘I
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Appointed Source

Quirinus

Gratus

‘I

Anan.os b. Seth

Ishmaci b. PhabI

Eleasar b~ Ananos

Simon b. Kamithos

Joseph Caiaphas

Jonathan b. Ananos

Theophilos b. Ananos

Simon Icantheras b. Boet—
hos

‘I

Ant.18.2.,]~,2E

18.2.2,33

18.2.2,34

18.2.2,34

18.2.2,35It
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